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GEOLOGIC ATLAS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

lJ:\"ITS OF SrnVEY AND OF rUBLICATlOX, 

The Geolop;ieal Survey is making a top0f!:l'ilphie and a geo
logic Htlas of the United States. The topogl'uphie ntlas will 
cOllsist of maps cHlled aila!; and the geologie HtlllS will 
com~ist of cfllled folio 1m·Judes topogrnphie 

mapfl a certain four~8irled arc:], called a fjuad-

Ot' more than one such Hrea, and a text describing its 
topographic awl geologic features. A quarlrungle is limited by 
ptl,l'allels and mer'idialls, not by political boundary litles, such 
u" those of Sill,feB, count.ies, an.d towllship.'l. Each quadrangle 
is named from H town or a natural feature within it, lind Bt 

the sides and eOl'lWTS of each map are printed the llI11neS of' 
adjacent quadrangles. 

On it map dru\vn to the seale of' 1 inch to the mile a liw:>ar 
mile on tbe ground would be represented by a linei'll' inch on 
the lllap, and eaeh square mile of the ground would be repre
sented hy I'l square inch of the map. The scalt, may be expressed 
also by a frHctioll, of which the Ilumemtor repre1:lents a unit of 
lineal' me1l8UrC all tbe map and the denominutor the eorre
spolltling number of' like units on the ~routJd. Thus, as tllf're 
a.rc 63,;-{GO inches in a. mile, the scale 1 inch to the mile il'l 
expressed by the fradion ii'T,~-,u' or the ratio 1:G:3,3DO. 

Thc three seales most commonly llSl!d on the stam\Hrd 
maps of the (h~ologieal ~urve'y are 1: ;U,GHO, 1: G:!,500, and 
1 : 12fi,000, 1 inch 011 the nmp corre1:lponding approximately 
to one-half mile, 1 mile, and 2 milcs on the ground. On the 
scale of' 1 ::n,()HO a square inch of mHp surface reprcsents 
uiJont one-fourth of a square mile of e:lfth surfucc; on thc 
scule of 1: 02,500, about 1 square mile; and on the seale of 
1: 125,000, about 4 square miles. In general a standurtl Iuap 
on the seale of' 1: 120,000 represent" one-fourth of' a "stllwre 
degree"-that is, oue-fburth of an area mem:Hll'ing 1 dt'gree of 
latitude by 1 degree of' longitude; one on the seule of 1 : U2,500 
represents ono-sixteenth of 11 "square degree"; and onc on t.he 
scule of 1::n,(:j80 represents one-sixt.y-fourth of' a "square 

The areas of the eOl'l'e"ponding quadrangles are 
1,000,250, and GO square miles, though tJll'Y diner with 

the latitude, a. "square degree" in the latitude of Bostoll, for 
example, being ouly ;1,525 square miles lind OIW in tile latitude 
of Galveston being 4,150 square miles. 

l!'EATCUE8 8HOWX OK THE TOI'OUIL\PIIJ() .l\L\PS. 

The features repre~e[]ted on tile topographic nwps eOlllpri~e 
three gelleral clas8es-~1) inequalities of sur1;u:e, such liS 

pluins, plateaus, valleys, hills, and lllouutuins, whidl collec
tively make up tbe relief of the area; (2) bodies of Winer, .':lllch 
as B!reamS, lakes, tidul flats, and the ~:Wll, which 
colloetively nwke up the (:)) such works of llwn as 
roads, railroads, buildings, villuges, and cities, ,dlieb collec
tively arc known llS culture. 

Rdi(f.-i'I,.ll altitudes are measured fl'Otll tlJeall sea level. 
Tile hcip;llts of lllany points have het'll aC(~llrately deterillined, 
and thoeJe of some al'e given on the lllap in ligul'es. It is 
de1:limble, however, 10 slIow the altitude of all parts of t.he m'en. 
mapped, the fi)l'1u of t.he surfilCe, Hnd tlle grade of all slopes. 
This is done by contour lines, printed in brown, f'Heh repre
seJltinf!; a certain height aboyc sea It~\'el. A eontoul' on the 
gronnd paSRes througl~ point!; thut huye thl~ smue Hltitudl-'. 
UI1(~ who follows a contour will go neither uphill 1101' downhill 
but on it level. The manner in which coutonr lines express 
altitude, forIn, and slope is shown in figure 1. 

j,'HiURE 1.-1d!<a! view lind corresponding CI,IlTOI!l·llIap. 

The view represents a river valley between two hills. In 
the foreground is the sea, with a bay that is partly inclosed by 
a hooked sand bal'. On each side of the valley is a terraee. 
The terrace on t11e right merges into a gentle upward slope; 
that on the left m"erges into a"13teep slope tha.t passes upward to 
a cliff, or scarp, which contrasts with the gradual slope back 

from its crest. In the map each of these features is indicated, 
directly beneath its position in the view, by contour lines. 
This map doe::; not include t.hc distant part of the view. 

As contours Hre continuous horizont.al lines they wind 
8moot.hlyabout smooth surfaces, re('ede into ravines, and pro
ject around spurs or prominences. The relations of contour 
curves and angles to the form of the land can be seen from 
the ma p :lnd sketch. The contour lincs show not only the 
shape of' thc hills Hnd valleys but their altitude, us well as the 
steepness or grade of all slope::;. 

The ycrtical distance rcpresented by the space bebveen two 
sllcccssi\,(' eontour .lines-the contour interval-is t.he samE', 
whcther the contours lie along a ciiff or on a gentle slope; but 
to reach a given height on a gentle slope one must go fart.her 
than on a steep slope, and therefore contours are far ap11,rt on 
gentle slopes and neal' together on steep slopes. 

Tbe cont.oUl" interval is generally uniform throughout a 
single map. The relief of a fiat or gcntly undulating coullt.ry 
can be adequately represented only by the use of a small con
tour int.erval; that of a steep or mountainous country ('an gen
erally he adequat~,,]y represented on the same seale by the use 
of a largcr intcnal. The sma.llest internti commonly used on 
the at.las sheets of the Geological Survey is 5 fe~t, ,y!tieh is 
used foJ' regions like the Mississippi Delta and the Dismal 
Hwam p. An interval of' 1 foot hus been used Oil some lurge
seale maps of vcry fiat areas, On map::; of more rugged ('OUll
try t~ol1tonr intervals of 10,20,25,50, and 100 ffod are u.'led, 
and on maps of great mountain masses like those in Colorado 
the interval may be 260 feet. 

In figUJ'e 1 the coutour interval is 20 feet, and the con tonI' 
lines therefore represent contours at 20, 40, GO, and 80 feet, and 
so on, above lIIean sea level. Alorig the contoUl' at 200 feet lie 
all POillts that are 200 fect above the sea-that is, this contour 
Y\'Qnld be the shore line if the sea were to rise 200 feet; along 
the contour at 100 feet are all pointl:l tllat are JOO feet above 
t.he sea; and so 011. In the spa.ce between any two contoltl's 
a.re all points whose altitudes am above the lower aTHl below 
the higbf'r contonr. Thus the contour at 40 feet fulls just 
below the edge of t.he tenace, and that at 60 feet lies above tile 
terraee; therefore ull points on the terraee are Rhown to be 
more than 10 but less th:m 60 feet above the sea. In cllis 
illustration nIl the cont.our lines are numbered, but on most of 
the (;eological Survey's maps only certaiu contour lines
say every tifth one, ,vhich is made slightly heavier-are num
bered, fo!' the heighti:l shown by the others may be learned 
by counting up or down from thcse. 1\1ore f'xact altitudes 
fot' lllilll)' points lire given in bulletins publi::;hed by the 
Geolof!;ical ~urvey. 

DTrl"t!l.uye.-'Vatercourses are indicated by blue lines. The 
line fo!" a perenni~l stream is unbroken; that for an inter
mittent stream is dotted; and that for a strcam which sinks 
and rellppears is broken. Lakes and other bodies of waLeI' 
and thc seyerul types of marshy areas are also shown in blue. 

Cutture.-8ymbols for the cultural features and fo!" pubEc
land land lines and other boundary lines, us ,vell as all the 
lettcring and the map projectioll, are printed in bluck. 

FlilATUHE8 SIlO"WS ON THE GlilOLOGIC ..\TAPS. 

The maps representing the geology show, by colors and 
conventional signs printed on t11e topographic Illap as a base, 
the dist.ribution of rock masses on the surfilce of the land 
and, by meuns of strueture sections, their undel"b'Touud rclu
tions so far as known, in such detail as the scale pcrmits. 

KINDS OF ROCKS. 

nocks are of many kinds. On the geologic map they Dre 
distinguished as igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic. 

Igneous rocks.-Rocks that have cooled and eonsolidated 
from a state of fusion are known as igneous. l\101ten material 
has from time to time been forced upwa,ru in fissures or chan
nels of' various shapes and sizes through rocks of all ages to 
or nearly to the surface. Rocks formed by the consolidation 
of molten material, or magma, within these ehannels-t.hat is, 
below the surface---are called intrusive. An intl'llsi ve mass 
that occupies a nearly vertical fissure which has approximRtely 
parallel walls is called a dike,. one that fills a large and irreg
ular conduit is termed a stock. Molten material that traverses 
stratifi((d rocks may be intruded along bedding planes, forming 
masses called sillB or sheets if they are relat.ively thin and 
laccoliths if they are large lenticular bodies. :Molten material 
that is inclosed by rock cools slowly, and its component 
minerals crystallize when they solidify, so that iutl'llsive rocks 
are generally el'ystalline. Molten material that is poured out 
through channels that reach the surface is called lava, and 
laya lllay build up volcanic mountains. Igneous roeks that 
haye solidified at the surface are called extl"usi've or effusite. 
Layas generally cool more rapidly than intrusive rocks and 
contain, especiully in their outer parts, more 01' less yolcullic 
glass, produced by l'Hpid chilling. The outer parts of lava 
flows !Ire also usually made porous by the expansion of the 
gaS8i:l in the magma. Explosion,., due to these gases may 
accompany volcanic eruptions, causing the ejection of dust, 

ash, lapilli, und la.rger fragmenttl. These materials, ·when, con
solidated, constitute breccias, agglomerates, and t.ufts. 

Sedinwnlm'Y rocks.-Rock.., composed of t.he transported 
fragments or particles of older rocks that have undergone 
disintegration, of volcanic material deposited in lakes and seas, 
or of material deposited in such bodies of water chemical 
precipitation or hy organic action are termed ,,"<rll<inw:ry. 

The chief agcnt in the tmnsportation of rock debris water 
in motion, including rain, streams, and thc water of lakes und 
of t.he sea. The materials are in large part carried as solid 
particles, and the deposits they form are called mechanical 
Such deposits are gruvel, sand, and clay, "'hich are later con
solidated into conglomerate, sandstone, and sih'lle. Som'e of' 
the materials are carried in solution, and deposits composed of 
these materials are called organic if formed with the aid of life 
01' ehemical if formed without the aid of life. The more com
mon rocks of chemical and organic origin are limestone, chert, 
gypsum, salt, certain iron ores, peat, lignite, and coal. Any 
one of t.he kinds of deposits named may be formed separately, 
or the different materials may be intermingled in many ways, 
producing a great variety of rocks. 

Another transport.ing agent is air in motion, 01' wind, and a 
third is ice in motion, or glaciel'l:l. The most characteristie of 
the wind-borne 01' eolian deposits is loess, a. fine-grained earth; 
the most characteristic of the glacial deposits is t£ll, it hetero
geneous mixture of boulders and pebbles with clay or sand. 

.Most RedimenullT rocks are made np of layers or beds 
tlltlt can be easily sepamted. These layers are called stmta, 
and rocks deposited in such layers are said to be 

The surftce of the earth is not immovahle; oYer regions 
it very slowly rises 01' sinks with reference to the.sell, and shore 
lincs are thus changed. As a result of upwllrd movement 
marine sediment.ary rocks may become part of the blld, and 
most of our land surface is in fact composed of rocks that were 
originally deposited as sediments in the sea. 

Rocks exposed at the surface of t.he land are aded on by ail', 
water, ice, animals, and plants, especially the low orgunisms 
known as bacteria. They gradually disintegrate, and their 
more soluble parts are leaehed out, tile less soluble material 
being left as a 1'eBidual layer. ,Yater wllshes this material 
down the slopes, and it is eventually carried by rivers to the 
oeean or other bodies of water. Usually its journey is not con
tilluous, but it is temporarily built into river ba.rs und flood 
pluills, where it forms alluvium. Alluvial deposits, glacial 
deposits (collectively knovm as drift), and eolian deposits 
belong to t.he surficial class, and t.he residual layer is com
monly included with them. The upper parts of t.hese deposits, 
whit'h are occupied by the roots of plants, const.itute soils and 
subsoils, the soils being usually distinguished by a eonsiderable 
admixture of organic matter. 

3Iefamorphio 1'ocks.-In the course of' time and by various 
proeesses rocks may become greatly changed in composition 
and texture. If the Hew characteristics are more pronounced 
than the old the rocks are called metamorphic. In the process 
of metamorphism the chemical constituents of a rock may 
entcr into new combinations and certain substances may be lost 
or new ones added. A complete gradation from the primary 
to the metamorphic form lllay exist within a single rock mass. 
Such changes transform sandstone into quartzite and limestone 
into marble and modify other rocks in various ways. 

From time to time dmillg geologic ages rocks that have been 
deeply buried and have been subjected t.o enorlllOUS pressure, 
to slow movement., and to igneous intl1lsion haye been after
ward raised and later exposed by erosion. In such rocks the 
original structural features may have been lost entirely and 
new ones Sll bstituted. A system of parallel planes along which 
the rock can be split most readily may have been developed. 
This acquired quality gives rise t.o cleavage, and the cleavage 
plUtH'S may cross the original bedding planes at any angle. 
Rocks characterized by cleavage are called slates. Crystals of 
mica or other minE'l'als may have grown in a rock in parallel 
arrangement, causing laD?-ination or foliation and producing 
what is known as schistos"ily. Hocks that show schistosity 
are called schists. 

As a rule, the older rocks are most altered and the younger 
are least altered, but to this rule there are many exceptions, 
especially in regions of igneous activity and complex structure. 

GEOLOGIC FOltMATIONS. 

For purposes of geologic mapping the rocks of all the kinds 
above described are divided into formatiuns. A sedimentary 
formation contains between its upper and lower limits either 
rocks of uniform character or rocks more or less uniformly 
varied in character, as"for example, an alternation of shale and 
limestone. If the passage from on.e kind of rocks to another 
is gradual it may be necessary to separate two contiguous for
mations by an arbitrary line, and the distinction between some 
such formations depends almost entirely on tle fossils they 
contain. An igneous formation contains one or more bodies 
of one kind of rock of similar occurrence or of like origin. A 
metamorphic formation may eonsist of one kind of rock or of 
several·kinds of rock having common characteristics 01' origill. 

[CoIltiIlued 011 illslde back cover.] 



When it is desirable to recognize and JUap one or more 
specially developed parts of a fOrIlwtion the parts are called 
members or b! some other appropriate term, such as leni'ilK 

AGE OF THE FornfA'l'JONR. 

Geologic ti1ne.~Thc larp;est divisions of geologie time are 
called ems, the next smaller are called periods, ftnd the still 
smaller diyisions are ealh~tl ('jJoehR. RnbdiYi~ions of the Pleis-
tocene epoch arc called The flge of a rock is expressed 
by thc name of the time ill 'ivhich it was formed. 

The sedimentary formatiolls dcposited during It geologic 
period are called a system. Tllc priul'ipal divisions of a system 
are called series. Any aggl'ega1f' of fOl'mationc less than a 
series is ealled a group. 

As sedimenhny deposits accumulate sl1(Tf'ssively the younger 
rest on the oIdt'r, and thcir relative ages nwy be determined hy 
observing their positions. In many regions of illtem~e disturh
anee, howevel', the beds have beeH OVf'rllll·IlE't\ by folding or 
their relations to adjaeellt heds ha VEl heen ehang-eel by faulting, 
so that it may be diilieult to determille tilt'ir relative ag-es from 
their present pOfJitions at tlw surfa(·f'. 

Many stratificd rocks eontain thl' remains or imprints 
ofplallts and anilllals which, at tillle the stl'llta were dcpos-
ited, lived in bodies of ,vater or werc ,vashcd into them or 
were buried in surficial deposits on the land. Sudl rocks are 
said to be fossilifl·rous. A study of these fossilR has shown 
that the forms of life at eaeIt period of the earth's history ,yere 
to a great extent different frolll the forms at other IJel'iods. 
Only the simpler kinds of marine plants au (I animals lived 
whell the oldest fossiliferous rocks wen:' df'JlOsited. From time 
to time more complex kiuds developed, and as the simpler 
oues lived on in modified form.; life became more varied. But 
during each period there liyed forms t.hat did not exist in 
earlier timcs and have not existed since; these are c/wmcferi"h·f} 
types, and they define the age of imy bed of rock in which 
they are found. Othcr types pasH(~d on from period to period 
and thus linked the systems together, forming a ('hain of life 
from the time of' the oldest f08siliferous rocks to tlw present. 
If two sedinwntHry fOl'lUatiolls are geogl'aphieally so fitr apart 
that it is impossible to determine illf'ir relative positiolJi::l the 
characteristic fossils fOllnd in thcm lIlay deterllline whieh was 
deposited fhst. Fossils are also of vHluc in determining the 
age of formations ill the l"t'giOllS of intensc di,':lturhullce men
tioned above. The fus::ljls found in the btrHla of' diflprellt areas,' 
provinces, and eOlltineilts afford the mOHt effedivc llleans of 
comhining loeal histories into a gCIH,md elilth history. 

It is in lUallY places diffieult or illlpo:,lHible to determine the 
age of an igneous fOl'lUation, bllt th(~ rt'ltttinJ of SUdl a 
formation can in general he Hscel't.aiued by whetlH'r 
an associated sedimentary formlltion of known agc i8 cut by Lbe 
igneous mass or lies upon it. t'illlilariy, the time at. whicb 
metamorphic rocks were formed fmm tLe originH 1 IlWSSt'S wily 
be shown by their relations to adjacent fiwIlU1iOll8 of known 
age; but the age recorded 011 the llJap is that of the original 
masse!:l HtlllllOt that of their metamorphislH. 

Symbols, 00lU1·S, and paltr~'I·n8.-Each fornmtioB is shown on 
the map by h distinctive comhination of' ('0101' an(l pattern and 
is labeled by a special letter symbol. 

Patterns composed of ptlrallcl straight lilles are used to 
represent sedimentary formations deposited iu the ill lakes, 
or in other bodies of atalHling W<lter. Pau0rns dots and 
circles represent alluvial, glacial, and eolian formations. Pat
terns of triangles and rhomht'! are u",ed for igneous formutions. 
Metamorphic rocks of unknown origin lire represented by 
short dashes irregularly placed; if the roek is schist the dashes 
may be arranged in wavy lines parallel to the stl'ueture planes. 
Suitable combination patterns are used for llwtamorphie torma
tions that are known to be of spuimentar'y or of igneollt'! origin. 
The patterns of each class are printed in VUl'iOll!:l ("olors. The 
colors in whieh the pat.terns of parallel lines are printed indi
cate age, a particular color Leiug assigned to e;wh system. 

Each symbol consists of two or more letters. The symbol 
for a formation whose Hf!;e is known includes the system sym
bol, which is a capital letter or monogram j thc symbols for 
other format.ions fire composed of small letterH. 

The names of' the geologic time di visionl:l, arnmged in order 
from youngest to oldcst, and the color and symbol ~ssigned to 
each system are given ill the !:lubjoined table. 

Geologic time di'l)isiu'll;; wwl symbo{1J anil GulorlJ rlss<!ln,.d 10 (he ruck SysteJlM. 

DlWELOPM..ENT AND Slln';WlCANCE 0(" hUltFACE FOIDIS. 

Hills, valleys, and all other surtiwe forms have been pro
duced by geologic procei::lsf's. Most valleys are the resull of 
erosion by the streams that flo~\ through them (see fig. 1), 
and the aUuyial plaini::l that border many streams were built 
up by the streams; waves cut !:lea diffs, and wan's aud currents 
build up sand spits and bars. Surt:we forms t1ms constitute 
part of the record of'the history of the earth. 

Some forms are inseparably connected with deposition. The 
hooked spit shown in figure 1 is an illustration. To this class 
belong beaches, alluvial plains. lava streams, drumlins (smooth 
oval hills composed of till), and moraines (ridges of drift made 
at the edges of gluciers). Other forms are produced by erosion. 
The sea cliff is an illust.ration; it. may be carved from any rock. 
To this class belong abandoned river channels, glaeial fUl'rows, 
and peneplains. In the making of a stream terrace an alluvial 
plain is built and afterward partly eroded away. The shaping 
of a plain along a shore is usually a double pl'oeess, hills being 
worn awa.y '(dt:graded) and valleys filled up (aggraded). 

All parts of the land surface fire subject to the action of air, 
water, and ice, which slowly wears them down, producing mate
rial that is carried by streams toward the sea. As this wearing 
down depends on the flow of water to the sea it can llot Le 
carried helO\" sea level, which is therefore called the base-let'el 
of erosion. Lakes or large rivers may determine base-levels 
for certain region:;:. A large tract. that is long undisturbed by 
uplift 01' subRiilew:e is worn down nearly to base-level, and the 
fairly ('veil :;:uriitce thus produced is called a peneplain. If the 
tract iR afterward uplifted it becomes 'a' record of its former 
close relation to base-level. 

'l'Im GW)LOGIC }IAPS AND SHE~TI'S 11\ THE FOLIO. 

rnap. ~ The map showing the surface areas 
sevt~rHI formations is called an areal-geology 

rnap. margin is an explanation, which is the key to 
the map. To aseertain the meaning of any color or pattern 
and its letter symbol the reader should look for that color, 
pllt.tern, and symbol in the explanation, where he will find 
tlll) name and description of' the formation. If he desires to 
find any partieular formation he should examine the explana
tion and find itH name, eolor, and pattern and then trace out 
the areaH on the map corresponding in color and pattern. 
The explanation shows also parts of the geologie history. The 
nallles of forlllations are arranged in columnar form, grouped 
primarily )1C'l'onling to origin-sedimentary, igneolls, and meta
morphil' ro('k::; of unknown origill~and those within earh 
group are placed in the order of age, the youngest at the top. 

.E.(;oltolnic-geuZuyy '/(utp.~The IlIap represeuting the distI·ibu
tion of usf'i·ul lllint'nds and ro('ks Hnd sbO\ving their relations 
to the topogrnphie features }lnd to the f!;eologic formations is 
termed t}l(~ (YoII01nic-ge%,qy '/1U(p. Most of the formations 
indicated OIl the areal-geology map are shown on the f'eonomic
geology nlllp by patterns in f~lillter eolors, hut the arcas of 
productive t()rnwtiollH are emphasized by strOJlg colm's. A 
mine symbol show~ thE' location of each mine or (ll13rry and 
is aeeotllpalliet\ by the Ilame of the pl'ineipal mineral produet 
mined or quarried. If there Ilre important mining industries 
or artesiall basins in the arca the folio includes speeial maps 
showing these additional economie features. 

Slruc{w!·p-.w'clion ~/u:et.~The relations of different heds to 
one another llIay bp 8(Wn in ('liffs, canyons, shafts, and other 
lUltural aJHl artilieial enttillgs. ...\ll)' cutting that exhibit;,:; these 
y-dations is ('nlled n IJeclion, an (I the snlllc terlll is applied to a 
diagrfllll reprebellting the relations. The arrangement of the 
beds or mnSSCB of rock in the earth is eallerl 8iructu1'e, and a 
section t'!howillg this urrangement is called n structure section. 

FIGURE 2.-Sketch I!liowing' a vertil'al section below t,be surface at the (ront 
and a view beyond. 

The geologi1lt is not limited, however, to natural and arti
fieial cuttings for his information concerning the earth's struc
ture. Knowing the tl1lmner of formation of' roeks, after tracing 
out the rt"iation8 of the beds on the surface he can infer their 
relative positions beneath the surface and can draw sect.ions 
representing- the probable structUl'e to a considerable depth. 
Such a section is illustrated in figme 2. 

Shalys"ndatone 
glomerate, 

MIl$~i"e",nd bBdded IgneOOla rock. 

FIGURE 3.-Symuols used in ~f'fltion~ to represent different kinds of rock. 

The figlll'e represents a landscape that is cut off sharply in 
the foregl'ound on a vertical plane so as to show t.he under
ground relations of' the roeks. The kinds of rock are indicated 
by appropriate pat.terns of lines, dots, and dashes. These 

patterns admit of much Yariation, but those shown in figure 3 
are nsed to repr€l'lent the commoner kinds of rock. 

The plateau shown at the left of figurc 2 presents toward 
the lower land an esearpment, or front, mudc up of sandstone, 
which forms the diffg, and shale', whiclJ forms the slopes. The 
broad belt of lower laud is tra versed hy several ridges, which, 
as shown in the sedion, correspond to the outcrops of a folded 
bed of' sandstone that ris~s 10 the surface. The upturned 
edges of thi., bed form the ridges, and the intermediate valleys 
follow the of limestone and caleureolls Cl1wle. 

'\There the of the bed" appear at the surface their 
thickness can be measured and the angles at which they dip 
below the surfiLCe can be observed, and by llleaDS of these 
ohservations their positions underground are inferrcd. The 
direction of thc intersection of the surface of a dipping bed 
with a horizontal plane is called its strike. The inclination of 
the bed to the horizontal plane, llleasured at right angles to 
the strike, is called its 

In many regions the are bent into troughs and arches, 
such as are seen in l1gure 2. The arches are called ant£clines 
and the troughs 8!1ncfilles. As the materials that formed the 
sandstone, shale, and liUlestone were deposited heneath the sea 
in nearly fiat layers the faet that the beds are now bent and 
folded shows thttt forces have from tillie to time caused the 
earth's cru~t to wrinklc along certain zones. In places the 
beds are broken across and the parts l1(lYe slipped past eaeh 
other. Such breaks are termed fnultl;. Two kinlls of faults 
are shown in figure 4. 

• FIGURE 4,-lLleaJ s«(ltiolls of broken and hent stratu, ~howillg (aj nurmal 
faults and (b) It thru;;t or l'BOe)'1J8 fault. 

At the right of figure ~ the section shows sehists that are 
traversed by igneous rocks. The schists are mudl contorted, 
and the form or arrangement of t.heir masses underground can 
not be interred. Hence tbat. part of' the section show~ only 
what is probable, not what is known by observation . 

The section also shows three sets of formations, distinguished 
by their underground relationt'!o The uppermost set, seen at 
the left, is made up of beds of sandstone aud shale, \'<'hieh lie 
in a horizontal position. These beds werc laid down under 
water but are now high above, the sea, forming· )j plateau, and 
t.heir change of altitude shows that this part of the earth's 
surface has been uplifted. The bed!:l of this set are con
formable-thHt is, they are parallel and show no break in 
sedimentation. 

The next lower set of' formations consists of beds that are 
folded into arches and troughs. The heds we,re once contin
UOllS, but the crcsts of thc arches have been removed by erosion. 
These beds, like those of the upper set, are conformable. 

The horizontal beds of the plateau rest upon the upturned, 
eroded edges of the beds-of the middle !:let, H8 shown at the left 
of' the section. The beds of the upper set are cvidently 
youllger than those of the middle set, whieh must have heen 
foldcd and eroded between the time of their deposition and 
thHt of the of the upper beds. The upper beds al'e 

to the middle beds, and the sUI·Ewe of contact 

sct of formations consists of crystalline s(·hists 
and igneous rocks. A t some period of their llistory the schists 
were folded or plicated by pressure and intruded by masses of 
molt.en rock. The overlying beds of the llliddle set have not 
heen tra ver::led by these intrusive roekH nor ha \'e they been 
1Jffected by the pressure of the intrusioll. It is evident that 
l"ousiuel'able time elapsed between the formatioll of the sehists 
and the beginning of the deposition of the beds of the middle 
t'!et, and during this tillle the schillts ,vcre metamorphosed, 
disturbed by the intrusion of igneous masses, and deeply 
eroded. The contact between the llJiddle and lowest sets is 
another unconformity j it marks a period of' erosion between 
two periods of deposition. 

The section and landseaJ5e in figure 2 are ideal, but they 
illustrate actual relations. The sections on the stnwture
section sheet are related ttl the maps in much the same way 
that the sQction in the ligure is related to the landsctl pe. The 
profilc of the surface in E:'ach structure section corresponds to 
the actual slopes of' the ground :,dong the section line, and 
tile depth to any mincral-producing 01' water-bearing bed 
~hown mtl,y he measured by using the scale gi\'cll on the map. 

Culumnm' seetion.~Many folios include a culurltnal' 8ectiou, 
which contains brief descriptions of' the sedimeutary formations 
in the quadrangle. It shows the chameter of thc roeks HS well 
as the thickness of' the formations Hnd the order of their accu
mulation, the oldest at the bottom, the younge~t at the top. It. 
also indieMes intervals of' titHe that correspond to e~'enls of' Ilpbft 
and degradation and constitute interruptions of deposition. 

T1UJ Tl1JXT (n~ 'l'HEJ EOI~l(J. 

The text of the folio Htates briefly the relation of the area 
mappf'd to the general regioll in which it ,is situated; points 
out the salient natural features of' the geography of tbe area 
and indicates their significance utH.l their hit'!t.ory; considers 
the cities, towns, roads, raiiroa(ls, and other human features; 
desC'l'ibes the geology and the geologic history; and shows the 
character and the lo('ation of the valllable mineral deposits. 

G}:omm Ons SMiTH, 

January, 1924. Director. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE GILLESPIE AND MOUNT OLIVE 
QUADRANGLES1 

INTRODUCTION 

LOCATION AND GENERAL RELATIONS OF THE AREA 

The area comprising tile Gillespie and Mount Olive quad
rangles, which in this folio is called the Gillespie-Mount Olive 
district, is limited by meridians 89° 30' and 90° and pfiralleJs 
39° and 39° 1;'5' and includes 468.34 square miles. It is 
in w('st-centra] Illinois (see fig. 1) llnd comprises considerable 
parts of Mueonpin and ::\Iontgornery counties and a small part 
of' Bond County. Carlinville, the county seat of l\Iacoupin 
County, is 2 miles north of the north boundary of the 
Gillespie quadrangle, and Hillsboro, the county seat of 
Montgomery Connty, is at the east ,edge of the Mount OliYe 
quadrangle. 

FIGURX i.-Index map of southern Illinois ftnd poniolls of adjacent States 

In its geographic and physiographic relations the district 
forms a part of the Till Plains section of' the Central Lo·wland 
province, a belt of comparati"'ely low 'land that occupies the 
central part of the continent. (See fig. 2.) 

CENTRAL LOWLAND PROVINCE 

tlURFACE F.EATURES 

The Central Lowland province, which is made up chiefly of 
glaciated plains, is bordered on the east by the Appalachian 
Highlands, on the south and southeast by the Interior Lo·w 
Plateaus and the Ozark Plateaus of the Interior Highlands, 
and on the west and southwest by the Great Plains province. 
(See fig. 2.) It extends nortlrward into Canada on the west 
side of' the Laurentian Upland. 

The province is not separated very sharply in physiographic 
character from the adjoining physiographic units, for it differs 
from most of them chiefly in the ayerage altitude of its surface, 
although its extremes of 1l1titude show a considerable range. 
The surfhce of Mississippi Uiyer in the southern part of' the 
province is only about aoo feet abo\Te sea level, \yhereas the 
surface of the western part of the province rises to an altitude 
of 1,500 feet. The region is, however, well contrasted with 
the surrounding provinces in that it consists of a more or less 
dissected plain baving an average altitude that is distinctly 
lower, ranging mostly from .500 to 1,200 feet above sea level. 

The province is glaciated except the Driftless Area, in 
WiRconsin, IllinoiR, llll(l Iowa, and the Osage Plain region, 
which inl'ludes parts of Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis
souri. It embraces the greater part of' the area for which 
Shaw formerly used the term Glaciated Plains province. 2 The 
northern part of' the glaciated area has been little dissected, 
and the relief there is generally not more than 100 feet, but 
around the llUlrgin of the province and along the larger 
streams the reJief' is 400 to 600 feet, ot even greater. 

1 'rhe Gillt;l~pie.jjfount Ulive di~trid was surveyed under an agreelllent 
of cooperation between the United I:ltates Geological Survey and the 
State Geological Snrvey of Illinois. 

"Shaw, K 'V., U. S. Geol Survey Geol. Atlas, folios Hli'i, p.l. H112; and 
216, p. t, 1911i. 

By \Yal1ace Lee 

The valleys of the l\fissi;:;sippi and the Missouri are the 
major drainage channels of' the province. They are flat
bottomed and generally 3 to 6 mileR wide and 200 to 400 
feet deep, and through them most of the drainage of the part 
of the province that lies within the United States finds its way 
to the Gulf of Mexico. The drainage of the northeastern 
part of' the province reaches the Atlantic by way of the St. 
Lawrence. 

In preglacial time the parts of the province since glaciated 
did not differ greatly in topographic form from the other 
parts, but the ice that moved down from the north filled many 
depressions with drift and rounded the irregularities of the 
surface. The till plain of northern Missouri, southern Iowa, 
and adjaeent parts of Kansas and Nebraska was not covered by 
the later ice sheets and has consequently undergone much more 
dis8ection thun those parts of the glaciated region that are 
covered by drift oflater age. 

QUATERNARY UPPER PENNSYlVANIAN MISSISSIPPIAN 
CRETACEOUS 

Ill. 
MIODLE6-IJPFER CAM8RIAN$-LOWER PRE'CAM8RIAN 

ORDOVICIAN ORDOVICIAN 

FW1JRll: 2.-Geologic sketch lllap of Illinois and surrounding region 

The Till Plains section, in which the Gillf'spie~Mount Olive 
district lies, includes most of Illinois and large parts of'Indiana 
and Ohio. The southern part of the section is notably dis
sected, but the northern part still presents to a large degree the 
surface configuration left after the ice had melted. 

GF.or,oGIC JITRTORY 

The events of its early geologic history have had little 
influence on the physiography of the Central Lowland 
province, except that the little-disturbed attitude of the beds 
lUll'; permitted geologic agencies to work unimpeded by struc
ture. The Proterozoic era was dominated by metamorphism 
and igneous intrusion. Although little evidence is available 
for the elucidation of iis history, it was certainly very long, 
perhaps longer than all subsequent time. Sediments then accu
tnulatf'd in great thickness and were consolidated into rock beds, 
folded, intruded by molten rock magmas, and ultimately eroded, 
so that the surface at the beginning of Paleozoic time was rough, 
though its details are little known, for, except locally, it lies 
deeply buried under later sedimentary rocks. 

The Paleozoic era was predominantly ODe of' sedimentation 
in this province, which, however, frequently rose above sea 

level in whole or in part. All the systems of the Paleozoic 
are represented, though by unequal thicknesses of sediments. 
The total amounted to 5,000 feet or more, but in some local
ities erosion removed a part during the era as well as since its 
end. The province was uplifted at the end of Paleozoic time, 
and the uplift was accompanied by gentle warping of the beds. 
More extensive deformation took place in the region east of this 
proYince, where the Appalachian Mountflins were uplifted, and 
southwest of it, where 'the Ouachita Mountains were formed. 

During the Mesozoic era erosion and degradation of the 
land area were the dominant processes in this province. Most 
of the province stood continuously above sea level, although 
neal' the end of the era a considera ble area in :Minnesota, Iowa, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska WfiS submerged 
and sediments ,vere accumulated. The land was elevated 
several times in the Mesozoic era, and after each elevation 
erosion reduced it, in whole or in part, nea,rly to sea level 
or to the condition of a peneplain. These processes continued 
through the Cenozoic era. The remnants of at least two of 
these peneplains are yet distinguishable in the unglaciated 
parts of this and adjoining provinces. The older peneplain, 
as preserved in the Driftless Area of southwestern Wisconsin 
and neighboring parts of' Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois, stands 
about 1,400 feet above sea level neal' Tomah, Wis., but 
descends to about 1,]00 feet near Savanna, Ill. Hills in 
southern and northern Illinois that stand about 1,000 feet 
above sea level may perhaps be remnants of the same pene
plain. Larger areas of this peneplain are preserved neal' the 
margin of the province. This peneplain differs in altitude 
because it has been unequally modified by later movements. 
This modification is very marked in the Osage Plain region 
and in the Ozark Highlands. 

The second and lower peneplain is 900 to 1,000 feet above 
sea level in the southern part of the Driftless Area of Wiscon
sin. In Illinois it is largely concealed by the drif't but prob
ably stands at an altitude of about 600 to 600 feet in the 
southern part of the State. It may be slightly above 600 
feet in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district. Before the region 
had been completely reduced to this plain it was reelevated, 
and a third period of erosion was in progress when glaciation 
set in. The ice that, moved down over the area from the 
north (fig. 13) filled the valleys with drift, though it did not 
greatly increase the average altitude of the region. In the 
drift-covered areas the amount of dissection of any portion is 
very largely dependent on the time that has elapsed since its 
latest glaciation. Thus the Driftless Area has been more fully 
eroded than the Dissected Till Plain, 'which was covered by 
the early ice sheets. This plain is in turn more dissected than 
the Till Plains, which were co,'ered by the Illinoian and early 
Wisconsin ice sheets, and much of the northern part of' the 
Central Lowland province, which received a still later deposit 
of drift, is searcely dissected at all. 

STRUCTUUE 

The structure of most of the consolidated rocks that underlie 
the Central Lowland and adjoining provinces is comparatively 
simple. The beds in most of these provinces lie nearly flat, 
their regularity being broken by small faults and low, broad, 
more or Jess irregular folds. The prinripal exceptions are the 
complexly folded and faulted beds of the Proterozoic era that 
crop out in the Laurentian Upland in 'Viseonsin, Minnesota, 
and northern Michigan, the folded beds in the Appalachian 
Highlands, and the closely folded heds in the Ouachita 
province of the Interior Highlands. The pl'ineipal structural 
features that affect the Paleozoie rocks of the Central Lowland 
province in the United States are the following: 

1. The Cincinnati anticline, a 1m\', broad arch in ,vestern 
Ohio, eastern Indiana, and northern Kentucky. 

2. A hrolld arch in 'Visconsin and Minnesota, bringing the 
Proterozoic and lower Paleozoic rocks to the surface. 

3. A shallo\'1 basin that is praetically coterminous with the 
Lower Peninsula of Michigan. 

4. Another basin that occupies most of Illinois and south
western Indiana. 

o. A still broader basin that extends westward from the 
Mis8issippi neross Iowa and Missouri and thence southwestward. 

These are the most conspicuous structural features, but there 
are other, less striking deformHtions of the strata that separate 
the basins 01' lie within them. 



A broad ill-defined anticline that strikes southwestward into 
the Ozark region separates the eastern Illinois coal basin fronl 
the'Vestern Interior coal basin. An elevated zone also sepH
rates the l\fiehigan basin from that of Illinois. 

In general the strata rise gend y from the bHsins toward the 
more prominent ndjacent strndural arches, but there are several 
exceptions. One of the best kno\vn of these exceptions is the 
La Salle u,nticline, which lies within the Illinois trough and 
divides it into bvo unequal parts by a gentle northwesbvard
trending fold parallel to t.he axis of the basin. 

The formation of the domes and basins and other structUl'al 
features seems to have begun early iu the Paleozoic era, if not 
before, but the greatest movement seems to have occurred near 
the end of the Carboniferous period, though some of the move
ments 110 doubt took place still later, and there is some reason 
to believe that slight warping has takeu plaee :;;ince the retreat 
of the ice. 

The general surface features of the province are due partly 
to the fact that the strata which underlie it lie nearly flat and 
are little disturbed and partly to the fact that the province has 
not recently suffered great elevation. ~l'he detnils are due 
partly to glaciation and partly to erosion. 

GEOGRAPHY 

SURFACE FEATURES 

The surface of the Gillespie-1-Iount Olive district is a 
moderately dissected plain that has an approximate average 
altitude of 650 feet above sea level, or 250 feet above the flood 
plain of the neighboring part of .Mississippi RiYer. Above 
this slll'face in the northeast corner of' the .Mount Olive quad
rangle and near Soreuto in the southeast part rise groups 
of hiBs. The valleys of the streams have rather steep sides, 
and the larger creeks have cut to a depth of 80 to 100 feet 
below the plain. The lowest point is slightly under 500 feet 
above sea level, where Shoal Creek passes out of the Mount 
Olive quadrangle in its southeast corner. Macoupin Creek, 
in the nortlnvestel'll part of the Gillespie quadrangle, is only a 
few feet higher. 

The topographic forms include an upland plain, morainic 
or drift hills, valleys, and flood plains. 

upland p!t1in.-The undissected part of the plain constitutes 
slightly less than half the urea of the district. It forms the 
forked divide between the head'waters of Cahokia Creek and 
the basins of Macoupin and Shoal creeks, occupying broad 
areas that stretch northeastward diagonally across the central 
part of' the Gillespie quadrangle and southward along the 
western. margin of the )1ount Olive quadrangle. 

On the west side of the Gillespie quadmngle the upland has 
an altitude of about 620 feet above sea level, and it rises toward 
the southeast at an averuge rate of' less than 4t feet to the 
mile, reaching its greatest altitude of 700 feet on the di vide 
betwe.en Litchfield and Mount 01i ve. Houtheastward from 
this divide the upland slopes at an average rate of about 7l 
feet to the mile, and in the southeastern part of the Mount 
Olive quadrangle it has an 'altitude of less than 600 feet. 

The margin of the upland tract is trenched by minor 
hranching valleys of streams which are cutting baek into the 
flat divide and slowly reducing its area. Some of the larger 
ravinf's have been cut back several miles into the upland, 
leaving long leyel strips in the interstream spaces. The nearly 
fiat divide is slightly diversified by low rounded swells andby 
shallov;' depressions ,vhieh, until they were drained in recent 
years, were occupied by s,vampy tracts al~J. ponds. 

J.rio1'ainic M' d'fljt h1:Us.-In the eastern part of the Mount 
Olive quadrangle there is n. conspicuous belt or chain of hills, 
one'of whieh near Butler rises 1~0 feet above the upland plain 
and stands at an a.ltitude of over 760 feet above sea leyel. 
Other hills northwest of Sorento are 60 to 80 feet high. Near 
the larger hills there are numerous small mounds 10 to 40 feet 
in height and of' irregular shape and distribution. 

In sec. 15, T. H N., R. 7 ,"V., in the Gillespie quadrangle, a 
notable isolated mound, known as Brushy ~Iound, rises 50 
f'eet above the upland plain. The vil1age of Bunker Hill is 
uuilt on a much lower mound, and there is another 2 miles 
northwest of Bunker Hill. In addition to these mounds the 
flat upla.nd is dotted with small knolls, most of them not more 
than 20 feet high, which, although little more than swells in 
the prevailing flat sllrnlCc, tend to relieve its monotony. The 
chain of ridges and knolls in the eastern half of the ).1ount 
Olive quadrangle is a. part. of' a series of' chains of mounds that 
extends from a point near the south edge of' the 'Viscollsin 
drift near Pana southweshvard through the basin of' Kaskaskia 
River nearly to the 1lissi:5sippi, HS described by Leverett. 3 

Valfeys.-As the Gillespie-1Hount Olive district li€s near the 
headwaters of three streams none of the valleys are large, and 
only part of the area is "intricately dissected. Where the val
leys are cut ,vholly in drift the streams have fairly wide flood 
plains, but ,vhere they are cut into the underlying hard rock 
the valleys are narrow. ~lan'y of the areas where hard rock iii! 

"Leverett, .Prank. The Illinois glacial lobe: G. S. GeoL Survey Mon. 38, 
pp. 71-74, 1899. 
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exposed may thus be' noted from an inspection of the topo
graphic map. As a rule the valley slopes, even in the drift, 
are comparath"ely steep, and the contmst between the topog
raphy of the upland plains and that of the valleys is sharp. 

At a number of places remnants of river terraces have been 
preserved where they are underlain by consolidated rDcks, 
such as sandstone or limestone. These remnants do not appear 
to lw. ve any definite systematic relation to one another. An 
example of an abandoned valley is that occupied by Beaver
dam Lake, 1 mile west of 1:facoupin, in the northwestern part 
of the Gillespie quadrangle. This valley has been abandoned 
as the result of' stream piracy by a tributary of 1facoupin 
Creek. Hurricane Creek originally found its way into Macou
pin Creek through the valley now occupied by Beaverdam 
Lake, but after it had cut its channel to the resistant sand
stones that underlie the drift in this locality its deepening was 
so retarded that a smaller tributary at the site of its present 
outlet, which was cutting the softer till and which was assisted, 
no doubt, by a meander of Macoupin Creek itself, effected an 
opening at this point and permitted the drainage to escape by 
a shorter channel. A similar capture is threatened in the 
S'V. l sec. 35, T. 9 N., R. 8 W., \vhere the divide between 
May Branch and Dry Fork is being approached by a meander 
of Dry Fork. The abandoned part of the valley of Hurricane 
Creek crosses a preglacial ridge of hard rock, from the crest of 
which the drainage of this part of the valley now runs in 
opposite directions in the old channel. The lake itself is 
artificial, dams having been constructed at each end so that the 
lake occupies the gap between the new drainage lines. 

FLood plains.-The lower part of the flood plain of Shoal 
Creek is in some places nearly a mile wide, but the flood 
plains of' West and ~Iiddle forks of Shoal Creek and l\facoupin 
Creek fue mostly less than a mile wide. The broader pf1rts of 
the valleys were probably widened by meandering and lateral 
cutting above points where the down cutting of the streams 
was retarded by the buried ridges of' hard rock. The smaller 
valleys have flood plains only a few hundred feet wide. Those 
less than 500 feet wide are not indicated on the geologic map. 
Valley bottoms more than 300 or 400 feet wide, and some 
even narrower, are largely under cultivation. 

DRAINAGE 

The Gillespie-Mount Olive district is well drained, as the 
surface of the upland plain slopes gently toward the main 
drainage lines and the ponds and swamps that originally 
occupied depressions in the upland have been artificially 
drained. The fine mud accumulated by washing into these 
basins dries much more slowly than the adjoining·surface, and, 
in spite of the artificial drainage, roads that cross the basins 
are muddy long after other localities are dry. 

The run-off finds its way chiefly into three creeks. Macou
pin Creek with its tributalies receives the drainage of the north
western part of the area and flows in a general westerly course 
to Illinois RiYer. Shoal Creek with its tributaries receives the 
drainage of the greater part of the )Jaunt Olive quadrangle and 
flows southward to Kaskaskia River. The drainage north of 
Litchfield finds its way by a northerly course to a tributary of 
Shoal Creek. The run-off from most of the southwest quarter 
of the area flows directly to the .Mississippi through Cahokia 
Creek and its tributaries and Wood River, which rises in the 
south\vestern part of the Gillespie quadrangle and drains a 
small area west of Bunker Hill. Shoal Creek, which leaves 
the area at its lowest altitude about 495 feet above sea level, 
reaches ·the Mississippi by the longest channel. It has an 
average fall of about 4 feet to the mile and flows in a narrow 
channel cut nearly 20 feet below its flood plain. 

11aeoupin Creek at the boundary of' the Gillespie quadrangle 
ha.s an altitude of 505 feet and within the quadrangle has a 
grade comparable to that of Shoal Creek. The grade is mate
rially reduced, however, near the margin of' the quadrangle, 
where \ the streHm has encountered a rock ridge that has 
retarded the cutting of its yaney at this point, above 'which 
the flood plain has attained a width which it would not other
wise have had. This interruption has caused some of' the 
tributarics that enter J\Iacoupin Creek above the rock barrier 
to build alluvia.l fans, as their own unimpeded erosion permits 
them to bring down to the main stream greater quantities of 
allu vium than Macoupin Creek with its checked velocity can 
transport. This part of Macoupin Creek has cut about 50 feet 
Illto hard rock, chiefly sandstone, so that the huilding of allu
vial fans has been going on for a considerable time. 'Some of 
the mounds at the margins of the flood plains near the mouths 
of the valleys are remnants of allu vial fans which were formed 
earlier in the period of the cutting of hard rock and which 
were built perhaps on till. Since their formation they have 
been dissect.ed by the streams that deposited them and also by 
meanderings of Macoupin Creek. 

SETTLEMENTS, INDUSTRIES, AND ACCESSIBILITY 

The Gillespie-11ount Olive district is well sett.led but not 
thickly populated. The four principal towns are Litchfield, 
J\.fount Olive, Staunton, and Gillespie. Litchfield, which is at 

the junction of three railroads, had a population in 1920 of 
6,215. It is dependent chiefly on the adjoining agricultural 
district, though it has some manufactures. Gillespie (popula
tion 4,0(3) and Staunton (population 6,027) are chiefly coal
mining towns, though t.he adjoining farming community con· 
tributes to their support. Mount Olive (popUlation 3,503) is 
to a considerable extent an agricultural community, but coa.l 
mining contributes to its maintenance. 

The Mount Olive quadrangle contains from north to south, 
the villages of Butler, Hornsby, Walshville, Panama (a coal
mining town), and Sorento. The Gillespie quadrangle con
tains the villages of Plainview, Dorchester, Bunker Hill, 
Benld, and Sawyerville, the last two coal-mining towns. The 
principal mines, which are opened in the southeast corner of 
the Gillespie quadrangle, are surrounded by small mining 
communities. 

The district is crossed by eight railroads and one electric 
t.raction line. The Chicago & Alton, the Cleveland, Cincin
nati, Chicago & St. Louis (the main line and the Alton 
branch), the 'Vabash, and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western 
railroads cross the district from northeast to southwest from 
5 to 8 miles apart. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the 
Illinois Central, and the Chicago & Northwestern railroads 
cross the district from north to south. In addition, the Litch
field & Madison Railway joins Litchfield and Staunton paral
lel to the 'Vabash line. The Illinois Traction line, which 
enters the area at Staunton, has two branches-one running 
north ward through Gillespie to Springfield, the other connect
ing Staunt.on with Litchfield and Hillsboro. 

Except in the broken country the roads follow section lines. 

CLIMATE AND VEGETATION 

The average annual rainfall is between 35 and 40 inches, 
and slightly more than half the amount falls during the spring 
and summer, though droughts sometimes occur in August. 

The pla.ins areH was originally to a large extent grass
covered prairie but is now almost entirely under cultivation. 
The steeper slopes, the sides of ravines, and the morainal areas 
were originally forested with deciduous trees, but a part has 
been cleared and is in use as pasture land. Some of the 
cleared land is being reforested. The bottoms, which were 
formerly wooded, a.l'e now almost entirely'!under cultivation, 
and the swampy areas on the divide and in the flood plains are 
rapidly being drained and converted into farms. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

STRATIGRAPHY 

GE'XERAL CHARACTER OF THE ROCKR 

The rocks of the Gillespie-Mount Olive district are of sedi
menta.ry origin and consist of' nea.rly horizontal beds of shale, 
sandstone, limestone, and coal, overlain by unconsolidated 
surficial deposits which almost entirely eonceal them. The 
rocks belO\v the Carboniferous formations are known only 
from drill holes and from outcrops in other areas, ",'here 
they form a thick series that overlies granite and metamor
phic rocks, but. their thickness and lithologic character differ 
considerably in different localities, as is indicated by drilling 
operations. 

The columnar section gi yen in Figure 3 shows the character 
of the rocks beneath the surface in this district, so far as 
known. 

PRE-CARBONIFEIWUS ROCKS 

The deepest well in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district was 
drilled on the Mark Flitz farm by the Producers Oil Co. in 
1909. It. is on the flood plain of Long Branch, at an alti
tude of 567 feet and is 2,770 feet deep. The log of this well 
(p. 3) was interpreted by T. E. Sayage and R. S. Blatchley, 4 

but certain changes in the terminology and in the formational 
divisions, justified by the study of new logs, have been made. 
The log is known to be lacking in detail. The well penetrated 
85 feet below the 8t. Peter sandstone into the series of' Cam
brian ·and Ordovician rocks, which in Missouri is more than 
2,000 feet thick and which overlies the pre-Cambrian complex 
of granite and metamorphic rock. 5 

Another well, drilled in 1909 by T. A. Rina.ker on the 
Freeman Hall farm to a. depth of 2,100 feet, passed through 
the Mississippian series, but the log (p. 3) does not agree 
with that of t.he Flitz well. 

In the Hall well the Meramec and Osage groups, the Silu
rian beds, and the Maquoketa shale are all notably thicker than 
they are in the Mark Flitz well, whereas the Kinderhook and 
Devonian (?) shales are thinner. Except the Quaternary 
deposits, all the recognizable divisions are approximately of 
the same thickness as those in a well in the city of Jackson
ville, Morgan County, 25 miles to the northwest. 

4 Blatchley, R. S., Oil and gas in Bond. ~fMoupin, and Montgomery 
counties, Ill.: Illinois Geol. Survey Bull. 2S, pp. 20-21. 1914. 

S Correlatiou by L. A. lIfylius in 1923, which places the lower part of the 
section in the Devonian and Silurian, throws doubt on the int.erpret.atioll 
used in this folio. 



Log of well on Mark Flitz farm, in sec. 24, T. 8 N., R. 5 W. 

[Altitlldeofcupb,067feetl 

Quaternary system: 

Carboniferous system: 

Pennsylvanian series: 
MeLeansboro formation: 

Limestone, Shoal Creek ~ ___ _ ····1 Shale . __ _ 

Litnestone 

Shale_ 

Cfl,rbondale formation: 

Plaee of Herrin coal. 

Limestone ___ _ 

Coal (}furphysboro?)--

pottsville formation: 
Shale (probably contains mueh 

Sand~tone __ 

'Mississippian ~eries 
Meramec and Osage groups: 

Lilllestone ___ _ 

Sandstone (?) _~ 

Kinderhook group and possible representative 
of Devonian system: 

Silurian 8ystelll: 
Limestone __ 

Ordovician syst.em: 
Maquoket.a shale: 

LinH'lltoIJe __ 

Sand~tone 

I.hnestone ______ _ 

St. Pet,or sand~tone: 

Shakopee dolOJnitp· 
Limestone __ 

"The reported thicknes~ of this ('.00.1 is que~tionable. 

60 

20 

250 
15 

128 

15 

285 

15 

125 

105 

48 

415 

195 

Wi 

115 

[,og ofu)eU on Freeman Ilallfaj'm, in 8ee, 5, T. 9 N, Il. '7 W, 

Quaternary system: 
TilL __ 

Carboniferoll~ series' 
Pennsylvanian ~eries' 

[_"-ltituuc ~f eurh. 619 feet] 

M(~Leanshor{) for!natioll 
Oarbondale and Pottsville fornul,tions __ 

MissisSippian ijerie~: 

Meramell and Osage group~: 
Limestone, sharp, salllly(r), hard_ 
Sandstone __ _ 

Ljm{'~tone, 

40 

210 

320 

156 

24 

20 

I,imestone 25 

18 

Sandstone and limestone, broken___ _ 20 

Limestone and sand~tone __ 

Limestone, broken __ _ 

Limestone, brown_ 

Limestone, black, 

Shale _____ _ 

Limestone, "sandy"('!}_ 

Limestone, 

LimestonE', gray 
Kinderhook group and possible representi1tiH' 

of Devonian system: 

Shale, 

Lime, brown 

Silnrian system: 

I.imestone_" 
Sandstone(1) __ 

Ordovician system: 
Maquoketa shale: 

Shale, white 

Kimmswick and Platt.illliIlle~to!les 

82 

15 

10 

25 

48 
247 

10 

50 

87 

100 

45 

135Y 

60 

80 
380 

'" "5 

530 

586 

590 

507 

725 
740 

1,025 

1,040 

1,165 

1,270 

1,618 

1,642 

1,715 

1,727 

1,762 

1,S10 

1,843 

2,260 

2,455 

2,570 

2,68;) 

2, j70 

Depth 

40 

250 

726 

'" 755 

775 
800 
81B 

888 

888 

870 

885 

895 

920 

9liB 

1,215 

1,225 
1,2i)0 

1,300 
1,30S 
1,:191, 

1,555 

1,600 

1, i35 

17fH 1.914 

Lilllestone grAY, fine grained _ 

Limestone, ye1Jowi~h brown, 

Limestone, gray, fino grailled 

CA RnO"NTFEROUS HY8TE.\I 

111 

74 

2.025 

2,026 

2,100 

The Ma.rk Flitz and Hall wells are the only ones in the 
district that pftSS through the Mississippian series. The thick 
sandstone reported just above the Kinderhook in the Flitz well 
is not known at any other 10cHIity, Hnd this part of the log is 
believed to be in error. A well drilled by T_ A. Rinaker on 

UIll".pltl_Mount Olive 
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the Smith farm, in sec. 15, T. 7 N., R.. 5 W., at an altitude 
of 621 feet, passed into Mississippian rocks at a depth of 69.5 
feet and penetrated 680 teet of this series. 

Log of well on Smith farm, in sec. 15, T. '7 N" R. 5 W, 

[Altitude of curb, 621 feetl 

Depth 

Unre('.orded ___ _ 

Pennsylvanian series: 

Shales, sandstones, coal, and limestone 

Mississippian series: 

Chester group: 
"Rock," red ___ _ 

Sand, gray __ _ 

Sandstone 
Sand, gray_ 

Meramec and Osage groups: 

Hole filled with water 

"',' 186 

5" 

25\ B5 
10 

5, 

65 

10 

186 

695 

720 

705 

765 

770 

770 

840 
S50 

45 89[) 

Limestone, ~andy" __ ~ __ 
Sandstone ___ _ 

Limestone, gray _____ _ 

Limestone, brown _____ _ 

LimestollB_ 

,: I 
50 

25 , 
455 

900 
925 

975 

1,000 

1,455 

The H hole" reported in the log was doubtless formed by 
solution of the limestone during a pre-Pennsylvanian emer
gence. If this solution occurred during post-Chester time, as 
seems probable, it implies an elevation above sea level or a 

• depression of the ground-water level of at least 155 feet. If 
the solntion cavity was formed prior to the deposition of the 
Chester it still indicates a· height of the surface of 75 feet abo\o'e 
the ground-water level. Indications of solution on the pre
Pennsylvanian surface are common in :Missouri, where Penn
sylvanian sediments are found in some places in sink-hole 
openings more than 170 feet deep. 

'I 
! I·-···-·---~--

Kinuerhook!\rou!, 

"11 Devotlhtn is representedlr, [~probflhly a "",ali part of the o"er!ying shale. 
1'8eej'o()tJl.ot~ 5, p. 2 

FIGURE 3, -Generalized columnar section of roeks underlying t.he Gillespie 
and Mount Olive quadrangles 

~c"le 1 inch. ·41)1') fe~t 

The Chester group is not represented in Rny of the wells, 
that penetrate the top of the Mississippian to the north and 
west of the Flitz well. A few miles to the south and south
east, however, two ,,,,ells that were drilled by the Patterson & 
Hedrick Co., as well as the Smith 'well, contain beds that are 
believed to represent the Chester group. The Mississippian 
beds shown in these logs are given in detail, but the Pennsyl
vanian beds are given only in outline. 

Log of well on John Hambyfarm, 'lnsee. 20, T. 7 N" R. 4 W. 

[Altitude of curb. u1~ feetl 

-.~-.. ---------
Surfo.cedepo~it8 ____________________ _ 

Ponnsyl,anian seri!"s: 
McLean~boroformation___ _ ____ ~ ______ ~ __ _ 

Carbondale and Pottsville formations __ 

Mississippian series: 

Cbester group: 

Brown mud 
Redrock __ 

Meramec group: 
St, Loais lirnestone _____ _ 

J,0{l of well drilled in 1914 on I. 
R.5 

[Altitude of curb, 5~O reetJ 

ThI'''''"'' 1-,,:'0= 
Feet Feet 

13 13 

307 i 820 

890 I 710 

8 ' 718 

18 786 

29 765 

139 904 

in see. 24, T. 7 N., 

---.--.. -------~--~--

_______________ 1 Thie~~~" Depth 

Surface deposits 

Pennsylva[lian series: 
;\fcLeansboro formation_ 

Carbondale and Pottsville formation~ __ 

Missi~sippian series: 

Cbester group: 
Red ro('.k __ 

Sandstone __ _ 

Red ro('.k __ 

Shale 
Sandstone __ _ 

Merame('. group: 

St" Louis limestone, 

Feet 
20 

292 

373 

10 

83 

20 

312 

685 

690 
695 

700 
710 
717 

750 

The sediments deposited in this district prior to the Penn
sylvanian epoch were to a large extent of marine origin. 
During the Pennsylvanian epoch, however, conditions were 
re\Tersed, and though marine deposits were formed at times, the 
sedimentation was largely fluviatile and estuarine. The P~nn
sylvanian series in this region is divided into three formations
the Pottsville, Carbondale, and McLeansboro-which corre
spond in age but not in their exact limits to the Pottsville, Alle
gheny, and Conemaugh formations of the Appalachian region. 

The Pottsville formation comprises the beds from the base 
of the Pennsylva.nian series to the base of the Murphysboro 
coal The beds, ,,,hich are known in the Gillespie-.J.fount 
Oli ye district only by borings, consist chiefly of alternating 
sand and sandy shale, apparently of little areal extent. The 
beds of sand seem to be either small distinct lens-shaped bodies 
or ,vere laid down in localities where less clay was deposited 
tban elsewhere. Certain beds, however, have local continuity, 
and certain parts of the formation are more sandy than others. 

Only one coal bed is known to occur in the Pottsville of this 
area., but this bed is most frequently reported as black shale. 
Most of the holes drilled to the depth of this coal fire oil wells, 
and as other 'coals known to be present in these localities have 
been carelessly recorded as black shale or omitted entirely the 
absence of this coal in all these holes is not conclusively 
demonstrated. This coal was formerly mined at Litchfield at 
a depth of about 700 feet. The coal lies 27 feet below the top 
of the formation and has a maximum thickness of 7 feet; ~he 

upper 9 inches is reported as "slaty." 
On the Smith farm, in sec. 15, T. 7 N., R. 5 VV., 30 feet of 

black shale, probably the equivalent of this coal, is reported 35 
feet below the top of the formation. In the Carlinville and 
Litchfield oil fields, however, this coal or black shale \"as 
locally eroded, and its horizon is in some places marked by 
sandstone lentils. 

By reason of the irregular surface on which it was deposited, 
the Pottsville formation differs in thickness from place to place. 
!\Tear Hillsboro it is 125 feet thick, near Litchfield 150 feet, 
and south of Carlinville 100 feet. In a drilled well 3 miles 
north of Plainview only 75 feet of' Pottsville beds appear to be 
present, and therefore in this locality a low hill probably 
marked the pre-Pennsylvanian surface. 

general feat'll1'es.-The base of the Carbondale formation is 
the bm;e of the MurphYSboro coal, find its top is the top 
of the Herrin or No. fJ cmll. The identity of the Murphys
boro coal in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district has been 
determined by stratigraphic evidence supported hy faunal 
observatioll8. 'Vhite G found that the fossil plants of the deep 
coal bed in the Litchfield mine, mention cd above, place 
this bed only a short distance below the top of the Pottsville 
formation. A comparison of logs of wells in .Jackson County, 
to the south, and in La Salle Countv, to the nort.h, ·where the 
}furphysboro coal has been definitely identified, with the logs 
of wells in this district and at intervening places indiC'ates 1hat 

'White, David, Paleobotanical work in Illinoi8 in lOOt!' lllinois Geol. 
Smvey Bull. 14-, p. 294, 1909. 



the next coal above the coal in the Pottsville is the Murphys
boro coal. 

The Carbondale consists chiefly of shale, sandy shale, sand
stone, a few thin lenticular beds of limestone, and five distinct 
coal beds with other coal sheets locally interpolated. Like the 
Pottsville, it is known in this area entirely by records of bor
ings. The formation is much more uniform in charader and 
in thickness than the Pottsville, owing in part to the nearly 
flat surface on which it was deposited and in part to the more 
stable condition of the surface during its deposition. The 
formation contains practically all the workable coal beds of 
Illinois, and most of the coals were deposited under conditions 
so uniform that they extend in continuous beds throughout 
the greater part of the coal fields of the State, though they 
differ in thickness from place to place. In the Gillespie
Mount Olive district the formation is from 190 to 224 feet 
thick; the increase in thickness is shown from north west to 
southeast. The following list, compiled from the more accu
rate logs of the Carbondale formation, illustrates this increase. 
Increase in thickness of Carbondale formation ft'om northwest to southea.~t 

Sec. 18, T. [} N., R. 7 \\T. __ 
Sec. 20, T. 0 N., R. 5 W. ____ _ 
Sec. 3. T. 8 N., R. 5 W. 
Sec. 2:.!, 'r. H N .. R. J W. 
Sec. 15, 'r. 7 N., R. 5 W._ 
Sec. 11, T. 7N., R. 5W._ 

Feet 
190 
205 
1[l" 

213 
220 
224 

The log of the Litchfield s4aft, which is gi yen in the next 
column, presents a. typical seetion of the Carbondale formation. 
The section of the McLeansboro, however, is not typical of 
that formation, and the section of the Pottsville is not complete. 

Murphysboro coal.-In this district, as in many other areas, 
the Murphysboro coal consists of two beds separated by 
shale and sandy shale of variable thickness. North of Litch
field it has been penetrated at two places. The upper bed at 
one of these places is reported to be 2 feet 7 inches thick, and 
the lower, separated from it by 26 feet of shale, is 2 feet thick. 
At the other place heds 9 and 10 inches thick are separated by 
12 feet 4 inches of shale. In the abandoned shaft east of 
Litchfield two beds, one of them 2 feet 6 inches and the other 
2 feet 4 inches thick, are separated by {) feet 6 inches of day 
and shale. In a well drilled by the community of 'Valshville 
in sec. 11, '1'. 7 N., R. 5 'V., beds 1 foot 10 inches and 3 feet 
10 inches thick, the thicker one lying below, are separated by 
11 feet 6 inches of sandy shale. At intermediate localities 
only one coal has been reported, but the churn·drill records 
of oil wells, which have furnished the information, are not 
trustworthy as to details. 

CoalE between Jfurphysbo1'o and Springfield coalB.-About 
75 feet above the base of the Carbondale formation, separated 
from the Murphysboro coal by sandy shale, lies a group of coal 
beds that occupies the stratigraphie position of 'Vorthen's No. 
3 coal. Many of the logs report n thin limestone layer just 
above the coal. In some logs a thin layer is also reported 
just below the lower bench. In several of the'logs a third coal 
bed is noted, and in one log a fourth bed. This !,'TOUp of coal 
beds and associated limestone or its representatives are reported 
in logs of wells in Marshall, Livingston, Macon, Scott, Cass, 
Macoupin, and Montgomery counties. The section of this 
group of coals given in the log of the Litchfield shaft is 
typical. The absence of the highest or lowest coal bed would 
explain the apparent reversal in the order of the limestone 
frequently reported at this horizon. Limestone is not asso
ciated with these beds in the region to the southeast, though it 
appears to be present to the southwest in :Madison and St. 
Clair counties, \vhel'e, probably for the reason suggested, lime
stone appears above the coal. In sec. 6, T. 8 N., n. 5 \V., the 
two highest benches are 2 feet 9 inches and a feet 4 inches 
thick and are separated by 5 feet \) inrhes of shale and lime
stone. The lower a.nd thicker bench, however, is reported to 
contain" bands of shale." 

Another persistent coal bed is present 40 to GO feet above 
the one just described. It is 7.5 to 100 feet below t.he top of 
the formation and 105 to 130 feet above the base. Its position 
in the section is somewhat variable, and its thickness is also 
more variable than that of the others. It ha.s been mined in 
the Litchfield shaft, where it was considered to be the Herrin 
coal Oil account of a clay parting. The bed is 8 feet 4 incheR 
thick and has a 4-inch parting 8 inches above the base. In 
sec. ii, T. 8 N., R. 4 W., "coal and smut" 8 feet 6 inches 
thick is reported at this horizon, and on the Atterbury farm, 
in sec. 6; T. 7 N., R. 4 'V., 6 feet 8 inches of coal overlain by 
4 feet G inches of limestone is reported. In most of the wells 
this coal ranges from a few inches to 2 or a feet in thickness. 

Springfield coal.-'l'he Springfield coal, formerly known as 
No.5 in Worthen's classification, lies 80 to 55 feet below the 
top of the Carbondale formation. In many localities it has a 
thickness of 2 or 3 feet, but it is usually thinner and is 
reported as only a few inches thick or entirely absent at some 
localities in carefully recorded logs. In a diamond-drjJ} hole 
in sec. 21, T. 7 N., H. 4 W., the coal is reported to be oyer 8 
feet thick, but this thickness is exceptional, and the thick coal 
probably does not underlie a very large area. This coal is 
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extensively mined a few miles north of the Gillespie-Mount 
Oli ve district, at and neal' Springfield, and also in the south
eastern plll't of the State, where it is the chief coal, but it is too 
thin to be profitably exploited at the present time in the 
Gillespie~Mount Olive district. 

Log of UJell at site of LitohjleZd mine shaft, in see. 29, T. 9 N., R. 5 lV. 

[altitude of curb, G70teetl 

- --_._-------------

Clay, sandy. blue 
Lime!ltone __ 
Clay __ _ 

Saud, green 

GraveL_ 

Limestone, broken 

Shale. sandy_ 

Coal, slaty __ _ 

Shale, gray __ 

Lilllestone, witll shale banda _ 

Sand~tone __ _ 

Shale. ~Mldy_ 
ShIle. sandy __ _ 

Sandstone ____ . 

Limestone __ 

Shale, !landy 

ShaJe ___ _ 

Carbondale formation; 

Coal 
Shale __ _ 

Coal. Springfield 
Fire clay __ 

Sandstone __ 

Coal 

Coal __ _ 

Shale _ 

Coal __ _ 

Shale_ 

Limestone 

Coal, 
CoaL __ _ 

Shale ___ _ 

Limestone 

Fire clay 
Shale, sandy . __ _ 

Sandstone __ 

Shale, 

Coal 
Pottsville formation; 

Shale, sandy __ _ 

Sandstone, 

Shale, sandy, dark 
Limestone, broken ________________ _ 

Coal ___ _ 

Fire clay, hard __ 

Shale, 
Sandstone. shale part.ing 

Limestone, shale parting 

Shale, dark 

Sand~tone, 

Shale. sandy 

D"fu 

Ft. in. n 

" 15 

1 16 

29 " 
18 63 

10 63 .. 2 107 
18 120 

3 123 

12 13::1 
137 

! 13' 

45 183 

184 

1 7 185 

1 

: I 

187 

187 

194 

199 

24 228 

228 
11 239 

28 
'I 

267 

22 6

1 

290 

28 318 

64 382 

387 

13 400 

3 406 

58 456 

1 1 457 

1 1 458 
1 5 460 

461 

463 
466 

16 482 

1 , 483 

1 1 484 

2 6 487 
46 2 583 

2 4 '85 
4 535 

586 

2 6 '" 17 556 
34 590 

1 11 091 

1 10 598 

2 3 596 

51" 
1 2 600 

10 601 

2 7 603 

1 5 605 

606 
2 6 608 

9 609 

4 3 613 

6 6 623 

16 639 

6 644 

4 2 648 

6 648 

12 • 661 

10 662 

14 11 677 

10 (j87 

14 701 

I "703 

4 

': I 

707 

714 

717 

14 731 

734 
748 

745 

22 767 

26 793 

10 803 

3 811 

'"-

10 

7 

4 

, 

, 
6 

7 

6 
7 

2 
6 

10 

6 

11 

9 

2 

7 

6 

2 

11 

B 
1 

10 

Herrin coal.-The Herrin coal, also known in this part of 
the State as the No.6 coal, according to \Vorthen's enumera
tion, is the thickest and most valuable coal in the area and is 
the onl v one now mined. It lies nearer the surface than the 
other c;als and may be mined under more favorable conditions. 
A thin band of clay, which lies from 8 to 20 inches above its 
base, is present in this coal everywhere throughout the south
ern part of Illinois, and on this account it is sometimes referred 
to as the" blue hand H coal. The coal bed has a rather even 

thickness of 6 to 8 feet over the western two-thirds of this 
district, though in the southwest corner there are many rolls, 
and its thickness may decrease from 7 to 4 feet within the 
length of a mine room. 

In most places this coal is overlain by hard, tough black 
shale a few inches to 8 feet thick, though in some places it is 
much thicker. Aboye the black shale in most places in this 
area lies a thick limestone, which is generally interstratified 
with shale. In a strip 5 or 6 miles wide, extending 2 or 3 
miles on both sides of a line passing through Litchfield and 
Walshville, the No.6 coal is entirely absent or is too thin to 
work. Farther east, particularly near Hillsboro, the coal, 
thougb generally present, is entirely absent from distinctly 
channel-shaped areas, being cut off sharply along a curved 
line in the mine workings by a steeply sloping surface which 
has been attributed to faulting. Drilling in one place, how
ever, demonstrated very clearly that the coal there is not 
displaced but is entirely absent in an area about three-fourths 
of R mile wide, beyond which the coal is again present in 
undisturbed continuity at the same horizon. 

'fhe roof limestone is absent in Honey Point Township ann 
the northern and eastern parts of Cahokia Township and is 
irregular in thickness in areas bordering the zone in which the 
coal itself is thin or absent. Limestone is generally though 
not everywhere absent from the horizon in this border zone. 

The absence of the limestone and the thinning of the coal 
are probably due to the same cause. A short time after t.he 
deposition of the coal and limestone the land was slightly 
elevated and subjected to erosion, and broad, shallow ba.sins 
were ultimately cut in the new land surface. In localities 
farthest from the streams only the limestone was eroded. 
Close to the streams the coal and limestone were both affected, 
and in some localities, particularly near the channels, the coal 
and some of the underlying shale ,vere cut away. The flat 
valleys afterward became filled with sand and silt, in some 
places containing streaks of coaly material, and here and there 
limy beds were laid down. Continued accel;!sions to the beds 
at and above the original position of the limestone succeeded 
in apparent local conformity. 

The fire clay below the coal is rarely seen in the mines. It 
is variously reported in the drill logs. In most places it is 
only 1 to 3 feet thick, but in some places it is reported to be 
C to 1.5 feet thick. 

Clastic beds.-The sandstones of the Carbondale formation, 
like those of the Pottsville, are irregular and discontinuous. 
The Vergennes sandstone, which is a conspicuous member 
toward the base of the formation to the southeast, in the 
Murphysboro-Henin district, is not represented in the Gilles
pie-Mount Olive district. Between the base of the formation 
and the group of coals at the horizon of Worthen No.3 coal 
the beds in most places do not contain sandstone, though in 
one or two logs sandstone beds 5 to 8 feet thick are reported 
and locally sandy shale is present. 

The beds that lie between the coal group just mentioned and 
the Springfield coal show the greatest diversity and irregularity 
of' sedimentation. In the northwestern part of the Gillespie 
quadrangle the strata of this part of the section are predomi
nantly shaly, whereas in the vicinity of Litchfield sandstone 
beds predomi~ate, but it is impossible to correlate the sand
stones from one drill hole to another. 

Between the Springfield coal and the Herrin coal the beds 
are thin and are composed of different materials. In many of 
the logs limestone is reported a short distance below the 
Herrin coal. In some places several thin beds of limestone are 
associated with limy shale, and in other places no limestone at 
all is reported. Sandstone is rare in this interval. 

MCLEANSBORO FORMaTION 

The McLeansboro formation in Illinois, like the Conemaugh 
formation of the Appalachian region, to which it corresponds 
in age, is practically barren of workable coal beds and consists 
very largely of shale and sandy shale. It contains also some 
beds of sandstone, thin coals, and seyeral beds of limestone. 

The McLeansboro formation includes in this region all the 
Pennsylvanian strata above the Herrin coal. It is named 
from the town of McLeansboro, the county seat of Hamilton 
County, Ill., neal' which it has a thickness, as shown in bor
ings, of nearly 1,000 feet. Its greatest known thickness in the 
Gillespie-Mount Olive district is in the Litchfield mine shaft, 
where 411 feet of beds were passed through before the Herrin 
coal was reached. The formation underlies the surficial mate
rials of the district and crops out where these ha ye been 
removed by erosion. Becall(~e of erosion and the general east
ward dip of the beds, the formation in this district becomes 
thinner westward, and less than 200 feet of combined 
McLeansboro and surficial deposits overlies the Herrin coal on 
the western margin of the Gillespie quadrangle. 

Limestone members.-The most conspicuous members of the 
McLeansboro formation are the limestones. The most persist
ent of these beds is the one which lies above the Herrin coal 
and is almost coextensive with that coal. In most plaees it is 
20 to 30 feet thick and is separated from the coal by a few 



inches to 8 feet of black H sln te:" (shale). In many plnces, 
however, the deposition of limestone at this horizon was inter
rupted by the deposition of shale, so that limestone alternates 
"dth shale and forms fL heterogeneous though distinct group of 
beds. This limestone is characterized by a small fossil, of the 
shape and size of a grain of wheat, which is known as 
Girty,ina ventr'icosa, but which has also been known by several 
other names, chiefly perhaps by the name Fusulina secalica. 
By reason of its wide deposition and its characteristic fossil 
this limestone is useful in identifying the Herrin coal. How
ever, as mentioned in explaining the local llbsence of the 
Herrin coal, it is rather generally absent in a large part of the 
Mount Olive quadrangle. 

Two other limestone beds, the Curlin ville and Shoal Creek 
members, in the middle and upper purts of the formation 
respectively, are particularly conspicuous, and indeed they are 
the only outcropping members of the formation that can be 
readily identified. The Carlinville limestone, the lower of 
these beds, is named from its exposures near Carlinville, just 
north of the Gillespie quadrangle. It lies from 200 to 225 feet 
above the base of the formation, but toward the eastern margin 
of the district the bed becomes thin and irregular and is a.ppar
ently absent. At its outcrops the bed has a thickn~ of 6 to 
7 feet. It is tougb, gray, and dense and is much more homo
geneous than the Shoal Creek limestone, which lies at a higher 
altitude. The Carlinville is also less argillaceous and may be 
distinguished from the Shoal Creek member by its smoother 
grain ano its method of weathering. The Carlinville breaks 
into regular smooth-sided blocky chips, whereas weathered out
crops of the Shoal Creek member arc littered with ragged 
flattish chips and plates. To the south, toward the Belleville
Breese llistriet, as well as the east, the Carlinville member 
becomes thin awl irregular and can not be identified positively 
ill the logs. Possibly, however, it undcrlies a very small area. 

The following fossils, determined by G. H. Girty, were 
collected from the outerop of the Carlin ville limestone in an 
exposure on Uig Branch southwest. of RenId, in the S'V. t 
sec. 12, T. 7 N., R 7 W.: 

AxophyUum rude? 
CraterophyllulU verti(~llIatum'l 
Fistul!pom nodulifera? 
Chonetes verneuilianus'/ 
Marglnifera sp. 

Deltopecten oooidenta list 
Acanthopeeten Ci\rbonlferus. 
Myalina sp. 

SquaDiularia perple:nt. 
Composita suh tlll ta. 

Parallelodon ~p_ 
Schizodll~ sp. 
EupheUlus cal'bonarius? 
Naticop81s altoneusist 

The "top" limestone mentioned by Udden lmd Sha.w 7 may 
be the eq ui valent of the Carlinville limestone. but it seems more 
probable that this limestone, which is 100 to 130 feet above 
the Henin coal in the Belleville-Breese area, js the equivalent 
of It limestone member reported in some logs, especially in the 
western part of the area, at nn in terval of 150 to 175 feet above 
the Herrin coal, though there is nothing save the stratigraphic 
posit.ion to justify the correla.tion. This limestonc crops out in 
the railroad cut east of Plainview, and Worthen regarded it 
as the Carlinville member, which it closely resembles. Logs 
of wells near by, however, clearly indicate that it is beneath 
that bed anti only 150 feet above t.he Herrin coal. 

At the bridge over Spanish Needle Creek, in the W.l sec. 
21, T. 9 N., R. 7 W., the following section was measured: 

Section of Carlinville limestone and associated beds on Spanish Needle 
Creek 

Carlinvill{> iiUleston a: Fl.. In 

Limestone, IDlullSlve. smooth, fi ne textured, in three 
benehes, 56 inches, 5 inches, and 11 illches thick, 
resptH~tively _ _ ___ _______ __ _ . 

Lhuesrone, highly fossiJiferoll~ ____ _ _ 
I.ilIlestone. shaly. fossiliferO Il ~ 
Shale. dark drab, with carbonaceous layer 6 inchelS 

from top; ajlUlldallt leaf print.s_. 2 ti 
Watel' level. 

, I 

The dark fossilifi:"!rous Slll:lle eOlllInonly underlies the Carlin
ville in this part of the dist ri ct, and the cll rhonnceous layer ill 
Rome plaees bceOllleR a thin bund of (~Olll. _Fossil phlllts have 
been fouud in ·the day beneath the Carlinville limestone at 
this pla{'e and in thc RE. {- sec. sn, T. 9 K., n. 8 oW. 

Above the Carlinville member aud 30 to 50 feet below tIll' 
8hoal Creek Illembcr occurs n thinner bed of limestone which 
is exposed at. a number of' 10calitieH in the head waters of 
Cahokia Creek south aud west of Gillespie. This limestone 
is com posed to II large extent of fragmental she ll s Ulld is 
colored reddish hrowu by iron minerals. Ti s thickness in 
most placeR is only 2 or 3 feet., and it does not appear to 
form a. continuous bed, for it is II Ot reported in many reliable 
well logs. I t erops out in the bed of Big Ihanch, in t.he 
HE. -} sec. 1, T_ 7 K., R. 7 \V., where the following fossils, 
iden t.ifi ed by G. H. Girty, were found: 

Craterophyllulll vertidlllltlliU. 
Septopora biserialis ? 
Derbya broadheadi? 
Prodllctus pertenui>!. 
Margjniferl~ wabatlhentds. 
Pugnax osugensis. 

I 
Dielllsma bovideus T 
Spiriter Ctl.llleratus. 
SquamularilL p6rplexn. 
CompO<!itu. subtilitu., 
H ustedi lL mormon!. 

'Udd.D. J. -A,,-all-d -c-Sha- w-=. ,,-=. w::-" ~U.C:-S. -:-a.-=-ol.-=-Sn-,,-.y-=-a.--COI.--CAC:-tla-,. B::-.IC-I • . 
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The Shoal Creek limestone lies about 75 feet above the 
Carlinville and from 275 to 325 feet above the base of the 
formation. South 'of the Gillespie--Mount Olive district, how
eyer, at Breese, this interval increases to 350 feet. The lime
stone is conspicuously exposed near shaft No. :-3 of the Superior 
Coal Co., in sec. 36, T. 8 N., R. 7 'V. ; also in sec. 25, T, 8 N., 
R, 6 'V., on Shoal Creek east of Litchfield, on I.ake Fork and 
Shoal Creek near Sorento, and elsmyhere. It has a thickness 
of 12 to 25 feet, but it consists of a serie<!: of layers of more or 
less argillaceous limestone and is not a homogeneous member 
like the Carlin vi1le. In certain localities parts of the bed 
become limy shale. Near Litchfield it appears to be split into 
t.wo pa.rts, the lower separated from the upper by 15 to 30 feet 
of shale, but the lower limestone may represent a locally 
developed len ti1. The face in weathered exposures presen ts a 
ragged appearance, which is due to the finc conchoidal jointing 
of t.he beds and to the tendency of the bed to split along the 
bedding planes. 

The following partial section of the Shoal Creek shows the 
character of the bed llt one locality: 

Section of Shoal Greek limestone in NE. t sec. e, T_ 8 N., R. 5 w. 
Ft. In. 

Clay shale. laminated, with smnJI " ironstone" concretions 4 
Shoal Creek limestone: 

Lime@tone. hard. crystalline____ ___ _____ _____ 1 8 
J~imestone, vel'Y argillaceous: weathen~1nt.oclodH_ 2 
I~hllestone, argillaceous; weathers to HOlY clay __ _ 
Limestone. dense. white, with dull "stony " surface __ 
Limestone; shattered irregular slabs: sllghtlyargilla-

OOOIlS ____ • 

Hedof creek. 
158 

The Shoal Creek limestone is generally underlain by 1 to 3 
feet of black to gray" slate," beneath ,yhich is a coal streuk a 
few inches thick and fire clay. At the quarry east of Litch
field, in the SW, {- sec. 2, T. 8 N., R. ,I) W., 3 to 6 inches of 
coal occurs 1 foot beneath the limest.one, and the underlying 
firc clay is sHid to be 7 fi.'Ct t.hick. 

On ~hoal Creek in Hec. 20, T. 7 N., R. 4 "\\7., on the road 
to Panama, the following section of the Shoal Creek limestone 
and associated beds waH measured: 

Sedi on of Shoal U1'cek Umest(}ne (Iud (l,$sociated beds 'in sec. eo, 1'. 7 N ., 
R . -i lV. 

Shoal Creek limestone _ 
Clay. dark bluish __ 
Shale. black __ _ 
Shu.Je, dark blue _____ . 
Sla te. black . coaly 
Coal. d lrty __ 
Coat and mother coal 
Coal, clean __ 
FIl'e clay. 

Ft, in 
6 
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The cOill exposed in this section is said to be 2 feet thick 
beneath beds of the Shoal Creek limestone lfj feet thick at the 
ford on Lake Fork 2 miles north of Sorento, in the NW. t 
sec. 29, T. 7 N., R. 4 W. It was mined about 40 years ago, 
but the outcrop is no l onger visible. The coal is said to have 
been of excellent qnality and to have been in demand for use 
by blacksmiths. 

The fo llowing fossils, det.ermined by G. H, Girty, were 
collected at this exposure: 

Lophophyllum pro[undum. 
Batostomella sp. 
Polypora sp. 
Rhombopora lepidodendroides? 
Chonetes verneuilianus. 
Productus pertenuis. 
Productus nebraekensis. 
P roductus insinuatus ? 
lIarglnltera splendens. 
Marginifera wabashensis. 

i Pugnax osagensis. 
I ' Dielaema bovidens. 

SplrHer eameratus. 
SquamuJario. perple:xa" 
Composita subtilita. 
Hustedia mormoni. 
Acanthopeeten carbonHeru8_ 
Naticopsis aJtonensis' 
Fish t ooth. 

The following fossils, not foun d at the locality mentioned 
above, were found at ot.her olltcrops of' the Shoal Creek 
member: 

Tegulifera arlllata. 
SpirHel·tua kentucky('n~ilj. 

Cladochonus~ prOIlSflri. 
CladochollUsf anna l 
Pusulina? 
Septopora biserialis. 
Craterophyllu(]l f 

Campopllylltun torq uiuUl. 
Stellopora carbonnria. 
Cyclotry pa barberi ? 
P hi!1ipsia sp . 
Fistulipora. 
P roductu s cora. 

One of the mo~t distinctive beds recognizable ill the thill 
records of the dish'iet is a bed of red or variegated (,lny. It is! 
usually reported from 40 to 60 feet abo ve the base of the 
fo rIHftt.ion. Though it is not recorded at all localities it is 
widply distributed throughou t t.he eentral part of the State, 
heing present at lenst. as far north as Springfield and 20 miles 
or more south of the Gillespie-_Mou nt Oli ve dist.rict. 

FOLlr thin coal bedR arc generally present at approximately 
40,7;''), 150, find 2UO feet abovo the Ltl se of' tile formation. In 
a. few places thin lentils of cOftl oeem tit other horizons. None 
of these cmll beds are more t.han a few inches thick, except in 
T. 7 N., It 4 'V., where the third bed approaches workable 
thickneS8 at several poin ts. A carefully kept log of a drill 
hole in sec. 82 records II thiekness of 7 feet of COlLI 134 feet 
above the bllse of t.he fo rmation. In sec. 35 reports show 
:3 feet of coal underlain by 20 feet of fire day 158 feet above 
the base of the formation. In see. 22 this bed is reported to 

be 147 feet above the H errin coal and to be 3 feet thick, with 
a 6-inch parting of fire clay near the middle. In sec. 5 
reports give 4 feet of "coal and fire clay" 158 feet above the 
base of the formation. Most of the other logs, however, report 
less than 18 inches of coal. 

Clastic beds.-The beds for 50 to 75 feet above the Herrin 
coal Ilre extremely variable, and, except the basal limestone 
member, most of them are thin. Thin beds of limei!:tone are 
common, thin lenses of coal are locally present, and black shale 
and sandstone are interbedded with shale and sandy shale. 
Beds of sandstone have been recorded in well logs at all hori
zons of the McLeansboro, though most common from 100 to 
200 feet aboye the base of the forma tion, but they are of local 
extent. 

The following log gives a representative section of the 
McLeansboro formation: 

Log of well in lIOuthwestern pal·t of T. 8 N ., R. 6 W. 

Quaternary system: 
Clay, yellow_ ._ 

I 

TO"""_ 

__ ____ _____ .___ Ft,j, i'll. • .n. In. 

• 
~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ :: ~J 2: 

10 

" 42 

Sand _ 
Clay, yellow __ _______________ . __ 
Sand ________ ______ _ _ 

Clay. blue __ 
Sand and graveL ___ .. 

Carbonifero us system (Pennsylvanian series) ; 
McLeansboro formation; 

Shale, lim y __ _________ ___________ _______ _ _ 

Limestone. Shoal Creek ____ ___ ______ ____ _____ . 

Shale, dark __ 
Coal __ _ 

Shale, clayey ___________________ ____ __ ____ . 

Shale. 
Coal 
Shale. clay _ 
Shale, 1I1l1y _____ . 
Limeatone ____ _ 

Shale. J>andy ___ _ 

Shale, 
Limestone, Carlinville __ 
Shale, sandy_ 
Shale, 

Shale __ 
Shale, limy __ 

Shale, sandy_ 
Shale, gray _ 

Shale. red 
Shale.limy ___ _ 
Limestone ______ .. 

Sbale. elay __ _ 

Shale, blue 
Coal __ 
Shale. gray ___ __ __ _ __ _ . _____ ~ ____ __ _ 

Limestone, lower part 5haly 
Shale, dark ___ _______ _________ _________ _ 

Carbondale form ation; 
Coal. No. 6 (Herrin) 

. Shale, c1ay ____ __ ._ 

" 

IB 

18 

87 

8B 

" 112 

'" 1498 

100 

158 
11lS 8 

59 HiD 

10 

I' 

161 

161> 
175 

100 

186 
28 219 
20 289 

6 2396 

26 242 
251 

82 283 

.. rull 
11 9 842 9 

3 848 

'" .M 
'" 3" 
'66 
872 
876 

S77 

8786 

." 
16 404 

': 1'08 4169 

420 

Intraformational unconjormities_-The unconformity a short 
distance above the Herrin coal is widespread and may be the 
equivalent of that which locally cuts out the same coal bed in 
the western K entucky coal district. 

FIGU R E 4.-Sandston e beds in McI.eanshoro formation resting unconlorm
ably on Shoal Creek limestone member of the formation, NW. t sec. ~. 

T. 9 N. , R. ti W. 

Another conspicuous unconformity was developed at some 
time after the deposition of the Shoal Creek limestone. This 
unconformity i!:! well shown in the outcrops on Shoal Creek 
northeast. of' Litchfield, in 9CCS. 23, 24, 2.1, 26, and 3G, T. 9 N., 
R. 5 'V. H ere the Hhoal Creek limestone may be seen in 
a series of exposures above the bridge in sec. 25 and 011 the 
road to the east. A few hundred feet farther south, however, 
where the creek impinges on a bluff, more than 80 feet of 



sandstone and sandy shale are exposed at the horizon of the 
limestone. This sandstone has no counterpart in adjacent 
exposures below the limestone, but in the ravine east of the 
bridge massive sandstone that has a basal Iimpstone conglom
erate rests unconformably on the Shoal Creek. (See fig. 4.) 
This sandstone is exposed in a few places southward along the 
creek to sec. 36, where the Shoal Creek limestone overlain by 
shale again appears. The relations of tlle unconformable beds 
are indicated in Figure 5. A study of the section shows tImt 

I, 

':.~" .. , .. ~~;~~' 
FIGURE 5.-Diagrammatlc cross section along course of Shoal Creek pro· 

jected on north·south plane, showing unconformity within the 
McLeansboro formation that outs out the Shoal Creek limestone 
member 

the unconformity is sharp and that the erosion formed a con
siderable valley. The depth CAn scarcely have been less than 
100 feet, and the width of the channel not much more than 
It miles. The geologic record indicates a period of temporary 
and unusual elevation of the land surfh.ce, which may have 
amounted to several hundred feet for the region as a whole. 
The fact that the filled channel occurs at the crest of an anti
cline naturally raises the question whether the limestone 
exposures north and south of the filled channel represent the 
same bed, but borings in the vicinity sath:lfactorily demonstrate 
their identity. 

QUATERNARY SYSTP..lI 

CHARACTER AND TIIICKNRSS OF DEPOSITS 

The surficial deposits of the Gillespie-Mount Olive district, 
which are 20 to 235 feet thick, belong to the QuaternRry 
system. They consist almost entirely of unassorted drift or 
till, of Pleistocene age, and a.lluvium, of Recent age. All the 
material has been derived from consolidated rocks, in part 
through the grinding and plucking action of glaciers and in 
small part by wear effected by streams. These surficial mate
rials have been transported partly by ice and partly by water, 
and perhaps to a minor degree the wind has been an agent in 
moving them. 

The greatest thickness of Quaternary deposits known wiUlin 
the district is 235 feet, recorded in a hole drilled on Brushy 
Mound, in sec. 15, T. 9 N., R. 7 W. This thickness is excep~ 
tional, however, for the hole was drilled ou a drift mound 
and descends into!t preglacial valley. At mine No.7 of the 
Consolidated Coal Co., in sec. 21, T. 7 N., R. 6 W., 193 feet 
of glacial till was penetrated. 

Preglacialsapl'olile.-Weathered shale or residuHry clay over
lain by glacial till, which is exposed ill the Cllt on the Illinois 
Traction line just east of the bridge over Shoal Creek in sec. 
12, T. 8 N., R. 5 W., is believed to represent preglacial rock 
decay. It is only natural to suppose that ill ar-eus protected 
from the scouring action of the advancing ice the old wenthel'cd 
preglacial rocks have been preserved at many points to form 
what. has been termed saprolite and residuary clay. As It rule 
the bedrock in southern Illinois WIlS not so deeply scored as in 
many other areas. 

Pre·Illinoian (Kan8an?) till.-At a number of localities in 
the central part of the district a till distinctly older thun the 
Illinoian, which forms the surface, is exposed in the ravines. 
It is overlain at several places by interglacial soil or alluvium, 
which separates it from the Illinoian drift above. At most of 
the localities at which it is distinctly determinable only a few 
feet of more or less weathered till is present, and so far flS 

known it is probnbly in few. places more than 30 feet thick. 
In sec, 35, T. 9 N., R. 5 W., east of Litchfield, a partial expo
sure of what is believed to be the lower till occurs in the 
ravine a short distance below the outcrop of interglacial soil. 
At this place it has a distinctly more greenish cast than the 
usual bluish-gray color of the Illinoian till, and as it is com· 
posed of a larger proportion of clay it is tough and hard. The 
lower tiU appears also at several localities to contain a greater 
quantity of fragments of coal than the Illinoian, which may be 
due perhaps to the fact that at the time of the advance of the 
Illinoian ice sheet the Pennsylvanian rocks were more or less 
generally covered by remnants of the earlier t.ill deposit, 
whereas ·the pre-Illinoian ice sheet advanced over a sur£-lce on 
which the outcropping coal heds were protected only by the 
thinner residuum. 

Only two PIE'istocene till sheets older dum the Illinoian are 
known in North America, and one oI.' both of these may 
extend into Illinois. The pre-Kansan touches the State along 
the Mississippi. In the absence of definite evidence the pre
Illinoian drift of this district is provisionally referred to the 
drift sheet next older than the Illinoian-that is, the Kansan. 
The percentage of pebbles of different kinds of rock in the 
glacial d(,;bris is given in the table on page 7. 
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Inlerglacialsoil {probably Yarmouth).-The interglacial soil, 
which separates the older till from the Illinoian, is reported in 
many records of wells in the area and was observed in several 
outcrops. This soil is thought to correspond to the buried soil 
found by Leverett neal' Yarmouth, Iowa. 8 

In addition, several detailed records show yellow clay and 
sandy clay underlying blue till at considerable depths below 
the surface, and these clays probably represent iuterglacial 
weathering. Many records also show beds of sand and gravel 
of considerable thickness, and although no doubt many of 
those beds represent lenticular masses in the drift it is prob
able, in view of the established presence of an interglacial soil, 
that at least some of them represent pre-Illinoian alluvhll 
deposits, such as have been observed in the outcrops. 

The most striking exposure of interglacial soil lies 1 mile 
north of Staunton, in a ravine in the SW. t sec. 20, T. 7 N., 
R. () W., where die following section was measured: 

Glacial anq interglacial deposiu north of Staunton 

lUinoian glaolal till; 
Buff to blulsh·gray sandy clay. mostly covered in 

wooded slope ; lower part, exposed in bank of 
gully. very hard, dense, partly cemented. cal· 
careous. with rusty zones 1 to 2 inches wide 
bordering joint crneks and around small tubes__ 40 

Yarmouth (1) iuterglneial deposits: 
Sand or sandy olay, very fine, olean, grayish.white, 

limy, compact, tough but breaking with oon· 
choidal fracture; weathered faoe shows lami· 
nation; contains vertical plant and tree stems, 
the largest of them 8 inchcein diameter __ . _. ___ _ 

Clay, bluish, tough, with smallstems. ___ ___ . __ __ . 2 
Sand, like above but ye11owi8h_ . ____ _ ._~_ ______ ___ 0-6 
Sandy loam, black and carbonaceous, grading 

downward into coarse un80rted sand: contains 
sillall spiral shells and at top many large and 
swall pieces of wood and roots in place : sandy 
portion at base brownish, with less wood (prob. 
ably rotted) __ ___ . _____ . __ . ___ _ . _____ .___ __ _____ 6- 12 

Sand, reddish brown, unsorted but irregularly 
stratified, grading downward into weathered till 2--S 

Kn.nsan ('I) glacial till: 
Weathered deposit: biu of coal and black shale 

conspiouous _____ . ____ . _____ . __ . __ . __ .. ________ _ 

'l'ill, estimated thickness, only upper part expoeed 80 

The fine sand just below the Illinoian till is gray to bluish 
white. Most of the stems and branches have completely 
rotted awny, leaving only small holes in the centers of cylin
drical crusts of yellow-stained hardened sand, although in 
sOlUe places cores of rotten or even firm wood remain. 

At one place where the scour of the stream has exposed the 
surface of the b1ack loam the trunk of a small tree 2 inches in 
diameter remains in place as 'it grew in the old soil. The 
roots radiate and show for a distance of 3 feet from the trunk, 
(See fig. 6.) The roots are no longer round but are flattened , 

FIGUUR 6.-Tree stUIllP rooted as it grew In Yarmouth (1) interglacial soll, 
overlain in near.by exposuree by Yarmouth (1) sand and clay and 
Illinoian till. 

owing to the weight of the superincumbent .material, and this 
is true of all the fragments that are buried in a horizontal 
position. 

In another ravine, a quarter of a mile distant, the black soil 
is very sandy and contains very little wood but an abundance 
of shells, which in connection with the coarse sand nnd lack 
of woody fiber suggest lake or stream deposits at this point, 

The following shells were collected and determined by 
'Villiam H. Dall, who reports that these as well as other 
specimens collected are all living species of a distinctly cool 
temperate climate, such as might be found in the same region 
to-day: 

Pupilla mUl!oorum Linnt'!. 
Biftdaria cortioarla Say. 
Vallonia costata MUlier. 
Zonitoidcs arboreus Say. 
Sucoinea. avara Say. 

I 
Planorbis sp. fragment. 
Limnaea stftgnalis Linnt'!. 
Planorbis parvus Say. 
Unio sp., fragment. 

Another exposure in the same locality shows the contact of 
the soil with the underlying till, which suffered rather peculiar 

• Leverett, Frank, The weathered zone (Yarmouth) between t he Illinoian 
and Kansa.n till sheeta: Jour. Geology, vol. 6, pp. ~88-24S, 1898: Iowa Acad. 
Sci. Proc., vol. 5, pp. 81-86, 1898; abstract in Am. Geologist, vol. 21, p. 2M, , .... 

weathering (fig. 7), the joints in the till having become 
cemented by iron that was deposited along the cracks, a 
phenomenon sometimes observed in present-day exposures of 
jointed Illinoian till in deep well-drained cut banks. 

FIGURE 7.-Hard, jointed Kansan ('I} till (A) overlain by Yarmouth (T) soil 
and subsoil (B), in ravine 1 mile north of Staunton 

Tbe ferruginous subsoil matllrlal "~lIda dOWD luto jolnteracksln the underlying WI 

A similar exposure of the soil occurs in a ravine northeast 
of Litchfield, in tb.e NW. t sec. 35, T. 9 N., R. 5 W., where 
the following section was measured: 

Glacial and interglacial deposits northeast of Litchjleld 

Illinoian glacial till; 
M06tly covered in wooded slope; lower part, ex· 

posed north of bridge, very dense partly cemented 
gray till, with rusty zones around tubelets and 
bordering joint cracks. 

Yarmouth (1) interglacial deposits: 
Sand, fine, bluish·gray, limy; stained yellow and 

hardened where it surrounds openings left by 
rotted stems; lamination extremely irregular, 
contorted ______ . ____ . _____ . ___ . ___ . __ ._. __ . __ _ .. _ 

Loam, bluish gray, eo.rbonueeous, with smaU shells; 
base irregular, top smooth, a few fine roots_____ _ 2-14 

Sand. irregularly laminated, weathered brown; 
upper part contains shells, which are rare in 
lower part __ _____ •. _ .• ___ ._. _______ ___ ___ .~ _____ _ 

Ka.nsa.n (1) glacial till: 
Weathered deposit: very dense and calcareous; 

rusty wnes around small tubes and bordering 
jointcra.cks. 

The following fossils, determined by Mr. Dan, were found 
at this locality, those given in the left column in the soil, and 
those given in the right column in the sandy subsoil: 

Pupilla muscotum Linnt'!. 
VaJlonia. oostata. Milller. 
Suooinea avara Say. 

I Bifidaria oontrll6ta Say. 
Sucoinea. avara Say. 
Limnaea parva Lea. 

The fine gray to bluish-white sand that overlies the soil at 
these localities is believed to have been deposited in ponded 
areas formed in front of the advancing Illinoian ice sheet. It 
served to bury and preserve. at least in part, the tangle of dead 
wood, and to protect the old soil from the scouring action of 
the ice, which, however, must" have been slight in these 
localities~ 

A similar exposure of interglacial soil WIlS observed ill n 
CHt bank on Timber Creek, in the SW. t SE. t sec. 15, 
T. 8 N., R.. 6 W. At the bridge just west of this locnlity 2 
feet 6 inches of yellowish to orallge~colored oxidized sand Hnd 
water worn gravel is exposoo betweell two layers of till. No 
soil occurs at this point. 

Another exposure of the soil WIlS seen in :l. drain in the 
SW. t NW. t sec. 32, T. 9 N., R 4 W. The following sec
tion was measured: 

Glacial and interglacial deposits 4 mil~8 east of I.itchfiekl 

lIUnoian glacial deposits: Ft. In. 
THI, oxidized, yellow·browll ______ ___ : _._. __ 5 
'l'ill, fresh _ _ ___ . ___ ____ _ . ___ ._ ___ _ 15 
'I'ill, cll.rb~lmceous- .- -- ______ ___ . ____ . ____ ____ _ 

Yarmouth (1) inierglacial deposits: 
Soil line, calcareous; one twig obserYed ____ ____ .___ 1 
Sand, fine, with pebbles ; calcareous _____ . __ . ___ . ___ 8-5 

Ka nStln (1) glacial till, flne sandy and pebbly, oa.lcareoult 4 
Shoal Creek limestone. 

In a cut bank at the bend of Brush Creek, in the S'V. t 
SE. t sec. 29, T. 9 N., R.. 4 W., half a mile from the exposUl'e 
just described, a channel cut in the lower till is filled with 

FIGURK S.-Sketch showing relations of limy day, deposited in a cb/l.nnel. 
to a later till sheet, in seo. 29, T. 9 N., R 4 W. 

a. Calcareous later till; b. highly calcarwus ftnelamlll&t.ed grayLah·whltll clay with dieelBof One 
lIlIIdyolay; e, SlJu::besof bleached clay wJth lime eoncretlOIlll: d. 1l t()4 Lnchll!lof Olleealea· 
reous yellow saud; e,yellowiahcalcElT60ustlU; t,treshblue-grayold&rtLll 

clean laminated, highly calcareous' grayish-white clay that con· 
tains sheets of fine sandy clay of the same character. The 
whole deposit is overlain by a few feet of calcareous till, the 
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upper part of which is leached and reddened by exposure. 
The relations of the clay to the overlying and underlying till 
are shown in Figure 8. This clay is believed to represent a 
clayey phase of the compact grayish-white sand that was 
dpposited in advance of' the ice sheet, as observed above the 
interglarial soil in the exposures at Staunton and Litchfield. 
As this sediment here, however, was deposited in a channel or 
choked drain at some distHllce from the ice front, the sandy 
eharact€l'is subordinate. Another outcrop of' similar clay was 
observed in the SW. t N'V. l sec. 25, T. 7 N., It 5 W., but 
here the relations to the till are not clear. 

The following table gives the available information from 
well records concerning buried wood, soil, and other deposits, 
some of ",,'hich seem clearly to be of interglacial origin. 
Several of t.he oecurrences of wood can not be certainly corre
lated with a definite horizon. These pieces may have been 
derived from either interglacial or preglacial soils and incorpo
rated in the drift. 

Buried 'wood and in wells in 

SE. t sec. 1~. T. 8 N., 670 20 5± (~) Black mixed clay at, 20 
R. 7 W. feet. Sticks and 

braJIches at 25 feet. 
NW. t sec. 13, T. 8 N., 662 85 

R. 6 \V. 

E. t sec. 21, '1'. 9 N., 660 16 
R. OW. 

Center of sec. 33, T. 9 N., 670 40 
R. 6W. 

Center of s9(\.14, T. '; N., 1350 

80 I' R. 8W. 

~E. t sec, 21, T. 7 K., 
R6W. 

SW. i sec, 29, T. 8 N., 
Rr.W. 

SW. i sec. 24, T. 8 N., 
H. 4 W. 

HW. , sec. 8, T. 9 K., 
R4W. 

N'\T. ± Sf.)(l. 7. 'r. 0 ;"/., 
R.5W. 

Sec, 4, T. 8 N., H. r. W. 

645 100, 30 I 

35' 30+ (1)4 

101 2B I 
I 

61' 

660 il3 (?) 

(J60 40 (?) 

680 riO (?) 

(?) Pi:Ct~ 4 °fn~~~~arne-d~~: 
eter. 

(?) Log of wood found ill 
water well. 

(1) Well dug 40 years ago. 
Log of wood reported. 

o Wood in old soil above 
Pennsylyanian shale 
in shaft. 

OB I' 30 feet of clay reported between till ~heeh. 
Possibly interglacial 
materiaL 

21 30 feet of ~and and rot· 
ten wood above 10 feet 
of sand and gravel and 

1

11 feet of clay and 
gravel. 

16 Sandy loam and gravel. 

(?) 'Vood fOllnd ill water 
,veil. 

(~) 'Vood luund ill Witter 
well. 

e!) Log of wood in Ilrilled 
water well. Same 
depth as gas· bearing 
bed in drift haH a mile 
west,. 

In the northwest corner of sec. 16, '1'. 8 N., H.. 4 W., the 
following scction, showing interglacial alluvial deposits, was 
obsPfved: 

Ulacial and intl'Tglaeial depolJitlJ IJOuthWfst of Hillsl!O'}'o 

Illinoian glacial till 
Hed, oxidil,ed, very sandy ami pehbly, with subordi 

nate elay, coarser at top 40 
Yarlllouth (?) interglacial depo~ir.~; 

Sand, blllf'k, gl'll.veJly __ 
Sand and gravel, stratified, yellow to dnrk brOWI), 

like riycr gravcl_ ________ ___ __ __ 8 

Snnd, fine, limy, fossiliferous 1+ 
'l'alul!__ ___ ________________ ___________ II 

Kansan ('I) glacial tilL_.. 6+ 
The following fossils, identified by William H. Dall, were 

collected from the interglacial sand and gravel: 

Frag:rnent of Unio. 
Sphaerium l!ulcatum Law. 
Pisidium variabile Prime. 
Planorbis parvus Say, 
Planorbis bicarinatus Say. 

I 

Limnaea desidioaa Say var. decampi 
Streng. 

Yalvata tricarinata Say. 
I Amnicola cincinnatiensis .Anthony. 

Illinoian till.-Except in a comparatively small area from 
'which it has been eroded, the Illinoian till underlies the entire 
Gillespie-Mount Olive district. Its upper surface, on which 
the gumbo rests, is for the most part smooth and level, the 
principal irregularities being the drift ridges. Its average 
thickness is indeterminable for the reason that the thickness of 
the earlier till is unknown except at a few localities. At not 
many of these places, however, has it been found to exceed 30 
feet in thickness. The average thickness of combined till and 
interglacial material, as reported in drill records in three 
representati \"e townships, is 81 feet. On the preglacial divide 
it is 35 to 40 feet thick, and in the preglacial vaUeys it is 150 
to 193 feet thick, or even thicker beneath some of the morainal 
mounds, the greater part no doubt being of Illinoian age. 

In: general the Illinoian drift in this region is a dark bluish
gray till, which is weathered yellowish gray in the upper part. 
Where it contains a subordinate amount of clay, as in the 
morainal area between Butler and Hillsboro, it is weathered 
reddish brown. In gellf~ral it consists of sandy clay that con
tains subangular pebbles and a few boulders. Some of these 
are of considerable size, the largest boulders being 2 to 3 feet 
in longest diameter. In the SW. t sec. 16, 1'. 8 N., R, 5 W., 
a large granite boulder, only partly exposed, protrudes aboye 
the gumbo of the upland. The exposed part measures It 
by 3t feet and stands about 2 feet above the level plain, 

GlIle8ple-M"uul Olh'e 
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The till, though it consists chiefly of a mass of unsorted and 
unstratified material, is not homogeneous but contains within 
its mass lenticular bodies and interrupted sheets of well-sorted, 
in places laminated coarse and fine sand and even gravel, 
representing perhaps local deposition of materials by water 
beneath the ice. Lenticular sheets of fine, porous sand are 
common 15 to 30 feet beneath the surface and furnish the chief 
water-bearing beds in the upland plain. 

The coarser constituents of' the till are of great variety and 
come not only from the territory immediately north of the 
district or ,,,ithin it but also from Canada. A considerable 
percentage of the pebbles are of Canadian origin and Ii some
what larger proportion are of shale and sandstone, chiefly from 
the Pennsylvanian rocks. Natural exposures of the upper 
part of the till contain few or no pebbles of limestone, most of 
these having been dissolved by per('olating water. A large 
part of the pebbles lower down in the Illinoian till as also in 
the Kansan (?) till are of limestone or dolomite. The follow
ing table gi ves the percentages by number of pebbles of differ
ent kinds contained in the Illinoian till and in the older till 
sheet. The determinations were made by collecting pebbles 
from the glacial tills and sorting them according to their 
lithologic composition. 

Pereentages of different kinds of pebbles in Illinoian and Kaman U) till 
in the Gillespie·Mount Olive dist1'ict 

Drift 1'idges.-The drift of the ridges is more sandy and 
coarser than that underlying the plain and cont.ains beds of' 
assorted material more generally, Owing no doubt to greater 
porosity a.nd to the relief of these areas the drift here has been 
consiclerably more oxidized than the till beneath the .upland 
plain. Thus the coarse t.ill that overlies the interglacial beds 
in the northwest corner of sec. 16, T. 8 N., R. 4 W., is deeply 
oxidized, and in the ('ut on the Illinois Traction line at the 
Brush Branch school, ou the north line of sec. 8, T. 8 N., 
H. 4 'V., 27 feet of leached and highly oxidized gravelly till is 
exposed beneath 8+ feet of normal yellowish-gray, sparsely 
pebbly clay or gumbo, The oxidized till is underlain by 20 
feet of' ('alcareous blue-gray tilL Reddish-brown oxidized till 
has been noted at a few other localities, but it is thin and 
rather rarely seen except. in the morainal area in the eastern 
part of the Mount Olive quadrangle. 

The log of' a ,veIl drilled ne...ar the crest of Brushy Mound, 
in sec. 15, T. V N., R.. 7 'V., shows the following section of 
drift: 

Log of.well on Brushy Mound 

Soil and clay " ______________ , _______________________ _ 
Blue gumbo_ 
Sand a,nd gravel ____________________________ . ____ . ____ _ 

'oM 
40 
45 
21 

White rnud and sand ___ "______________ 89 
Quicksand and gravel _____ _ _________________ ._ 10 

Sandy "slate" (?)_._____ 18 
Quicksand __ 
Black shale. 

12 

285 

A well on the north slope of a. drift ridge in sec. 10, T. 9 N., 
R. 4 W., pelletrated the following materials: 

Log of well north of Butler 

Ft. in. 
Soft red clay, sMldy and "sticky" ___ ._____________ ______ 16 
GraveL _______ ., __ ._, _" ___ " __ 
Quicksand with water ___________________ . ____ _ 

" Hardpan. 

A well dug on the east slope near the crest of .Robbs Mound, 
in sec. 35, T. 7 N., H. 5 'V., also encountered sorted materials, 
the following beds being reported: 

Log of well on Robbs Mound 

Feet 
C1ay__ _________ _____ _________ 6 

GraveL_ 2 
Sand, coarse, becoming liner below ________________________ 14 
Quicksand with water__ _ 2 

24 

Upland g'1lmbo.-Upon the Illinoian till on the uneroded 
upland lies a deposit of structureless yellow-gray clay 5 or 6 

feet in depth, which has been considered as loess by Leverett 9 

but which differs so strikingly from the typical loess of the 
river bluffs that it. will here be called upland gumbo. On the 
glacial mounds it is thinner, and it may be entirely eroded 
from the higher hills. 

The typical loess has not been found by the writer within 
the Gillespie-Mount Olive district. This material occurs along 
the major streams of the surrounding ,regionJ where it has a 
thickness of 15 to 20 feet ot' more, but. it becomes thinner as 
the distance from t.he streams increases and changes to a some
what more compact. deposit. Some authors, notably Leverett, 
believe that it grades into what is here termed gumbo, The 
upland gumbo occurs characterist.ically on the un dissected 
plains area throughout the southern part of the State, and its 
thickness shows little variation, being generally 4 to 6 feet, 
The typical loess is porous, and vertical faces stand well for a 
long time. It has little plasticity when wet and is crumbly 
when dry. The upland gumbo is more imperviousJ washes 
badly in excavations, and, as its name implies, is highly plastic 
when wet and is stiff and hard when dry. It is commonly 
well leached and does not effervesce with acid, though in some 
places it is calcareous and here and there it contains lime con
cretions. The typical loess of this general region, as. deter
mined by Leverett, 1 0 is in most places leached from top to 
bottom, though in a few places it retains shells of air-breathing 
snails. One of the most striking differences between these 
deposits, ho,\yevel', is the presence in the upland gumbo of 
scattered small pebbles and chips and rarely coarse pebbles and 
even boulders-constituents which are entirely absent from the 
unmodified typical loess. 

The contact between the underlying till and the upland 
gumbo in this district does not form a sharp line but lies 
within a transition zone about 1 foot thick. Below this tran
sition zone the till contains many pebbles, but they become 
notably fewer toward the top of the zone, In the lower part 
of the gumbo scattered pebbles are generally present, but as the 
distance above the till increases these become fewer and smaller. 
At the top of the gumbo the pebbles average less than a 
quarter of an inch in diameter, although coarse pebbles or 
even small boulders are sometimes found. Generally the peb
bles are few, so that a close search is sometimes necessary to 
obtain even a small collection. The writer, howeverJ has 
always found them wherever he has searched. ' 

The origin of this clay, or upland gumbo, that carries few 
pebbles is not well understood, and it is still being studied. 
The characteristics above described have given rise to several 
theories which can not be fully discussed in this place. As 
already stated, Leverett regards this dense, sparsely pebbly clay 
as one phase of the loess. He informs the writer that he has 
seen at many places in this general region evidence of an 
erosion unconformity between the Illinoian till and this gumbo. 
This unconformity he regards as representing the interval 
marked elsewhere by the Sangalllon soil. He thinks the most 
probable explanation of the presence of the included pebbles is 
that they were carried up from the underlying drift by craw
fish or other animaJs. 

The writer has found no evidence of erosional unconformity 
or of the formation of soil separating the upland gumbo from 
the Illinoian till in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district. The 
transition appears to him to be one of gradation, so that he 
regards both materials as gladal till of Illinoian age and as 
intimately associate'd in their depositio~\' He regards as unsat
isfactory the theory that" the presence of pebbles so generally 
in the gumbo is due to the ywrk of' crawfish or other burrow
ing animals. If the pebbles are original constituents of this 
deposit, as the writer believes they are because of their 
universal presence and the size of' some of them, the gumbo 
can not be a deposit of wind-blown dust, which the typical 
loess is believed to be. 

An explanation has been proposed for the origin of similar 
deposits in Iowa,1! and this is regarded by some as possibly 
applicable to the upland gumbo of the Gillespie-Mount Olive 
district. According to this explanation the upland gumbo is 
essentially the result of the thorough chemical weathering of 
the upper part of' the till, but subordinately the wind, frostJ 
burrowing of animals, and slope wash have played a part in 
its formation, The part of the till which has been changed to 
gumbo may possibly have differed somewhat from the normal 
till that lies below the gumbo. 

This explanation also seems to the writer to be not wbolly 
satisfactory. There can be no doubt, however, that extensive 
alteration of the material has taken place. Most of the calcium 
carbonate has been removed, so that as a rule the material 
down to and including the upper part of the underlying till no 
longer effervesces when moistened with cold hydrochloric acid, 

• Leverett, Frank, The Illinois glacial lobe; U. S. Geol. Survey Mon. 118, 
p. 158, 18119. 

10 Personal commnnication. 
11 Kay, G. F., Some features of the Kansan drift in southern Iowa 

[abstract]; Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 27, pp. 115-117, 1916; Gumbotil, a 
new term in Pleistocene geology; Science, new ~er., yol. 44, pp. 637-638, 
1916. Kay, G. P .• and Pearce, J. N., '1'he origin of Gumbotil: Jour. Geol
ogy, vol. 28, pp. 89-125, 1920. 



although in some places calcareollseoncretions flre observed, and 
at one place a pitted limestone pebble ·was found. The feld
spathic grains as well as the iron minerals have been decom
posed, and the iron find manganese have been reprecipitated in 
small" buckshot" concretions, which comprise most of the grHins 
over 0.05 millimeter in dbllleter; This alteration is thought 
by the writer to ha ve taken place at the same time as: that which 
occurred in the Sangamon weathered ?One of Lf'verett. 

The assumption, however, that coarse material has been lost 
through disintegration and solution of the particles to the 
degree indicated by the difference in texture between the 
upland gumbo and the underlying till seems to the writer to 
be unwarranted. The discrepancy between the size and num
bel' of quartz and chert pebbles in the till lind in the upland 
gnmbo is not satisfactorily explained either by solution or by 
disintegration. Coarse pebbles in thc till are common, and 
many of them are of considemble she, and an amount of solu
tion necessary to dissolve this material must have been com
petent to attack both the coarse and fine sand as well. Except 
for the ferrugin ous coneretions, the proportion of materials 
exceeding 0.05 millimeter in diameter in every sample of the 
upland gumbo examined is less than 10 per cent, wiJereas in 
the till these eonstitllents range from 20 pel' cent to morc than 
50 per cent. The sand grains of the gumbo t.hat. were 
examined do 1I0t sIlOW any etching or oth{:r visible ev idence of 
solution. They are as b.right and as generally ungular rlS 
similar gmins in thc till. The surnlces of the roundish pebbles 
of quartz are smooth and in some specimens polished, whereas 
the chert pebbles Hre as a rule fresh Hnd sharp-edged. Pos
sibly 90 per ccnt of tll e sand (medium, coarse, and fine) in the 
specimens of till examined is composed of quartz grains, so that 
the lack of COllrse material in the gumbo is not due simply to 
decomposition of feldspathie material and ferruginous silicates. 

As the till contains from 20 to 53 per cent of material 
coarser than 0.05 millimeter in diameter, most of which is 
quartz, and as the upland gumbo has gcnenllly less than 5 per 
cent of material of these sizes, it follows that fl tcording to this 
hypothesis It remarkable Hmoun t of solution of' the coarse 
grains must have taken plHce without etching or corroding 
the remaining material, an assumption that is altogether 
unreasonahle. 

A series of analyses of river 10esR, designed to show the 
variatiolul in physic1l1 character and depth, were obtained by 
E. 'V. Shaw. Ill The samples at 1 foot and 10 feet sho\ved the 
maximum of disintegration from any single size to the next 
finer to be less than 60 per cent, whereas the disin tegration and 
solution required for t.he disappearance of the coarse quartz 
grains from the till demands that at least 90 pel' cent of the 
quartz constituents, ronging from 0.05 to 2 millimeters in 
din.meter and constituting from 20 to 50 per cent of the mate
rial , be reduced to less than 0.05 millimeter in diameter and 
that this shall have taken place almost uniformly to a depth of' 
6 feet. It is un likely that conditions of weathering have been 
much more severe in the areas occupied by upland gumbo than 
in those occupied by the river loess. 

The results of further studies of' depositA like the upland 
gumbo of this district are awai.ted with interest.. Those which 
have thus fur come to the writer's attention, taken in connec
tion with his own studies, seem to him not to support very 
st.rongly the hypothesis above set forth. 

A somewhat different explanation seems to the writer to be in 
some respects more satisfactory. This explanation he presents 
without detailed diseussion. In brief, he regards the uplond 
gumbo as: essentially englacinl drift, or material carried along 
in the basal part of the ice and let down on the surface of the 
ground mornine when the ice melted and the glacial margin 
retreated across the district. The conditions of sueh a method 
of traIlRportation and of the prolonged l"U bhing between t.he 
hm~al iee and the ovcrriden ti ll, perhaps frozen, seem to the 
,vrit.e1' likely on the whole to produce II material of cOllsider
ably finer texture than the ti ll of Ule ground moraine. The 
day would be more dense find the pebbles fewer and smaller. 
'With this material would be commingled whatever fine dust 
might have been blown onto the front slope of the glacier. 
The tot.al amount of englacial material carried by the conti
nen tal ice sheet and of dust blown onto its surface was probably 
not large, so that the resulting gumbo averaged only a few feet 
in thickness. As it was let down on the fresh, unweathered, 
and uneroded surface of the ground moraine without assortment 
or strat.ification by water there would be apparent gradation 
and not a sharp line of contact between the till and the upland 
gumbo. A certain amount of subsequent disintegration and 
solution of pebbles as the result of weathering would furth er 
contribute to the character of the material as found. 

This interpretation differs from the one immediately pre
ceding, 118 understood by the writer, principally in IIscribing a 
la.rger part of the difference between the upland gumbo and 
the underlying till to original differences in texture and com
position and a smaller part to modification by subsequen t 
weathering. 

1 . Shaw, E. W ., and Savage, 'r. }~., u. S. Geol. Survey Geol. AtIaJ!, 
Murpbysboro-Herrin foliO (No_ 185), p. 9, 1912. 
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Sangamon soil.-The soil and associated deposits that were 
formed on the Illinoian till after the melting of the ice sheet 
lind before the main deposition of loess in the surrounding 
region are known as the Sangamon soil and weathered zone. 
The presence of a soil and weathered zone was noted more than 
50 years ago in Sangamon County, Ill. , by W orthen, and this 
zone was later named Sangamon by Leverett. 1 3 

If, as the writer believes, the upland gumbo is the upper part 
of the Illinoian till, the modification of the deposit by weather
ing began in the Bangamon stage of deglaciation. In some 
other areas the sparsely pebbly clay, or a deposit similar to it 
in character and position, is overlain by the typieal loess. 
Here, however, it has not been protected by such a covering, 
so that modificat ion by weathering and the development of the 
soil has continued t.o the present day. It is therefore discussed 
uuder the following heading. 

Surface soil and subsoil.-The greater part of the upland 
plain is so flat that inequalities can scarcely be detected witb. 
the eye, and on this originally ill-drained broad, fla t surface, 
processes of weathering and the accumulated refuse of dead 
l'OotS and dying vegetation formed a dark soil covel'. 

Throughout the greater part of the undissected area this dark 
humus-enriched soil forms a layer from 1 to 2 feet thick on the 
surface of the upland plain. It is not presen t on the more 
prominen t mominal mounds but continues t.hinly over the low 
swells that form the only unevenness in the surface of the 
western part of thc area. In color it is dark to mouse-gray, 
but in earlier times, before the run-off had developed good 
drainage, it was probably much darker in color and more like 
that in the flatter ill-d rained areas of to-day. Probably also it 
WflS once much deeper, as indicated by root marks in the sub
soil and by portions that have been preserved from oxidation 
in the unaerated subsoil of swampy tracts. 

Root marks are distinguishable in excavations in the flat 
plain down to a depth of 6 feet or more, and in swampy places 
carbonaceous material is found even in the upper part of' the 
till itself. The upland plain, except in small areas, is not 
known to have supported within historic times a vegetation 
that could make such deep roots, and it appears at least pos
sible that the climatic vicissitudes through which the region 
has passed since the disappearance of' the Illinoian ice cap are 
recorded indistinctly by the amount of humus in different 
parts of the subsoil. 

Disspcted old pond deposit8.-Many of the small swampy 
areas on tile upland plain were occupied by ponds until they 
were drained by farmers within the last 30 years, and the fine 
material that was washed and blown into them from the sur
rounding land has continued to accumulate to the present time. 
Beneath the black surface soil in these areas in all the localities 
observed there is a yellowish to grayish white zone of oxida tion, 
which contains conspicuous 1'oot marks but very little organic 
matter. This zone is underlain by a basal zone of grayish
black to black carbonaceous clay that rests on the till, which 
itse lf is in places impregnated with organic matter. The lower 
dark zone was at first thought by the writer to represent an 
early soil, which had become buried beneath subsequent allu
vial accumulations, and this conclusion seemed to be sub
stantiated hy bands of white and blackish material, which 
appeared to represent lamination in the upper part of the zone. 
(See fig. 9.) The lamination of the soil, however, is excep-

.FIGr.m.:a: 9.-IlIinolan t ill (lower ligh ter beds) overlain by carbonaceous 
swamp day (dark band) wi t h lighter-colored oxidb ed clay at top, ill 
eJ:cavation at Gillespie, Ill. 

tional, and no trace of lamination is visible in the filling above 
the dark zone. A microscopic examination shows also that no 
lamination of grains is presen t in the banded materia l i tself~ 

but that the pseudolomination is due to microscopic carbona
ceous grains that are apparently residual from the leaching of 
the clay in strea.ks. The dark streaks as a rule fade out into 

U'Vortben, A. H., Geology of Sangamon County: Illinois Geol. /'lurvey, 
vol. 5, pp. 806-819, 187"3. Leverett, Frank. 'rhe weathered zone (Sangamon) 
between t he Iowan loess and Illinoian tm sheet: Jonr. Geology, vol. 6, pp. 
171-U!1. 1898; Iowa Acad. Sci. P roc., vol. 5, pp. 71-80, 189S; a bstract in Am. 
Geologist, vol. 21, pp. 2:14-255, 1898. 

the white without the orderly arrangement to be expected from 
lamination or occur in irregula.r patches and shadowy spots. 
In addition to these features the deep carbonaceous band and 
the material extending nearly to the surface also contain sca t
tered small pebbles in every way' similar to those in the 
upland gumbo. P erhaps such grains may have been trans
ported to the swampy areas from the flattish inclosing slopes 
of gumbo, but as such material is not now being transported to 
swampy tracts a.nd as probably the slopes were originally 
exceedingly gentle and clothed with vegetation, it is difficult to 
see how pebbles a quarter of an inch in diameter could. have 
been transported to the central part of such a basin. Com
parison with material known to have been moved by crawfish 
leads the writer to think that these pebbles have not been so 
transported. Moreover, except for the presence of the micro
scopic carbonaceous material, the mechanical analyses do not 
show that the material in the lower parts of these tracts differs 
essentially from that in the surrounding arefls of upland 
gumbo. The stiff plastic clay, however, from the surface of 
these areas does not contain pebbles but does contain a notably 
higher proportion of the finest material, amounting to an 
increase of' 80 per cent in the material finer than 0.005 milli
meter in diameter. In view of these observations the writer 
concludes that the lower dark carbonaceous zone is residual 
from the bleaching of a layer that was originally much thicker, 
and that by its depth and position in a poorly drained area 
it has been preseryed from the aeration and oxidation which 
destroyed to a large degree the microscopic vegetal material in 
the upper part. 

It also seems safe to conclude that as the subsoil of' the 
ponded areas is not known to differ from the upland gumbo, 
except in its content of microscopic organic matter, and as both 
the subsoil and the gumbo overlie the typical till in t.he samE 
manner wi th a similar transition zone, they are one and tilt: 
same deposit. 

The surface material in the swampy tracts is, how eyer, 
different from tha.t below, as has been mentioned. It is best 
developed in the ponded areas northwest of Lit.chfield and at 
Barnett, 1 mile north of the Mount Olive quadrnngle, where it 
is very black, is . exceptiona lly plastic when wet, dries very 
slowly, and becomes exceptionally hard. It has a relatiyely 
higher percentage of fine material and uo pebbles and almost 
no coarse grains more than 0.05 millimeter in diameter. It 
rests on the upland gumbo, hut no line of separation can be 
drawn between them. At Gillespie the gumbo clay is not 80 

strikingly developed, possibly because of the development of 
surface drainage, which may have removed such an accumu
lation, or because it was less favorably situated to receive such 
wash than to accumulate a heavy humus. .Most of the wells 
within the city limits are reported to expose a carbonaceous 
band from 5 to 7 feet below the surface, but not all show it so 
strikingly as the excavation for the Farmer's Cooperative Store 
(fig. 9), where the following section was measured. The mem
bers grade into one another, and no sharp line of separation 
exists between them. 

Sectwn in exca",ationfoT_ Farmers' CooperatifJe Btore, Gillespie. 

Ft. In. 
Black soil; contains flne roots. _____ __ ___ _____ __ __ . _____ 2 

Clay. bla.ckiah gray to yellowIsh; contains impressions ~_ro_ ~~ . 

Clay. yellowish to blackish yellow; oontaill8 impres· 
sions of flne roots ___ _ 

Carbonaceous clay, upper: part banded in layers of 
blaek and gray; sandy at baBe with some pebbles; 
contains impre88iol\s of flne roots ____ _____ __ ____ _ S-12 

Till, with Borne pebbles; upper 6 inchee stained with 
iron __ __ __ __ ______ _ 

The black surface soil no doubt owes its color to the roots of 
comparatively recent vegetation; the middle part, which iR 
perforated with fine threadlike root openings, is believed by 
the writer to bave lost or perhaps is still losing its carbonaceous 
content through drainage, aeration, and oxidation; tIle basal 
dark band still retains the humus of an ancient yegctation, 
possibly tIle Saugamon soil. T he area is now well drained, 
and the humus, except in so far as it is renewed at the surface, 
will eventually become bleached throughout, leaving only the 
t.iny root holes as evidence of its former presence. Bleached 
material of this character has been observed in clay pits north 
of thc area, at Aubul'n and at Morrisonville, Ill. , where the 
lower C!l l'bonaceous band is almost entirely oxidized and can be 
recognized at the base only in spots. Sections like that at 
Gillespie were observed in a cistern north of the morainal 
mound at Bunker Hill and in a road cut in the east side of 
sec. 17, T. 8 N., R. 4 'V. Similar conditions are suggested by 
auger borings in sec. 36, T. 8 N. , R. 8 W., and in sec. 24, 
'1'. 9 N., R. 5 W., and elsewhere. 

Most of the ponded ureas shown on the map ure indicated 
by stiff dark clays at the surface 01' are sW!lmpy areas recently 
drained. The large areas in sec. 30, T. 8 N., R. 7 W., and 
sec. 26, T. 9 N., R. 4 W. , are suggested by the topography. 
The second area has been to a considerable extent eroded, but 
suggestive exposures occur on its margin. The ponded area in 
secs. 3, 4, 9, and 10, T. 9 N., R. 4 W ., was evidently at one 
time a lake basin. Its present surface has a range in altitude 



of only 2 or 3 feet, and it is completely encircled by hins 
except on the north, where the drainage escapes through a gap 
only about 300 feet wide. The topography suggests that dur
ing the time when drainage to the north was blocked by the 
ice the run-off for a time found eSCllpe southward through the 
early channel of Brush Creek. 

Alluvinm.-The alluvinl deposits that underlie the flood 
phins of the streams consist of silt and sand and some gravel. 
The alluvium in most places extends beneath the flood plain to 
depths greater than the depth of the stream channel, but the 
depth of the alluvium is no·where positively ascertainable, as 
the logs of drilled wells, which are the only ones available, do 
not generally make sufficient distindion between the alluvium 
and the till. However, in sec. 8, '1'. 9 K., R. 7 'V., in the 
flood plain of Macoupin Creek, the alluvium seems to be about 
70 feet thick. In the smaller tributary of Spanish Needle 
Creek, in sec. 17, T. 9 N., U. 7 'V., the alluvium, which is 
reported as topsoil, quicksand, and gravel, appears to be 55 
feet thick. The depth of alluvium in Shoal Creek is lesR 
clearly indicated, but where the stream runs in soft shale or in 
till the depth is probably about the same. 

The alluvium on Shoal Creek is much more sandy than 
that on Macoupin and Cahokia creeks, no doubt because these 
streams drain a morainal area in which the beds are composed 
of coarser material than the till beneath the plains in which 
these streams run, though the sandstone, ,vhich is extensively 
exposed in the basin of 'Vest Fork of Shoal Creek, has also 
contributed sandy materiuJ. . 

The flood plaiu of Shoal Creek stands about 15 feet above 
the water leye] during the dry season, and that of Macoupin 
Creek is approximately at the same nltitude. The flood plain 
of Cahokia Creek near Staunton is 10 to 12 feet above the 
level of the stream. 

Effects of weathel'ing.-On the upland that borders the val
Jeys, erosion has remO\'ed a foot or two of darker soil cover, 
and good drainaf!;e has prevented the retention of' the humus, 
so that the upland area is bordered throughout by a margin of 
dusty-white topsoil from one-fourth to one-half mile ·wide. 
Both the gray Hnd the white soils contain tiny concretionary 
pellets, eomposed mainly of' iron carbonates with a large pro
portion of manganese. These pellets are more abundant and 
more conspicuous in the white soil than in the dark soil, and 
the white bleached soil, ,,,hich is romparath'ely POOl', has rome 
to be known as buckshot ~:lOil. 

Another phmm of weatherin~ is exhibited in the "seald::;," as 
the farmers term rou~hly (Illiptical areas in the fields in which 
the soil is gray-white and comparatively barrell. These locul 
areas are thought to be underlain by porous till, which has 
given them a, more 01' less perfect subterranean drainage, thus 
preventing the accumulation of' humus and effcctively remov
ing calcium carhonate and other soluble constituents from the 
subsoil. 

Probably the fommtion of "hardpan," a crusted layer at or 
near the surface of the sandy till, is due to similar conditions. 
III such places the till has l'ccf'ived infiltrations of calcium 
carbonate and siliea, which han> (~emented the ordinarily 
close-grained material into H dense e01lglomerate-like mass in 
which excavation is diHkult and drainage POOl'. 

STRUCTURE, 

In the Gillespie-Mount Olive district the layers of hard rock 
have not been markedly deformed. Although the beds han' 
an average eastf'rly dip of about D feet to the mile, the slope is 
irregular, and the strahl are "wrped into irregular low domes 
and shallow hHsins without any very definite order of 
arrangement. 

REPHES1;XT."l'fON OF :-:TRUCTUHE 

J}[ethods employed.-Structlll'e is commonly represented in 
two ways-by cross seetions and hy contour lines. Oross sec
tions furnish the best Ineans for representing structure in a 
region where the rocks are sharply folded and fanlted, but in 
a region where the folds are 10\v and where there arE' few jf 
any faults they are of small valuc, for tIlE' structural features in 
such a region as shown in cross seetions are almost impercep
tible. [n a region like that in which lies the GilJespie-Mount 
Olive distriet contour lines indicate the structure more clearly, 
and therefore structure contours haye been drawn on the areal
geology maps in this folio. 

Delineation of strnctuTe by coniou1'8.-For delineating stmc
ture by means of contours an easily recognizable reference 
stratum, one vdlOse position can be determined at many points 
by means of' outcrops or borings, is chosen. The altitude and 
dip of' its surface are determined at as many places as possible, 
and points of equal altitude arE: connected by lines on the map, 
just as topographic contour lines are drawn. At some places 
the altitude of the reference stratum is observed directly in out
crops, mines, or wells; at other places it is calculated from 
observations on some other reeognizable stratum, for gE'nerally 
the layers of stratified rock are approximately parallel, and the 
average interval behYeen any two layers may be determined. 
Thus, if a stratum ubove the reference layer is found at any 
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point its altitude above sea level at that point may be deter
mined and the altitude of the reference stratum or key rock at 
that point may be calculated by subtracting from th~ altitude 
of the stmtum found the average interval (or the nearest 
measured interval) between the two. If the outcrop of a bed 
below the reference stratum is found the average interval 
beween the two is added to the altitude of the outcropping bed 
thus giving the approximate altitude at which the referenee 
layer would lie if it were present. 

Use of stmctUl'e contonrs.-The structure map is useful not 
only in studying broad structural problems and in conveying 
an abstract knowledge of tlle structure of the region, but it is 
also of practical value because it aids in locating and recogniz
ing valuable beds and gives information concerning their 
"lay." As the beds are approximately parallel and the 
average spacing of valuable beds is known, it is not difficult to 
calculate from the altitude of the reference stratum the approx
imate position of any bed at any point by adding or subtract
ing, according as the bed is above 01' below the key rock, the 
a verage interval between the two as indicated on the map. 
The map lllay be used in this way for locating beds that con
tain coal, limestone, or oil. 

The structure map also shows the direction and amount of 
dip of the beds, a knowledge of which is highly useful in all 
mining operations. 

Accnracy of structu1'e contotws.-The accuracy of the struc
ture contours depends upon three factors-the accuracy of the 
altitudes ohtained directly; the difference between the actual 
and the assumed vertical distance to the key rock, as calcu
lated; and the number and distribution of the points whose 
altitudes have been determined. 

In the Gillespie-}Iount Olive district the reference stratum 
used is the Herrin coaL It does not crop out at the surface in 
the area, but it has been penetrated in many mine shafts and 
borings. The altitude of the surface at these places has been 
determined by hand level and barometer readings, and as 
bench marks nre numerous the possibilities of error by these 
methods are small. 

The second factor is more likely to lead to error, because the 
strata are not absolutely parallel, so that strictly the map shows 
only the 'varped surface of the coal. The variations in the 
interval hetween the beds, however, are not large, and con
tour lines drawn on any other bed "wnld differ from those 
shown only in a minor degree. ",There outcrops of other beds 
ha vc been used for calculating the position of the Herrin coal 
the of the intervals between the bed used and the 
Herrin as shown in adjacent borings, has been taken as 
the umount to be added 01' subtracted. 

InfoJ'mation from urtificiHl excavations and borings or from 
outcropping beds is fairly abundant for most of the distriet. 
In the greater part of T. B N., Us. 4, 5, and G 'V., ho~'ever, 
and in some other areas the available information is rather 
scanty. 

The Herrin coal is absent from'many localities in the centra] 
part of the Mount Olive quadrangle, and in such places it has 
been necessary to determine the horizon of the coal by com
parin~ the records of the Wf'US at these plares with those of 
wells near by in which the coal is present. 

It should be borne in mind that the contoUl'S show only 
the larger and more prominent features of the structUl'e. The 
workings of the coal mines show many fluctuations that the 
scattered drill holes fail to reveal. These fluctuations, shown 
on the fioor of coal mines, in some places amount to 10 or 20 
feet or even more and hear no npparent relation to the general 
structure. As there is no way of determining whether a boring 
hu.s penetrated an anticlinal or synclinal phase of this subor
dinate warping, a certain amount of deviation from accuracy is 
thus inevitably introduced into the delineation of structure by 
the contour lines. 
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FIGURE 10.-Structure contonrs Oll base of coal in mine workings, sec. 29, 

T.8N.,R6W. 
LIght lines are accuratedetalled s!.J-ucturecolltours. Broken heavy Unes are gener!tUzed struc· 

turc CODtonr, "s shown com'entlona.l1y onareal·geology map 

The character of this subordinate ·warping is shown in 
Figure 10. The sketch, which is taken from a map of the 
mine workings prepared by the Superior ConI Co., shows the 
structure at the base of the coal in sec. 2H, T. 8 N., H.. 6 'V. 
The contOur lines in this sketch differ from those shown on 
the contour map not only because they represent a horizon 
about 6 feet lower but because they show the details of the 

lines. If perfeet contour lines could be drnwn for a large area, 
they would foUQ',Y intricate meanders similar to those shown 
in Figure 10. but each lying within a strip half a mile to a mile 
,vide, in the general direction of th~ corresponding contour 
line shown on the structure map. The true contours shown 
by light lines in Figure 10 would be represented on the struc
ture map by lines like the heavy broken lines in the sketch. 
This skelch shows the fut.ility of any effort to represent the 
structure of' the district in any greater detail by the use of a 
smaller contour interval than that employed. 

STRUCTURE OF THE GJLLESPIE-MOl.LKT OJ,JVE DISTRICT 

Within the Gillespie-Mount Olive district or neal' its boun
daries the altitude of the Herrin coal has been determined in 
185 borings and mine shafts. In addition, the altitude of the 
coal has also been estimated from 82 outcrops of other beds 
which have been identified with sufficient accuracy to make 
them available for this purpose. The contour lines on the 
structure map are based on these determinations, and they 
show the altitude of the coal in feet above sea level at 25-f'00t 
intervals. 

The Herrin coal rises irregularly from an altitude of 150 
feet above sea level at the eastern margin of the Mount Oli ye 
quadrangle to over 42i5 feet at the western margin of the 
Gillespie quadrangle, the relief of the surface of the coal being 
thus more than 275 feet. In parts of the district the beds lie 
practically flat, as in the area southeast of' Mount Olive, where 
the average dip is about 4 feet to the mile toward the east. 
Steep dips occur north of Stannton, where for a distance of 
about a mile the beds dip east,vllrd from 25 to 40 feet to the 
mile, and near Panama, where about the flanks of a ridgelike 
structural feature the dip is over 50 feet in less than half a mile. 

The chief structural features include a trough, here called 
the Shoal Creek syncline, which extends from a point north
east of Panama nearly to Litchfield and follows the valley of 
Shoal Creek; a structural flat 6 to 8 miles wide, which extends 
fi'om '\Valahville Township northwestward into Honey Point 
Township; and a gently sloping surface, which rises from 
this flat toward the west and is greatly modified by subordi
nate warpings. A less distinct feature that strongly suggests 
a gentle anticline crosses these larger features diagonally, 
extending from sec. 4, T. 9 N., R. 4 'V., south·westward toward 
Litchfield and 1\1ount OlivE'. Two sharp anticlinal ridges pro
ject into the west side of the Shoal Creek syncline, the larger 
one extending from a poillt north of Sorento to a point south 
of Panama, and around the flanks of this anticlinal ridge are 
the steep slopes already mentioned. A structural basin nOl'th 
of Litchfield is shown by borings at the Litchfield mine and 
probably extends farther north. The horizon of the Herrin 
(No.6) coal is here depressed nearly 50 feet below its general 
position. This basin probably extends northward, possibly 
in continuation of the interrupted r-hoal Creek syncline, 
which is cut off by the diagonally trending anticline just 
meutioned. 

Domes occur in the Carlinville oil field, in sec. 8, T. 9 N., 
R. 7 'Y.; in the Spanish Needle Creek gas field, in secs. 21 
and 28, T. 9 N., H,. 7 'V.; in the Litchfield oil field, in sec. :3, 
T. 8 ~., R. 5 'V.; and in the Staunton gas field, :3 miles 
northwest of 8taunton, in T. 7 N., R. 7 W. In an ill-defined 
area northwest of' Butler the strata are probably higher than 
in the surrounding territory. Another small area 3!- miles 
north of Plain view may also be underlain by warped strata. 

Faulting.-No faults of structural significance are known to 
occur in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district. Faults have been 
reported neal' Litchfield and also at Hillsboro, on the eastern 
margin of the Mount Olive quadrangle, but on investigation 
they have 'Proyed to be erosional unconformities. 

In the mine workings 1 mile north of the shaft of the 
Shoal Creek Mining Co. at Panama, two small nearly verti
cal faults, which strike N. 10° E. and N. 20Q E., have per
mitted the upward movement of a block about 100 feet in 
diameter. The movement along en.ch of these faults is about 
5 feet, and as the movement of the block is upward the faults 
must be thrust faults. The strike of the faults does not bear 
any obvious relation to the deformation indicated by the 
structure contours. 

GEOLOGIC HISTORY 

GENERAL FEATURES 

Only a small part of the geologie history of the Gillespie
Mount Olive (listrict is decipherable from thf' rocks exposed at 
the surface or penetrated in borings in the district, but the 
broad general facts have been determined by studies of the 
region as a whole. 

The surface of' the region sinee the beginning of the record 
has beeu subJected to continual oscillatory movements, but 
until the later part of the Paleozoic era it was never far ahove 
or far below sea level. The repeated changes ,vith respect to 
the lEwel of the sea are well indicated in the Penns), 1 vanian 
deposits of this area, in ·which tf'rrestrial deposits and marine 
deposits succeed each other in rapid alternation. The net 
result of snch movements during long periods of time was 



sometimes positive, so that the land remained long abo:ve sea 
level, and sometimes negative, so that the surface was long 
submerged. The record of fluctuations during periods of con
tinuous emergence or continuous submergence is not every
where directly recorded in the rocks, because during emergence 
erosion is usually dominant and during long-continued sub
mergence deposition is uninterrupted, though the fluctuations 
are recorded in the alternations of sediments near the shore. 
Changes in the strand line and the shifting of submerged 
basins, however, were frequent throughout the Paleozoic era, 
and changes in the character of the deposits of the differen t 
epochs indicate that the surrounding Illnds were snbject to as 
mllny and as frequent vicissitndes as the seas in position, form, 
and relation to the shore. 

PALEOZOIC ERA 

PRE-PENNSYLVANIAN TIME 

At the beginning of the Paleozoic era the surface of the area 
now comprised in the Middle Western States had been for a 
long time above the sea. The rocks, which consisted of granite 
and other crystalline rocks and of metamorphosed sedimentary 
formations, had been maturely folded and long eroded. Hills 
many hundred feet high existed in some places, and some of 
these continued as islands for a long time, though in the 
Gillespie-Mount Olive district they were all, so far as known, 
completely buried in early Ordovician time. 

The earliest Paleozoic deposits were probably laid down in 
Middle Cambrian time. They consisted at first of sand, which 
smoothed but did not fill the inequalities of the dissected land 
surface. These deposits of sand were followed in Middle and 
Upper Cambrian and early Ordovician time by shallow-water 
deposits of dolomitic limestone, in part argillaceous, in some 
places over 2,000 feet thick. The basin subsided gradually by 
oscillatory movements throughout the deposition of these beds. 
Then the land was raised above sea level, the emergence being 
pronounced but not great, and later the surface was again 
depressed below sea level, and the St. Peter sandstone was 
deposited over a widespread area. During the Ordovician 
period in this area submergence and elevation alternated. 
rrhe degree of erosion varied during exposure, and the material 
deposited during submergence was predominantly limestone. 
The Ordovician deposits are in part dolomitic and argilla
ceous, and those laid down in the later part of the period 
include some shale and sandstone. The surface was above the 
sea during the greater part of the Silurian period, but a thin 
deposit of limestone was accumulated during a short submer
gence, though it was in part removed dnring a subsequent 
reelevation. 

During the Devonian period southern Illinois was twice 
invaded by the sea, but only the second invasion reached as 
far north as the Gillespie-Mount Olive district. Deposits of 
carbonaceous clay laid down in this period afterward became 
black shale, and these deposits so closely resemble the earliest 
Mississippian sediments, which immediately overlie them, that 
it;isidoubtful how much of the thick shale reported in well 
logs is of Devonian age. 

The beginning of the Mississippian epoch was marked by an 
extensive submergence, during which the Kinderhook shales 
were deposited. During the later part of the Kinderhook 
epoch and during Osage time the shore line was receding and 
the water was becoming clearer, so that the deposits above 
the Kinderhook consist largely of limestone. At the end 
of the Osage epoch the sea withdrew from the region, but it 
return~d during Meramec time, when it encroached northward, 
reaching its maximum expansion during the time when the St. 
Louis limestone was deposited. After the St. Louis epoch the 
sea withdrew, and offshore deposits of sand and shale and more 
or less impure limestone were laid down in a heterogeneous 
series known as the Chester group. These deposits covered a 
considerably greater area than that in which they are now 
found, as is suggested in Figure 11. 

FIGUnE 11,-Sketch showing attitude of strata at tiwe of deposition of 
Herrlncoal 

Ba><e<lon gentll.'allzed &eetlolllsfOl'the qua.d,.,.ngle~ Indle&te,l. Note cletor,nation and erosion of 
Mi .... IElllippian''"cks 

At the end of the Mississippian epoch there was widespread 
elevation accompanied by defonnation, during which th'e sur
face attained an altitude above the sea higher than at any time 
since the beginning of the Paleozoic era. The surface was 
much worn and trenched by stream valleys, and the Chester 
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beds were eroded from the northern and western parts of the 
Gillespie-M.ouDt Olive district, and probably from a consider
able area farther north. 

The amount of deformation of the beds and their subsequent 
erosion is suggested in Figure 11, which illustrates the attitude 
of the formations at the time of deposition of the Herrin coal. 
Even if a considerable part of the warping took place during 
the deposition of the Pottsville formation, it is obvious that the 
post-Mississippian deformation must have been several hun
dred feet and that the amount of erosion by the beginning of 
Pottsville time was considerably greater than has usually been 
supposed. It is probable, however, that only a part of the 
depth of the Pennsylvanian basin is due to down-warping dur
ing the Pottsville epoch, so that the relief of the surface of the 
region at the beginning of Pennsylvanian time may have ,been 
600 or 700 feet, and it is not impossible that a thickness of 
several hundred feet of sediments may have been eroded from 
the northern and more elevated parts of the region before its 
resubmergence, in early Pottsville time. There may have been 
in western Illinois, therefore, during early Pennsylvanian 
time an elevated area comparable in some respects to the 
Ozark dome. 

PENNSYLVANIAN EPOCH 

-Warping and subsidence were followed by the earliest 
Pennsylvanian deposition, but although the sediments that 
accumulated in previous epochs were predominantly marine, 
those that accumulated in Pennsylvanian time were largely 
terrestrial. 

'fhe warping or the surface which depressed the Eastern 
Interior basin at this time was simultaneously effective in rais
ing more remote regions if they had not already been elevated 
at the end of the Mississippian epoch. The material eroded 
from those areas and transported by the rivers of the time 
furnished a flood of detritus that was more than sufficient to 
keep pace with the downward movement of the basin and to 
maintain a great land area nearly at the level of the sea. 

PottBville time.-Early in the Pennsylvanian epoch sedi
mentation was confined to a rather narrow area in southern 
Illinois and western Kentucky, but later it spread slowly 
northward and westward in Illinois and eastward in Indiana. 
Sand, which in places contains coarse quartz pebbles that are 
conspicuous, was the predominating material that accumulated 
at this time, though sandy mud was also deposited, and locally 
marl beds were formed. At times marshes were fonned in 
places on the broad, flat coastal plain, and in them enough 
vegetal material accumulated to form thin layers of peat. At 
first some of the clastic sediments may have come from the 
Chester beds that were still exposed in adjacent areas, but, as 
much of the sand in the Pottsville beds is coarser and more 
micaceous than any, in the Chester beds and in far greater 
volume than could have been derived from such a source, the 
greater part must have come from more remote areas. 

Carbondale ti11'l.e.-During the Carbondale epoch conditions 
similar to those in the Pottsville continued. The basin con
tinued to subside and was alternately just above and just below 
the sea, but the marginal areas, near which lies the Gillespie
Mount Olive district, subsided more slowly than the central 
part of the basin in eastern and southwestern Illinois, a con
dition which probably existed in both the preceding and 
following epochs. 

The relations of the beds at the best-.known stratigraphic 
horizons at the time of the depQsition of the Herrin coal are 
illustrated in Figure 11. The swamp in which this coal was 
laid down must have had an essentially level surface, because 
the coal bed is almost coextensive with the Illinois coal basin 
and because its lower part throughout the basin contains a thin 
clay parting which everywhere has practically the same thick
ness. If the surface had contained irregularities the fine silt 
must have accumulated to a greater degree at some points than 
at others, but this did not occur. The Herrin coal therefore 
furnishes a very satisfactory key horizon. Unfortunately the 
areas in which the thicknesses of the formations are best known 
do not lie in the line of the general dip, which is approximately 
eastward. The areas that have been studied have a rough 
alinement to the southeast, and thus the structure indicated in 
the section is gi ven a modified and distorted attitude. One of 
the most striking features shown is the divergence of the coal 
beds to the eRst. The divergence of only 100 feet in 200 miles 
would not in itself be so remarkable if it were not so even and 
regular, and furthermore it occurs not only between the Herrin 
and Murphysboro coals but also between these coals and the 
intermediate Springfield coal. The inference is therefore clear 
that the central part of the basin, in which the intervals 
between the beds are greatest, was subsiding at a slightly 
greater rate than the part near the western margin. 

In general, conditioDs of sedimentation were much more 
uniform in the Carbondale epoch than in the Pottsville epoch 
and the sediments were finer. The Carbondale beds contain a 
larger proportion of shale and sandy shale, and in the main 
the sandstones are finer grained than those deposited earlier. 
Several times during the epoch great swamps covered the area, 

and the vegetal material that accumulated in them in the fonn 
of peat became transformed into coal by consolidation and com
pression beneath succeeding sediments. 

Almost at the beginning of the Carbondale epoch a great 
peat swamp covered the basin, though parts of the region 
appear to have stood above the swamp. The irregular subsi
dence of parts of the surface and the incursion of muddy water 
locally interrupted the accumulation of vegetation, which, 
however, was soon resumed, so that in the Gillespie-Mount 
Olive district, as well as in some other localities, the peat bed 
was divided into two parts. This peat bed, which ultimately 
was transformed into the Murphysboro coal, was covered by 
clay and sandy muds. Later the region was again occupied 
by a swamp. At this time the western part of the basin seems 
to have been below sea level but to have been protected tempo
rarily from the prevailing muddy water, for limy deposits 
accumulated, and for a time the fluctuation in elevation per
mitted the accumulation of alternating beds of peat and marl. 
These deposits were soon covered by sandy silt, the deposition 
of which continued, except during a temporary interruption, 
during which another somewhat discontinuous peat swamp 
covered the region, until the peat swamp was developed in 
which the Springfield coal was deposited. The Springfield 
swamp was widespread and seems to have been practically 
coextensive with the basin, but though thick peat accumulated 
elsewhere a comparatively small amount or'vegetal matter was 
accumulated in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district. Between 
the time of the Springfield peat swamp and that in which· the 
Herrin coal was laid down marl was frequently deposited, a 
fact which indicates that at times parts of the region were sub
merged beneath the sea and more or less effectively protected 
from muddy water. 

The swamp that covered the region at the end of the 
Carbondale epoch was as widespread as that in which the 
Springfield coal was formed. In the Gillespie-Mount Olive 
district the vegetal accumulations were the thickest and gave 
rise to the most valuable coal of that district. During the 

. early part of the existence of this swamp the area was inundated 
by muddy water and a thin sheet of mud was deposited, but 
at the end of the Carbondale epoch, as at the beginning, the 
area was again occupied by a great swamp. 

In the central part of the basin, where the total subsidence 
was greater, swamps prevailed more frequently, and many 
thin peat beds, some of them of considerable extent, were 
formed, in addition to those of the Gillespie-Mount Olive 
district. 

McLeansboro time. - Conditions similar to those of the 
Carbondale epoch continued through the McLeansboro epoch, 
with the difference that the proportion of limy accumulations 
was greater, that of vegetal matter less, and sandy beds, at 
least in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district were less frequently 
deposited. In general, conditions seem to have been· less 
quiet j and although there were many swamps of greater or less 
extent, they existed only a short time. At least twice in the 
recorded history of this epoch the land was· notably elevated 
above the shore line and erosion was active. 

At the beginning of the McLeansboro epoch the great peat 
swamp that covered the basin was submerged, and limy depos
its accumulated over the area. The lands that contributed the 
clastic material had doubtless been worn down, so that the 
submergence of much of the surface at this time probably 
affected to a marked degl'ee the region that furnished the sedi
ments, for though some clay was interstratified with the limy 
silt it was subordinate in amount and the sea must have been 
clear, at least intermittently. In the gradual emergence which 
followed a thin coal was deposited, and on the flat shore some 
terrestrial deposits were no doubt laid down. As the land con
tinued to rise above the sea, drainage developed in the lowland 
and erosion and di.ssection of the· area began. The relief may 
have reached as much as 40 feet, for not only the deposits of 
marl but also the peat of the Herrin coal were worn away from 
considerable areas. As the land subsided after this exposure, 
sedimentation was· resumed and the inequalities cut in the 
recent land mass were filled and leveled. Irregular and local 
swampy areas appeared, and a short time later an unusual 
deposit of red and variegated mud was laid down. Whether 
this deposit represents the elevation and weathering of the sur
face itself under peculiar climatic condition-s not previously 
existing, or whether it represents the entrance into the basin of 
silt from a weathered land surface whose drainage was not 
previously tributary to the basin, is uncertain. The evidence 
fuvors the former explanation. The deposit was thin, and the 
occurrence is unique in the Pennsylvanian of this district. 

After the accumulation of more than 350 feet of sediment, 
including some persistent beds of limestone during the forma
tion of which the area must ·have been far from the shore or 
protected from mud-laden water by barriers, the surface was 
again elevated, and narrow valleys 100 feet or more in depth 
were scoured in the new land. The surface was later brought 
nearly to sea level, the channels became filled with sand, and 
ultimately the land was resu bmerged... No younger Paleozoic 
deposits than those that fill these old valleys are now present 



in this district, but before the end of the Pennsylvanian epoch 
at lel1st 800 feet of similar deposits were laid down in soutLern 
Illinois and western Kentucky. Possibly these deposits, and 
perhaps many more, were laid down throughout the basin 
and have since heen eroded. 

POST-CARBONIFEHOUS DEl,'ORMATTON 

Carboniferous deposition was closed by widespread elevation 
and deformation of the land, by which the sea that had 
intermittently occupied the region for so long [1 time per
tmmently withdrew. The most prominent. earth movements 
which took place at this time in eastern and central Nort.h 
America were the folding and elevation of the Appalachian 
.Mountains, the folding and elevation of the Ouachita Moun
tains, the elevation of the Ozark region, the accentuation of 
the La Salle anticline and the accompanying synclines, and 
the faulting and gentle folding and intrusion of the Shawnee
t.own faulted belt. These dist.urbances ·were different in char
acter, in intensity, and in orientation. Thus the Appalachian 
movement ·was intense and folded the rocks along a northeast.
ward-trending axis, whereas the intensely folded region of the 
Ouachita Mountains wns deformed along an eastwa.rd-trending 
axis; the Ozark region was not notably folded but was elevated 
in a. broad, low arch; the Shawneetown uplift is an eastward
trending zone in which the beds are complexly faulted and 
folded; and the La Salle anticline and the parallel synclines are 
very gentle but distinct folds that trend slightly west of north. 

These conflicting movements have an been assigned to the 
final stages of' the Pale(')zoic era. They were, however, slow 
deformations, and most of them hnd been begun early in 
Paleozoic time and doubtless continued to affect the surface 
even in Mesozoic time. The maximum deformation caused by 
some of these disturbances possibly lagged behind that caused 
by others, and the Shawneetown movements, with the intrusion 
of' basic dikes, may possibly have reached their climax some 
time later, perhaps in the Cretaceous period, 'when notable 
reelevation of the land t.ook place. No means for determining 
positively the relative age of the most intense activity of these 
movements has, however, been discovered. 

The Gillespie-Mount Olive distri('t is on the ,vest side of the 
broad downwarp west of the La Salle anticline, the dips of 
which are so gentle that they ean with difficulty be distin
guished from the irregularit.ies of original deposition. 

MESOZOIC ERA 

Erosion became the controlling influence in the development 
of the region after the elevation and defonnation that ended 
Paleozoic deposition, and areas that had previously received 
rock material began to lose it.. Erosion has continued practi
cally without interruption, except dU1'ing the glacial stages, to 
the present time, though not alwHYs at the same rate, for it 
has been a.ccelerated several times by uplifts. There is no 
reliable evidencE' of any general subsidence, though the surface 
of the region was several times brought low by erosion. 

Several gTeat uplifts affected the A ppall1chian l\Iount.ains, the 
Ozark region, and the interYening area during the Mesozoie 
era, and the extensive erosion that followed each reelevation 
reduced the surface many hundreds of feet. The record of 
only two of these uplifts is presel'Yed in Illinois. The earlier 
of the two is represented by t.he high hills southwest of 
Shawneetown, in the southern part of the State, and the rela
tively high unglaciated areas in the northwest corner of the 
St.ate. These areas correspond in altitude to other similar 
remnants in t.he adjoining St.ates and are believed to represent 
an early peneplain, during the formation of 'which the surface 
'was for the most part worn down to a nearly level plain that 
stood only a short distance above sea level. The region was 
subsequently reelevllted, perhaps in Cenozoie time, and all but 
the few remnants of the early peneplain were eroded to a level, 
probably not at any point far aboye the sea. 'Ibis surface, 
which is represented by the high diyide beneath the glacial 
drift, is the oldest surface in the Gillespie-Mount Olive district. 

CENOZOIC ERA 

TERTIARY PER10D 

A third eycle of' erosion began perhaps in the Tertiary 
period and is still in progress. Its beginning was marked by 
an uplift \vhich raised the smooth surface just described seyeral 
hundred feet aboye sea level, and before the end of the Ter
tiary period the surface had acquired a relief greater than 
that of to-day and was apparently more maturely dissected. 
The surface of the district at the end of the Tertiary period, as 
nearly as it can be reconstructed from the records of drill holes 
and rock outcrops, is represented in Figure 12. The maxi
mum relief was about 230 feet, whereas that of the present 
time, l<~aying out of aeeonnt the Illora.inal ridges, is less than 
200 feet. East of Staunton the lowest point of the old surface 
is probably less than 400 feet abo\Te sea level, whereas that of' 
the surface of to-day is about 500 feet. '1'he old ridge has an 
average altitude of' slightly more than 600 feet above sea level, 
whereas the average altitude of the modern ridge with its super
imposed glacial till is 660 feet. The va.lleys appear t.o be 
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much smoother and more open than those of to-day, hut tbis 
difference, though in part perhaps the result of glaciation, is 
in part only apparent, being the inevitable result of the lack of 
detailed information and the necessity of using a greater con
tour interval on tbe map. 

o ~ 10 M,L'-S 
~~---.--~~ 

FIGUltE 12.-Restored preglacial Jand surface in the aillespie and Mount 
Olive quadrangles represented by contours 

Based on lJOsition of bedrook ~urf[l,ce in well borings. Contour. show :I\ltitude:above present 
sea. level. Oontom'jnterval50feet 

The main drainage lines at the end of the Tertiary period 
were remarkably similar ill position to those of to-day, as 
might be supposed from the fact that the average thickness of 
the drift is less than the relief of' the older surface. Certain 
changes, however, have taken place. }lacoupin Creek no 
longer flows from the Gillespie-Mount Olive district in a north
westerly direction but has cut a new channel toward the west. 
The early channel of Shoal Creek probably was east of its 
present chunnel and outside the district. The drainage basins 
of to-day, however, conform closely to those of the Tertiary 
period, and these seem to have been controlled to some extent 
by outcrops of hard rocks, the Shoal Creek limestone being 
at or near the Tertiary surface in the greater part of the Mount 
Olive quadrangle. In the Gillespie quadrangle the drainage 
is in the opposite direction to the dip of the rocks, and t.he 
relation of t.he drainage to the hard beds is not so obvious. 

QUATEHNAHY l'.ERIOD 

When the destruction of the peneplain in the Gillespie
:Mollnt. Olive district. had rearhed the st.age represented in 
Figure 12, u climatic change resulted in the development of 
great ice sheets, \vhich gradually spread over the northern part 
of North Ameriea and invaded the U nit.ed States. (See fig. 13.) 

PIGURE lB.-Map of )forth AUlerica showing the area covered by the ice 
sheet of the Pleistocene epoch at its maximum extension 

Show~ the apPI'O;x;imate southelll limit of gllldation, the 10ur main centers of Ice accllmulat.iOIl, 
and the d!'1!tle"" are'" within the border of the glaciated region 

This change interrupted the work of stream erosion, which 
had been in progress since the last reelevation of the sUlface. 
This glaciation and a later one completely buried t.he pre
Quaternary surface beneath a thick layer of unsorted clastic 
material known as drift. The first of the g1'eat glaciers, which 
reached Iowa and Nebraska in pre-Kansan time, may not have 
invaded this part of Illinois. 

KANSAN (1) STAGK OF GLACLA'.rION 

At the second or Kansan f\tage of glaciation the ice from 
the center in Labrador probably spread over most of Illinois, 
and to this stage is provisionally referred the older till that is 
found beneath the Illinoian drift at so many localities in the 
Gillespie-::\Iount Olive district. This district ,vas probably not 
far from the southern limit of the ice sheet, and the glacial 

debris may not have covered the area very deeply, though the 
action of the ice was probably effective to some extent in 
smoothing the sharper irregularities ann wearing down the 
more prominent features. After occupying the region ·1'01' a 
considerable time, the ice gradually melted away, leaving in its 
place II mantle of day, sand, pebbles, and boulders, som.e of 
which it had brought from the region far to the north. 

YARMOUTH (?) IYTERGLACIAL S'.rAGE 

The change of climate that resulted in the melting of the ice 
was followed by a long interval during which ordinary agenCies 
of erosion were again dominant and the climat.e was not dis
similar to that in t.he same region t.o-day. Streams excavated 
new valleys or began to clear out old ones. Beds of sand and 
waterworn gravel accumulated in the drainage bottoms, ponds 
and swampy areas in which liyed snails and unios developed 
in some places, and elsewhere a dark to black soil was formed, 
in which trees and other plants grew in more or less 
abundance. 

ILLINOIAN STAGE OF GLACIMrIO:'( 

The mild climate that followed the early glaciation eventu
ally gave place to a more rigorous climate, and another ice 
sheet, which originated in Labrador, came from the northeast 
and spread over most of Illinois. As it. advanced it gathered 
up much of the material left by the ea.rlier ice sheet, and in 
scouring along the valleys it gathered also considerable mate
rial from exposed portions of the preglacial surface. In the 
Gillespie-Mount Olive district, however, its scouring action 
was not very pronounced, even though the basal rocks are soft 
shale, and in many places the Yarmouth soil was buried and 
little 01' not at all disturhed. 

This glacier reached the most southerly point attained by 
any of the Pleistocene ice sheets, extending southward in 
Illinois at least as far as the northern edge of .Tohnson County. 
As a result of this inyasion by the ice the surfa.ce of the greater 
part of Illinois vms buried beneath It mantle of gravelly a.nd 
sandy clay ,,,,hieh contains material derived from most of the 
rocks ·t.raversed by the ice sheet. The surface of the deposit 
laid down at this time was a nearly flat or gently undulating 
plain dotted with small depressions and morainal mounds. Its 
configuration in the Gillespie-Monnt OliYe district, as recon
structed from the undissected remnants of the plain that now 
comprises the divides, is shown in Fi)!;Ul'e 14. As the surface 
in this figure is delineated by 20-foot contours, only the larger 
depressions in the area are shown. 

PIGURE 14.-Restored surflWe of the hUH} at end of period of glaciation in 
the Gillespie and Mount Olive quadrangles shown by cont.ours 

Recon~tl'ucte,1 from \lnd1~sec,ed upla.tld areas. Oontours show altitude abo"e pre,ent sea level. 
Uontour intervai2U feet 

The conditions ,.,.hich led to the formation of the morainal 
mounds in the belt extending from north to south in the east
ern part of the Mount Olive quadrangle are not certainly 
known. The group of ridges in this belt is only a part of·a 
long chain of similar mounds in the valley of the Kaskaskia, 
extending from the ,horder of the later or ViTisconsin drift near 
J?ana southwestward to .Mississippi niver. As t.he ridges lie 
in the baBin of Kuskaskia niver, and as this basin was prob
ably a broad valley at the end of Illinoian time, so t.hat it may 
huye been effect.ive in controlling the movements of tbe ice 
neal' the margin of the iee sheet while the glacial front was 
retreating, there is a possibility th!1t the ridges constitute the 
terminal moraine of a minor lobe. The original height of the 
ridge in this area. above the basin of the Kllskaskia 1S not 
known, but its height above the postglacial valley of Shoal 
Creek, as shown in Figure 14, is oYer 80 feet. This difference 
in altitude must have had some effect on the movement of the 
ice and the debris carried by it in the final stages of glaciation. 
However, the distribution of the ridges relative to t.he axis of 
the Kaskaskia basin does not lend entirely satisfactory support 
to this hypothesis, so that the question must remain open 
until more extensive studies have been made. 

When the climate again became warmer and the ice front 
began to retreat, the rUll-off, seeking the low places on the till 
surface, began t.o develop the valleys as they are to-day. The 
courses of the present streams, \vith one exception, are the 
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direct result. of the configuration of the surface of the dri.ft as 
left by the ice (fig. 14). The exception is the 'Vest Fork of' 
Shoal Creek, which cuts ;lirectly across the main divide of the 
area. }'rom a casual inspection of the map it ,vould seem that 
the valley now occupied by Brush Creek in the basin ,vest of 
the high glacial mounds should have fmnished the outlet for 
drainage from the north. Certain conditions, howe\'er, may 
have closed this outlet. For example, the glacial front may 
have stood for a time at the morainal area in the northeastern 
part of the Mount Olive quadrangle after the ice had dis
appeared from most of the district. Such a barrier would have 
been effectual in diverting the ruu-off from the north to the 
position of' the West Fork of Shoal Creek. This channel, 
while carrying the drainage from the west side of the ice lobe 
and that from the region to the north, must have been cut 
deep enough to retain t.he drainage after t.he disappearance of 
the ice barrier. Otherwi8e t.ht, drainage must have found an 
exit southward through the low gap 'west of the ",Yare Groye 
:Mound, for this opening in the hills is at least 40 feet lower 
than the crest of the till ridge across which the West Fork 
of Shoal Creek est.ablished it.s course. 

On t.he disappearance of the ice the slll"face was again 
given over to vegetation, and the remains of successive gener
ations of plants formed a deep carbonaceous soil on t.he ill
drained upland surface. During the succeeding stages of 
glaciation the eonditions seem to lIa ve continued favorable to 
t.he growth of' \'egetat.ion. Kone of' the post.-Illinoian ice 
advancE'S are knovm to have reached the Gillespie-:\fount Olive 
district.. The extent of' the Labradorean ice at the Iowan stage 
is unknown. The 'Visconsin ice sheets did Hot reach as far 
south as t.hiR district. Each of these ice sheets, however, must 
ha ve exert.ed a chilling effect. on the climate of this area and 
have tended to prevent complete decomposition of \Teget.ation. 
In the ponded tracts the accumulation of' carbonaceous mate
rial, combined with the fine mud washed int.o t.he basins from 
surrounding low-lying areas, increused to t.hicknesses commen
surate with the depth of the depressions. With variations of 
climate, perhaps aecompauying subsequent interglacial stages, 
much of the carbonaceous material that had accumulated in 
t.he soil became oxidized. In the broad, flat areas, the soil 
of whieh at. one time must have been almost as dark as t.hat of 
the swampy areas, there appears to have bee~l a subsequent 
bleaching (tue t.o the act.ion of' humie adds in the water that 
percolated downward as the ground-water table heeame lower 
in conseguenee of dissection of the smooth plain by the 
streams. To this hleaching is probably due the ash-gray color 
oftLe so-called <iwhite clay" soil. 

A time of slack water resulted in t.he accumulation of con
siderable t.hieknesses of alluvium into which the streams are 
HOW cutting. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

The mineral resources of the Gillespie-Mount Olive district 
are coal, oil and gas, clay, stone, sand and gravel, soil, and 
water. 

COAT ... 

Genemljeatures.-The district. lies in the southwestern part 
of the Eastern Interior coal basin. (See fig. 15.) Coal occurs 
in all t.he formations of the Pennsylvanian series, but only 
those in the Carbondale formation arc of' great value. The 
lIerrin coal at the top of the formation is t.he most valuable 
of' t.hese and the only one now worked. The quant.it.y of coal 
produced in :J.Iacoupin and Montgomery counties in In24 was 
8,04~,17H short tons, most of which came from mines within 
the Gillespie-Mount Olive district.. 

None of t.he coals below t.he Herrin coal are sufficiently 
valuable to make exploitation profitahle at present.. None ~f 
them are as thick as the Herrin .cord, and so fill' prospeding 
has shmvll nOlle that have so good a roof or arc so easily 
accessible. In several wells drilled for oil by churn drills C011-

~iderable thicknes8es of coal have been reported, hut the details 
of the 10gB of such borings Ill'e doubtful. 

Coul in tlte Pottsville jurmaf-ion.-Only one bed of coal 
octurs in t.he Pottsville formatioll in the Gillespie-l\lount Olive 
district. This coal was formerly mined in the Litchfield shaft, 
but. though locally of' good quality it was found to be so irreg
ular in charader t.hat it \vas abandoned. It is reported to 
become much thinuer \vithin a short distance to t.he north and 
east, anti ill those diredions it wus followed unt.il its thickness 
decreased to 18 inches. Toward the northeast the roof is bad 
and the cm'll dirty. Towanl t.he south and west the bed is 6 
feet thick, but bone replaces the coal Ht a locality 2,000· feet 
west of the shaft. In the shaft t.he (~oHI, as reported, is over
lain by 22 feet of dark sandy shale and underlain by () feet. of 
fire clay, but these bedR appear to yary from place to phwe. 

The following anulyses were made from silmples collected by 
the Illinois Geologieal Hurvey while the mine was being 
operated, Cnfortunately the analyses were made before the 
a.doption of standard methods of determining air-drying loss, 
so that only the results of analysi.., stated on the moisture-free 
basis are reliable. These analyses are given only because no 
others are available. 
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Analy.~es of coal in Litchfield fhaft 

I w. :F. Wheeler. analyst. ,\oaly"es made tor tlH. lillnois GeologIcal Sun-ey] 

aAir·,hT.og lollS qu~.tlonable. 
I. A, Hample as received; B, air-dried sample; C, moIsture-free sample. 

83. Illinois Collieries Co., Utcbfield, second west main entry, northeast 
side. Face sample. 

84. IllillOis ColUeries Co., J_itchfieJd, room 7, ellJlventh south main entry. 
Face sample. 

18t2. Litchfield Coal Co., formerly IilillOis Collieries Co .. Litchfield, 
room 7, third east off straight north. Pacs sample, 68 inches. 

1864. Litchlield Coal Co., formerly Illinois Collieries Co., room 11, eighth 
entry 'west of shaft, north face. Face sample, 69 inches. 

The following section was measured by t.he Illinois Geolog
ical Survey: 

Section of coal/Jed, in the PoUs-oille formation in the Litchjidd shaft 

Mother coal and' l:!uJpJtur"_ 
Ooal ____ _ 

Fire day. 

Ft .. in. 

3 
6 , 

1 lit 1, 
2 4! 

t 
1 3, 

6 • 

The coal has a maximum t.hickness of over 7 feet, but. devel
opment showed that the coal is exceptionally thick near the 
shaft and that t.he ash t.here is exceptionally low. The bed 
is variable in other localities, and in the logs of most of the 
drill holes that reach this horizon it is reported as black shale. 
In 80me places it appears to have been eroded a short time 
after it was deposited. For these reasons the bed does not give 
much promise of future value in this locality, though it js 
possible that in adjoining areas, and perhaps in the Gillespie
Mount. Olive district, portions sufficiently persistent to y-mrrant 
mining may be proved by the drill. 

FIG-URE 15.-0utline map showing location of Gillespie and Mount Olive 
LjIHtrlrang'les (the small rectangles) in the eastern interior eoal basin of 
lilinoi~, Indiana, and Kentucky (ruled area) 

Coal in McLeansboro jOTmat-ion.-Only one coal in the 
itlcLeanshoro formation approaches workable thickness. This 
coal is about 150 feet above the Herrin coal. Its maximum 
thickness, which is reported to be 7 feet, is \Tery exceptional, 
and its average thickness in T.7 N., R. 4 W., 'where it is 
thickest, is less than 2 feet. The known details coneerning 
the thickness of this coal are given on page 5. Near Sorent.o 
a coal that occurs rather generally below the Shoal Creek lime
stone \vas once mined for local use, but its thickness does not 
exceed ~ feet, as described on page 5. 

Carbondale coals below the Herrin (No. fJ) coal. - The 
Murphysboro coal, at the base of the Carbondale formation, is 
split int.o two beds o.t all the localities within the area where 
detailed information of its occurrence is available. Its greatest 
recorded thickness is at Walshville, where the lower bench was 

reported in the log of a well put down by the conur,lIlnity to be 
:3 feet 10 inches thick. Elsewhere the benches range from a 
few inches to 2 feet 6 inches in thickness. 

The next coal, or rather group of coals, above the Murphys
boro is that which lies at the horizon of the limestone already 
ment.ioned. In sec. 5, T. 8 ~., R. 5 'V., there are two beds, 2 
feet 9 inches and 3 feet 4 inches thick, separated by 8 feet 10 
inches of' shale and limestone. The thicker bed, however, 
,,,hich is the lower one, is reported to contain bands of shale. 
The \Valshville town well is said to pass through beds 2 feet 
10 inches and 2 feet 7 inches thick, separated by 6 feet 6 
inches of black and blue shale and limestone, and the well at 
the Hillsboro shaft, just east of the Mount Olive quadrangle, 
is reported to pass through 3 feet 6 inches of coal with bands 
of fire clay at this horizon. In the shaft east of Litchfield 4 
feet of coal is said to have been mined in the early seventies, 
but the shaft has long been ahandoned. In the future this 
coal may possibly be found valuable, at least. locally. No 
analyses of it. are available. 

The second coal above the Murphysboro and the next below 
the Springfield coal was mined for a time in the Litchfield 
shaft, where the following section V','US reported: 

Ser:tion nf the" Mppe,' coal," Utr:hfield shaft 

Sandston!;). Ioches 
Bone, eoal, andslate~ _________________________________ 10-14 
Coal__ 24 
Fire cla.y _ 
00::1.1._ 

10 
8-10 

The bed is variable in thickness and perhaps in charader. 
At many places it is too thin ever to be mined, but as it has 
been reported to be over 6 feet thick at several places in the 
southwest. quarter of the Mount Olive quadrangle the drilllllay 
demonstrate sufficiently extensive areas of good coal at this 
horizon t.o render possible the mining of this bed at some 
future time. 

The Springfield coal, which is so valuable both north and 
south of the Gillespie-Mount Olive district, is too thin to be 
mined within t.his district. A thickness of 3 feet at some 
places is reported, but the average thickness does not exceed 2 
feet. At one place, in sec. 21, T. 7 N., R. 4 'V., the bed is 
reported to be 8 feet 3 inches thick. 

Herrin coal or No.6 coal.-The Herrin coal underlies t.he 
greater part of the district, but it is absent or thin iu a belt 5 
to 6 miles wide that crosses the central part of the Mount. Olive 
quadrangle, from which it was eroded a short time after it. was 
deposited. It is also absent from smaller areas and st.rips 
representing valleys that were tributary to the main valley. 
One of these areas lies near Hillsboro, and perhaps another 
lies near the Carlinville dome. Future prospecting 'will 
demonst.rate similar conditions in other areas that border the 
zone of maximum erosion. 

The coal which it is considered profitable to mine is at 
present confined to areas in which the roof is sufficiently 
strong. In a. considerable area bordering that in which the 
coal was eroded the overlying limestone above it has been 
partly or entirely removed, and as the sediments that subse
quently replaced the eroded materials have formed in most 
places more or less incoherent shale, mining is more difficult 
and expensive and consequently leSE! attractive under present 
economic conditions than in the a.reas where t.he roof is good. 
This condition prevails rather generally in Honey Point Town
ship and to some extent. east and northeast of Mount Olive. 
'Vhere the limestone lies only a short distance above the coal 
it forms an excellent roof. In the entries the black roof' shale, 
which is the usual immediate cover of the coal, is taken down, 
and the limestone stands indefinitely without timbering. The 
eharacter and thickness of t.he roof shale are variable, however, 
and the thickness may range f'rom a thin film to more than 6 
feet in t.he same mine. In places the roof shale includes or is 
replaced by lenticular bodies of lighter-gray clay like shale 
which contains a remarkably high percentage of finely divided 
pyrite. The pyrite is inconspicuous, owing to t.he clayey con
tent of the material, but. its finely divided state offers a large 
surface for oxidation, and decomposition takes place so rapidly 
\vhen the material is in contact with the moist air of the mines 
that spontaneous combustion occurs. Parts of some of the 
mines have had to be sealed for months to extinguish fires that 
have started in this way, but. fortunately the condition is local 
and has not seriously affected mining. 

The black shale roof stands fairly well in the rooms, but 
falls sometimes occur, especially where there are "slips." In 
the eastern part of the Mount Olive quadrangle, neal' Hills
boro, the gray calcareous shale which locally underlies the 
limest.one forms a very poor roof, and at Panama the thicker 
parts of the black shale are so insecure that the top bench of 
the coal is not mined but is left to reinforce the roof. 

The base of the limest.one is studded with mammillary 
protuberances several feet. in diameter, which project into t.he 
coal where the roof slat.e is thin. In some' places they pene
trate within 2 or 3 feet of the floor. These projecting masses 
show slickensides where they are squeezed into the coal a.nd 
slate, and they represent original nests or pockets in the upper 



surface of the bed on which the limestone accumulated. The 
holes may have been produced by the action of swirling cur
rents during a rush of water into the area. 

The floor is composed of impure fire clay, usually not more 
than 2 or 3 feet thick, though at Panama it averages about 15 
feet. When wet or long exposed it has a tendency to uheave," 
but as the mines are quite dry at most places this does not give 
much trouble. 

As a rule very little gas is present, and, as the mines are 
practically dry, water and gus do not create difficulties in 
mining operations. The coal lies at no great depth, being 
nowhere within the district more than 500 feet below the sur
face. In the Gillespie quadrangle it is in most places at a 
depth of less than 300 feet. Faulting is rare, and the few 
faults known have a throw of only a few feet. At Panama 
several faults have been found, but the effect on mining is not 
much more serious than the presence of pronounced rolls. 
These conditions, together with the general regularity of the 
bed throughout the district, combine to make the mining of 
this coal particularly attractive. 

The incoherent character of the beds of the McLeansboro 
formation causes the beds between the coal and the surface to 
subside where the coal has been extensively mined without 
adequate pillars. The beds in most places subside by shearing 
around the edges of the undermined area, the pillars probably 
being crushed. The change of level at the surface is in places 
2 or 3 feet. 

The sections presented in Figure 10, which are designed to 
show the physical conditions of the coal, are perhaps not 
entirely representative of the mines in which they were 
measured, but they indicate the variations encountered and 
are therefore representative of the No.6 coal within the area. 
In the middle part of the bed there are generally a number of 
lenticular sheets of pyrite from one-eighth to one-fourth inch 
thick and some clay partings and sheets of mineral charcoal, 
which are not shown in the sections. Sueh impurities also 
oceur in the upper and lower parts, but they are less common 
there. 
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FIGURE 16.-Detailed sections of the No.6 (Herrin) coal in the GilleBpie 
and Mount Olive quadrangle~ 

The thickness of the coal ranges from 4 feet in some parts of 
the workings near Bunker Hill to 9 feet 8 inches in a drill 
hole southeast of Mount Olive. The average thickness is 
about 7 feet, and in a given district the thickness is in general 
fairly uniform, the fluctuations rarely exceeding 1 foot above 
or below the average. 

The cleat is very well developed locally but differs in 
direction and in development in different parts of the field. 
At Gillespie it is so perfectly developed that according to 
reports a transit may be oriented within a few degrees on the 
cleat alone. It is not, however, well developed at Staunton. 
Near Mount Olive the cleat is N. 90 W., but at Hillsboro it is 
N. 45 0 E. 

The coal is sometimes called the bench coal, a name sug
gested by fhe fact that certain layers of the bed have regularly 
different characteristics. The top coal is hard and usually 
free from impurities, and its luster is brighter than that of the 
next lower bench, from which it is in some places separated by 
a parting of pyrite. As a rule it is not over 2 feet in thick
ness. The middle bench is somewhat dull in luster and con
tains layers of pyrite, clay, and bone, which, however, are 
thin and irregular in position. The blue band already men
tioned is generally about 1 indt thick, but at one place a 
thickness of more than 3 inches has been observed. It con
sists of fine shale or clay and in some places contains thin 
streaks of pyrite. Generally it is from 14 to 20 inches above 
the base of the bed. The lower bench is brighter and harder 
aud usually cleaner than the middle bench, though in some 
places it has a few inches of bone at its contact with the under
lying fire clay. 

The railroads are the largest consumers of the coal of this 
district, taking nearly half the quantity produced. The 
remainder is used for making steam and heating, and nearly as 
much goes to Chicago as to St. Louis. The coal is not so good 
as the average coals of the Appalachian field, but it ranks 
well with other coals of the Eastern Interior and Western 
Interior basins. Its heating value is lower than that of the 
coal of the southern part of the State but slightly higher than 

Hll1.,spl ... ~loullt 011> .. 
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that of the Springfield coal in Sangamon County. It has 
nearly the same, heating value as the coals of the La Salle and 
Dan ville districts, although it is higher in sulphur and ash. 
In these constitufmts it is also higher than that of other dis
tricts of the State, possibly because of its position near the 
margin of the coal basin. 

The chemical character of the Herrin coal is shown by the 
accompanying analyses, which were made in the laboratories 
of the University of Illinois under the direction of Prof. 
S. W. Parr. 

Analyses of face samples eillespie-Mount Olive 

[:lfadp. under direction of s. W. Parr for Illinois OeologicalSurvey] 

I 
COMolidat€d Coal Co, mine No.1 
15,Mo\lutO\l,,~. 

ShoaICreek('''IIICo,mlneXo !, 
Panam" 

I 

l'ellb"dyCoal Co, Taylor Hpring I 
miue,MoulltOll\~. 

The coal in the Belleville-Breese district, ,,,hich is entirely 
similar to the coal of the Gillespie-Mount Olive district, "";s 
found to be essentially noncoking, Hnd attempts to produce a 
good blast-furnace coke ,yere not. successful. It is probable, 
therefore, that the coals of the Gillespie-Mount Olive district 
are also noncoking. Like the' Belleville coal it is probably 
well adapted to use for briquetting. 

on, ANn GAS 

The Gillespie-Mount Olive district has produced only small 
quantities of oil and gas. In all, four productive areas are 
known. The oldest of these areas, the Litchfield oil pool, 
was discovered iu 1879, and by 1902, when it was abandoneci, 
it had produced about 22,000 barrels of oil. The gas that 
accompanied the oil in rather large quantities was used in the 
homes in Litchfield for several years, but the field had ceased 
to produce gas in 1889. The Carlinville field was discovered 
in 1909, and during the first year it yielded gas which was 
utilized in Carlinville. In 1911, however, a small oil pool was 
discovered in the same locality at a slightly greater depth, and 
by the end of 1914 it had yielded 16)540 barrels. Production 
in the field is declining, and as the produetive area is small it 
seems probable that the field will soon be exhausted. 

On Spanish Needle Creek two gas wells were drilled in 1915 
in an area that had been previously recommended by the 
United States Geological Survey and the Illinois Geological 
Survey in a cooperative report. 14 The open-flow production 
has not been measured, but the production of one of these wells 
is reported at 3,000,000 cubic feet. In the same year a more 
extensi ve area containing gas was discovered northwest of 
Staunton under similar circumstances, at a depth of 450 to 500 
feet. In this area in 191(; several wells had produced 
2,000,000 to 15,000,000 cubic feet and were then estimated to 
be capable of producing over 60,000,000 cubic feet. 

The oil in the Litchfield a.rea is said to have been almost 
black, and to have a specific gravity of 22° Baume. That of 
the Carlinville pool is dark brown and has a specific gravity of 
28.6° Baume. 

The gas is of good quality, is almost odorless, and burns 
with a hot blue flame. The initial pressure at Carlinville was 
135 pounds, but in less than three years the pressure had 
fallen to 35 pounds. 

The oil and gas come from lenticular bodies of sandstone in 
the upper part of the Pottsville formation, at a depth of 500 to 
550 feet in the Carlinville area and of about 700 feet at Litch
field. The most productive sandstone lens euts out the Potts
ville dirty coal in both oil fields, and the sandstones are thought 
to be contemporaneous, although they are not continuous. 

14 Blatchley, R. S., Oil anu gas in Bond, Macoapin, and Montgomery 
oounties, Ill.: Illinoi!l Geol. Survey Bull. 28, pl. 2, 1914. 

The accumulation of oil in the Catlin ville field seems to be 
dependent on the accidental presence of a favorably conditioned 
sandstone lens beneath a structural deformation. The oil and 
gas are accumulated eccentrically beneath the dome because the 
tilted sandstone lentil in which they occur wedges out nea.r the 
crest and does not underlie the whole area. The uplift is only 
15 or 20 feet, and the accidental combination of a lenticular 
sand body and a dome has localized the oil. The Litchfield 
area furnishes an example of anticlinal accumulation of oil and 
gas, as does also the gas pool on Spanish Needle Creek. In 
the area north west of Staunton the presence of a body of sand 
on the dome appears to be necessary to localize the accumula~ 
tion, for a number of points beneath the dome have been 
proved nonproductive. 

Structural conditions seem to favor the accumulation of oil 
beneath the other domes in the district, but it is not known 
whether favorable sandstone lenses are present in those areas. 
The fact that a slight deformation proved effective in localizing 
the Litchfield pool at the edge of the tilted sand lens suggests 
that similar conditions may occur in other parts of the field 
where such slight folding may have escaped detection. 

CLAY AND SHALE 

The subsoil of the area, ,,,hich is from 4 to 5 feet thick and 
rests on the glacial till, yields suitable material for the manu
facture of common briek and tile. The brick, however, is not 
of very good appearance, and the presence in it of the small 
pebbles carried in the soil is an objectionable feature, although 
for certa.in USE'S the product is not unsatisfactory. The clay 
that underlies the Carlinville limestone is utilized near the 
northern margin of the Gillespie quadrangle in the manu
facture of tile of good grade, and this bed of clay, which is 
exposed at a number of places in the northeastern part of this 
quadrangle, is elsewhere probably of similar grade and charac
ter, though not so accessible. 

A number of samples of clay and shale were collected from 
the McLeansboro formation and tested by the ceramics depart
ment of the Illinois State University, but only one of these 
samples, which is reported as being of excellent quality, was 
found to be suitable for making brick. This clay came from 
an exposure in the bed of l~ig Branch of Cahokia Creek, in the 
NE. l sec. 12, T. 7 N., R. 7 W., about 1 mile southwest of 
BawyerYiIle. It is less than half a mile from the Illinois 
Traction line and the same diRtance from the branch of the 
Chicago & Northwestern Hallway. The shale is exposE'd in a 
eut hank of the m'eek and oceurs beneath a moderate covel'. 
The entire thickness of thE' bed is not f'xposed, but it exceeds 
10 feet, and a large quantity of clay is accessible in the vicin
ity. In burning it has an excellent color range of fine deep 
red and a good range of vitrification and would therefore be 
suitable for making vitriIied brick. 

Samples of the underclay beneath the Herrin coal at Bunker 
Hill and at Panama were tested but were found unsatisfactory. 
The sample from Panama ,,,as gray and reported to be fairly 
hard and fairly plastic. It had a high drying shrinkage, 
scummed badly in burning, and became overbmned at cone 
02. It is not suitable for commercial use. 

The sample from Bunker Hill was a soft gray clay that con
tained considerable iron and calcium in the form of concretions 
of iron carbonate and calciulll carbonate (Fe 2C0 3 and CaCO s). 
The burned samples were badly scummed and contained gran
ular particles of the lime-iron concretions. It is not of much 
value. Four other samples were tested from other Ioealities but 
were found to be unsatisfactory. Two samples of clay shale 
came from horizons above the Carlin ville limestone near the 
head of Paddock Creek at J1unker Hill; one sample was 
obtained a short distance aboye the Shoal Creek limestone on 
the farm of Thomas Compton, 1 mile north of Sorento; and 
one was obtained beneath the Shoal Creek limestone at the ford 
in the road that connects Sorento and Panama. All four 
samples were found to be undesirable for commercial use, 
although the clay exposed in Paddock Creek in the northwest 
corner of sec. 24, T. 7 .N., R. 8 ",V., is reported to be suitable 
for common brick and some for face brick, but there is some 
scumming, and the rapid vitrification makes burning dangerous. 
Possibly other clays in the area may be more desirable, but 
most of them are highly micaceous and contain rnueh fine sand. 

BUlT,DING STONE 

There is no building stone of any value in the district except 
for local use. The Carlinville and Shoal Creek limestones have 
been used locally for foundation stone, for which suitable blocks 
8 to 12 inches thick can be procured. Although these lime
stones are suitable for crushed stone in concrete the stone 
shipped into the district froUl places on Mississippi H.iver has 
superseded the local stone because the thick cover over the out
crops along the valley sides generally makes the quarrying of 
the local stone unprofitable. A notablE' exception, however, is 
the quarry on the Illinois Traction line hetween Litchfield and 
Shoal Creek in the SE. 1- sec. 2, T. H ~., H.. i') 'V. Here the 
Shoal Creek limestone forms a bench with but little coyer in a 
wide meander of a small creek, and it was extensively quarried 



and crushed for use flS ballast in the construction of this line. 
No other outcrops of limestone were observed so well situated 
for transportation and quarrying. Small areas of outcropping 
limestone that could be utilized locally for road metal occur a 
short distance east and north of Sorento, near mine ~o. 3 of 
the Superior Coal CD., near Gillespie, and at the head of Dry 
Fork northwest of Gillespie, and elsewhere. The accessible 
stone is somewhat argillaceous and of variable grade, rmd it is 
doubtful if small quarries can be established at these exposures 
that could compete with the plants on Mississippi River. 

SAXD AND GR.\VEI, 

Sand and gravel occur in most of the valleys and are used 
locally, but in cities and towns it. is more convenient to 
purchase that brought in by rail than to utilize the local mate
rial, if it must be hauled some distance by wagon. The small 
concretions of limonite from the size of birdshot to buckshot, 
that occur in the upland soil are concentrated by the action of 
streams in the sand bars and in places aggregate over i) per 
cent of the sand. These pellets form an objectionable con
stituent for use in concrete, and the limit of such impurities 
usually provided in specifications for road construction elimi
nates some deposits of sand that otherwise might be used. 

SOILS 

The soil of the Ui1lespie-Mount Olive district has been for 
the most part derived from the till and its cover of gumbo, 
though where the underlying Pennsylvanian rocks are exposed 
they have contributed to some extent to the alluvial soil of the 
valleys. 

The ~oil on the flat upland surface is light drab, brown, or 
dark grayish black. the humus which it contains giving it the 
dark color. It is friable and has appreciably less organic mat
ter at a depth of 20 to 30 inches, grading at this depth into 
yellO\vish silty subsoil that is less porous than the top soil but 
not very compact. Its relati yely porous texture enables the 
soil to withstand droughts better than the closer-textured soil 
in the southern part of the State. It contains the principal 
plant foods in sufficient quantity to make extenslve or frequent 
fertilization unnecessary. 

In the postglacial ponds the fine material ·washed from the 
surrounding slightly higher areas formed a soil of different 
type. This soil is rich in organic matter, black, sticky, and 
plastic. In some places it is sometimes difficult to proyide 
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adequate drainage, but the soil contains abundant plant food 
and is more productive than the other upland soils which have 
been longer under cultivation and which are not so well 
supplied with nitrogen anq. phosphorus. 

The steeper morainal mounds are covered with yellowish 
silty soils which are generally deficient in nitrogen and phos
phorus and unless carefully tilled are subject to serious loss 
from washing. For this reason they are better adapted to 
pasture and are so utilized in large measure, though in some 
places they are farmed. The soils of the valley slopes are 
similar in character but more sandy, being derived largely 
fi'om the till. As the valley slopes are steeper than the 
morainal mounds, they are even less adapted to cultivation 
except neal' the heads of drains, where the soil is of mixed 
character, much of it consisting of material washed from t.he 
upland plain. The soil of the bottom lands is variable and 
consists of material derived from the upland plain, the till 
sheet, and the outcropping Pennsylvanian rocks. As Shoal 
Creek drains a morainal area where the soil is composed of 
coarser material its alluvium is notably more sandy than that 
in the other valle)s. Although variable in character, the soil 
of the bottom lands generally contains about the same quan
tity of the principal plant foods as the best upland soil. The 
bottoms, however, are subject to overflow at times of high 
water and in some places are deficient in calcium and are more 
or less acid. 

'VATER RESOORCES 

The water supply of the Gillespie-::\Iount Olive district 
comes largely from shallow wells in the drift. Although ·water 
from tbis source is used extensively in the towns of Litchfield, 
Mount Olive, and Staunton, the municipal supplies are pro
cU1'ed from reservoirs provided by damming the upper parts of 
adjacent valleys. These reservoirs afford a moderately satis
factory but not ahvays adequate ·water supply, for the drainage 
basins are small. 

Wells ending in 1'ock jormatio7Ls.-Little water is obtained 
from deep wells. The only beds that yield much water are 
sandstones in the Pottsville formation at or neal' the horizon of 
the oil and gas, and this water is highly mineralized and very 
salty and is therefore unfit for use. The Carbondale and 
McLeansboro formations do not yield water except in a few 
places. This absence of water is no doubt due to the fact that 
the sandstones are lenticular and are cut off from t.he cil'cllla-

tion of ground water by the till and the inclosing shales, which 
are themselves too impervious either to serve as storage reser
voirs or to convey ·water to these porous sandstones. A well 
drilled on the east side of Gillespie, however, penetrated a 
water-bearing stratum of sandstone 7 feet thick at a depth of 
113 feet, or 237 feet above the Herrin coal. The water is 
reported to rise to a level withi~ 24 feet of the surfIWe. The 
beds at this horizon, however, haye been penetrated at anum. 
bel' of' places within a radius of a few miles and at none of 
these places has water been found. The supply in this well is 
probably not large, though the well is reported never to haye 
been pumped dry. A considerable quantity of water is also 
reported at Bunker Hill from a fissure penetrated by the drill 
in the lower part of the McLeansboro formation. 

Wells endin.q in glacial drift.-The most abundant supply 
of water, so fur as the rural population is concerned, is obtained 
from shallow wells that end in the glacial drift. In most parts 
of the upland plain water can be obtained at depths of 15 to 25 
feet. As the water occurs, however, in comparatively thin 
lenticular sandy sheets, there are many exceptions. Near the 
edge of the plains area, where the streams have cut back into 
the upland, the sandy bodies appear to be so thoroughly 
drained, especially neal' the heads of ravines, that the condi
tions are unfavorable to the development of water in the drift. 
Water is in some places encountered in the drift at depths of 
more than 40 feet, but the prospects of getting water below 25 
or 30 feet decrease somewhat in proportion to the depth. 

Many ' .... elle fail in the dry season, a condition which, accord
ing to reports,. did not exist prior to the extensiye ditching of 
the upland plain and the drainage of the swampy areas and 
ponds. The thin lenticular sand beds in the till are no doubt 
of small extent and are not generally interconnecting. The 
subsoil is comparatiyely impervious, and the little water con~ 
tained in the sand is probably being drawn upon in many 
wells faster than the water percolates through the subsoil. The 
improved drainage of the area that has been obtained by the 
ditches is probably the chief cause of the decreased supply of 
water, for no doubt much water is thus conducted to the 
valleys which might pass through the subsoil and replenish 
the water in the sand lenses if it were allowed to stand on the 
surface. 

As most of the wells are shallow, there is considerable danger 
of contamination by surface drainage. 

.Tuly,1924, 
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No.* Name of folio. 

Livin2'ston 
"-2 RiQ2'gold. 

1- \3 Placerville. 
'" 4 Killiston. 
{5 Sacramento 

Chattanooa-a . 
Pikes Peak. 
Sewanee. 

;<'9 Anthracite-Crested Butte. 
Harpers Ferry. 
Jackson . 
Estillville. 
Fredericksburg. 
Staunton. 
Lassen Peak . 
Knoxville. 
Marysville. 
Smartsville, 

,.: 19 Stevenson 
,"',20 Cleveland. 
· ..... 21 Pikeville 
:-,22 McMinnville 
':'-:23 
y..24 
'2. 
26 

--...27 
28 

X 29 
<,,30 
'51 

)(32 
; .... 33 
i. 34 
j'.,35 
,,~_56 

J3'l 
. ,",.38 
'l,39 
. 40 

,,' 41 
/42 

.45 
,,44 

! ,45 
146 
i-67 

<48 
,;49 

,( 50 
... '''"_51 
x52 
"<55 
7~ 54 

" 55 
~56 

"57 
. '<,58 
<69 

;./ 60 
;-( 61 

62 
.(63 

'< 64 

Nomini . 
Three Forks . 
Loudon. 
Pocahontas. 
Morristown. 
Piedmont. 
Nevada City Special . 
Yellowstone National Park. 
Pyramid Peak . 
Franklin 
Briceville. 
Buckhannon . 
Gadsden. 
Pueblo. 
Downieville. 
Butte Spellial 
Truckee 
Wartburg . 
Sonora. 
Nueces . 
Bidwell Bar. 
Tazewell 
Boise. 
Richmond. 
London .. 
Tenmile District Special. 
Roseburg .. 
Holyoke 
Bii'Trees. 
Absaroka. 

. Standingstone . 
Tacoma. 
Fort Benton . 
Little Belt Mountains 
Telluride .. 
Elmoro . 
Bristol 
La Plata. 
Monterey 
Menominee Special 
Mother Lode District 
Uvalde. 

66 TIntic Special 
66 CQlfa.x 

State. 

Montana •. 
Georgia-Tennessee 
California 
Tennessee 
California. 
Tennessee .. 
Colorado. 
Tennessee. 
Colorado. 
Va..-Md.-W. Va 
California.. 
Ky.-Va.-Tenn 
Virginia-Maryland . 
Virginia-West Virginia. 
California. 
Tennesaee-North Carolina 
California. 
California. 
Ala.-Ga.-Tenn 
Tennessee. 
Tennessee. 
Tennessee 
Maryland-Virginia .. 
Montana. 
Tennessee. 
Vi~inia-West Virginia. 
Tennessee. 
West Virginia-Maryland. 
California. 
WyomiJl2' 
California. 
West Virginia-Virginia. 
Tennessee 
West Virginia .. 
Alabama. 
Colorado. 
California. 
Montana . 
California. 
Tennessee 
California. 
Texas. 
California. 
Virginia-West Virginia 
Idaho. 
Kentucky. 
Kentucky 
Colorado. 
Oregon. 
Massachusetts-Connecticut, 
California. 
Wyomilli' . 
Tennessee 
Washington 
Montana. 
Montana. 
Color<ido . 
Colorado. 
Virginia-Tennessee 
Colorado. 
Virginia-West Virginia. 
Mic~an . 
California. 
Texas . 
Utah. 
California. 
lllinois-Indiana. 
Colorado. 
West Virginia-Ohlo 
D. C.-Va.-Md 
Colorado. 
WestViri'inia 
Oregon .. 

Danville 
Walsenburg 
Huntington. 
Washington. 
Spanish Peaks 
Charleston . 
Coos Bay. 
Coalg~te . 
Maynardville , 
Austin 
Raleigh. 
Rome. 
Atoka. 

:! ~~~~~~:: (I.nd. T.) 

Norfolk .. 
Chica,a-o. 
Masontown-Uniontown .. 
New York City. 
Ditney 
Oelrichs. 
Ellensbura- . 
Camp Clarke. 
Scotts Bluft 
Port Orford 
Cranberry 
Hartville. 
Gaines. 
Elkland-Tioi'a 
Brownsvi.le-Connellsville .. 
Columbia. 
OHvet. 
Parker. 
Tishomingo 
Mitchell , 

X I 00 Alexandria. 
tIOl San Luis 

I 102 Indiana. 
,103 Nampa. 
.".1 04 Silver City . 
'<.105 Patoka. 
d 06 Mount Stuart 
t 1 01 Newcastle .. 
/108 Edgemont 
".109 Cottonwood Falls. 
./ 110 Latrobe. 

* Order by number. 

Texas 
West Virginia 
Georgia-Alabama ' . 
Oklahoma (Ind. T.) .. 
Virginia-North Carolina. 
Illinois-Indiana . 
Pennsylvania. 
New York-New Jersey. 
Indiana- .. 
South Dakota-Nebraska. 
Washilli'ton. 
Nebraska. 
Nebraska. 
Oregon. 
North Carolina-Tennessee 
Wyoming .. 
Pennsylvania-Ney' Y (Irk 
Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania. 
Tennessee 
South Dakota . 
South Dak'lta . 
Okla.homa (Ind. T.). , 
South Dakota 
South Dakota 
California. .. 
Pennsylvania. 
Idaho-Ore"on 
Idaho. 
Indiana-Illinois. 
Washington .. 
Wyomill£'-South Dakota .. 
South Dakota-Nebraska 
Kansas. 
Pennsylvania. 

t Payment must be made by money order or in cash. 
+: Octavo editions of these folios may be had at same price. 

Price.t 

Cents. 
Out 9fstock. 

do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
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do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
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do. 
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do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do 
do. 
do. 
do 
do. 
do 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

• • Out of stGck. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

• 
Out of stock. 

• 
5 

Out of stock. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 
do. 

• 
Out of stock. 

No.* 

III 
·n12 
)()15 
<114 

X 1l5 
" J 116 
':""117 
Xl18 
V119 
"'<120 
)1,121 
\,'122 
k12'5 
<124 
':""'125 
/.,126 
:< 127 
. ~128 
.>'129 
)0'50 

"/,1'51 
y..132 
:0;..133 

m 
:".155 
,:0:'136 
~Hi'l 

;.138 
yl59 

Xl40 
),141 
)1142 
'<143 

144 

1 146 
'/- '146 
/,.147 
--..l148 

i.i:~ 
..;: 151 
~,152 

• ' 155 
:~154 

15. 
)',156 
'\~152' 
,.:.J58 

x.159 
,(,] 50 

,"-)61 
" 162 
,X,16'5 
I- 164 
~1155 
-.1166 
~:16, 

;< 168 
" 169 
,,12'0 
x 171 
X 172 
'" 175 
.l(H4 
",,125 

:-- H6 
,<-)ZZ 

.,t,178 
yl79 
~180 

P81 
,>(+:182 

1I8'5 
1184 

;.i185 

~i:~ 
'. ~ 188 
)(189 
Y190 
:\11'191 
)1'.192 
-119'5 
'i 194 

~:~ 
XII 197 

..:..198 
~199 

'~., 200 

,:11201 
'{202 

~ .• ' 205 
«: -.::204 

.l. ;<.1205 
, ~:. 206 

,,-,207 

X 208 
J( 209 

"11:10 
"211 
,212 

1(213 
;214 
-215 
, 216 
1'-217 
,,\218 
/219 

220 

Name of folio. 

Globe. 
Bisbee (reprint) 
Huron. 
DeSmet. 
Kittannil1i' . 
Asheville. 
Casselton-Fargo . 
Greeneville. 
Fayetteville 
Silverton. 
Waynesburg. 
Tahlequah. 
Elders Ridge . 
Mount Mitchell . 
Rural Valley. 
Bradshaw Mountains . 
Sundanlle. 
Aladdin. 
Clifton 
Rico. 
Needle Mountains .. 
Muscogee. 
Ebensburg . 
Beaver. 
Nepesta 
St. Marys. 
Dover. 
Redding 
Snoqualmie. 
MiJwaukee Special 

Arizona, 
Arizona. 

State. 

South Dakota . 
South Dakota 
Pennsylvania. 
North Carolina-Tennessee 
North Dakota-Minnesota . 

. I Tennessee-North Carolina 
Arkansas-Missouri 
Colorado. 
Pennsylvania. 
Oklahoma (Ind. T.) 
Pennsylvania. 
North Carolina-Tennessee 
Pennsylvania, . 
Arizona. 
Wyoming-South Dakota. 
Wyo.-S. Dak.-Mont . 
Arizona. 
Colorado. 
Colorado . 
Oklahoma (Ind. T.) 
Pennsylvania. 
Pennsylvania. 
Colorado. 
Maryland-VirQinia . 
Del.-Md._N. J 

Bald Mountain-Dayton 
Cloud Peak-Fort McKinney. 
Nanta.hala . 

California. 
Washington. 
Wisconsin. 
Wyoming . 
Wyoming, 
North Carolina-Tennessee 
Pennsylvania. 
Wisconsin-Iowa-Illinois 
Pennsylvania. 

Amity .. 
Lancaster-Mineral Point 
Rogersville. 
Pisgah 
Joplin District (reprint) 
Penobscot Bay .. 
Devils Tower. 
Roan Mountain. 
Patuxent. 
Ouray. 
Winslow 
Ann Arbor (reprint) ' •. 
Elk Point. 
Passaic 
Rockland. 
Independence 
Allcident-Grantsville 
Franklin Furnace 
Philadelphia .. 
Santa Crull 
Belle Fourche . 
Aberdeen-Redfield. 
EIPaso. 
Trenton 
Jamestown-Tower. 
Watkins Glen-Catatonk . 
Meroersburg-Chambersburir 
Engineer Mountain .. 
Warren. 
Laramie-Sherman. 
Johnstown . , 
BirmiJl2'ham . 
Sewickley 
Burgettstown-Carnegie . 
Foxburg-Clarion. 
Pawpaw-Hancock .. 
Claysville. 
Bismarck 
Choptank 
Llano-Burnet 
Kenova. 
Murphysboro-Herrin 
Apishapa . 
Ellijay 
Tallula-Sprinflfield .. 
Barnesboro-Patton 
Niagara. 
Raritan. 
Eastport , 
San Francisco . 
Van Hom 
Belleville-Breese. 
Phillipsburg 
Columbus. 
Castle Rock 
Silver City . 
Galena-Elilla&eth 
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
Eureka Sprinzs-Harrison . 
Colorado Springs. 
Tolchester . 
Detroit. 
Leavenworth-Smithville. 
DemiJl2' . 
Colchester-Macomb 
Newell . 
Herman-Morris 
Elkton-Wilmington .. 
Syracuse-Lakin , 
New Athens-Okawville .. 
Raton-Brilliant-Koehler . 
Hot Springs 
Carlyle-Centralia . , . 
Ray. 
Riddle 
Central Black Hills .. 
Gillespie-Mount Olive. 

N. Carolina-So Carolina . 
Missouri-Kansas. 
Maine. 
Wyoming ..... . 
Tennessee-North Carolina 
Md.-D.C. 
Colorado. 
Ark.-Okla. (Ind. T.) 
Michigan ..... . 
S. Dak.-Nebr.-Iowa . 
New Jersey-New York . 
Maine. • 
Kansas 
Md.-Pa.-W. Va 
New Jersey 
Pa..-N.J.-Del. 
California. 
South Dakota 
South Dakota 
Texas. 
New Jersey-Pennsylvania. 
North Dakota 
New York, 
Pennsylvania. 
Colorado . 
Pennsylvania_New York 
Wyoming . 
Pennsylvania. 
Alabama' . 
Pennsylvania. . 
Pennsylvania . 
Pennsylvania. 
Md.-W. Va.~Pa 
Pennsylvania. 
North Dakota 
Maryland. 
T~a9. 

Ky.-W. Va.-Ohio. 
Illinois 
Colorado . 
Ga.-N. C.-Tenn. 
Illinois 
Pennsylvania. 
New York. 
New Jersey 
Maine. 
California. 
Texas. 
lllinois 
Montana. 
Ohio, 
Colorado . 
New Mexico. 
Illinois-Iowa. 
Minnesota 
Arkansas-Missouri 
Colorado. 
Maryland. 
Michigan. 
Missouri-Kansas . 
New Mexillo . 
lllinois. 
South Dakota 
Minnesota 
Md.-Del.-N. J.-Pa . , 
Kansas. 
IlHnois. 
New Mexico-Colorado . 
Arkansas .. 
lllinois. 
Arillona. 
Oregon. 
South Dakota , 
Illinois. 

~ These folios are also published in octavo form at 60 cents each. 
~ Octavo edition only of this folio is in stock. 

Price.t 

Cents. 
Out of stock. 

2. 
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2. 

The stock of folios from Nos. 1 to 184 and No. 186 was damaged by a fire in the GeoloQical Survey buildina-. but tnose folios that were only alia-htly dama,a-ed ~d are usable will be 
sold at 5 cents each. They are priced accordingly in the list above. Circulars showing the location of the area covered by any of the above}olios. as well a.s information conoerning topo
iTaphic maps and other publioations of the Geological Survey. may be had on applillation to the Director. United States Geologioal Survey, Washington, D. C. 




